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ABSTRACT 

 

This dissertation contributes and fortifies the imperative outlooks that low-income housing circumstances 

in the developing housing world can be enhanced, implemented, as well as strengthened both for the habitat 

policy distribution level and the housing design enhancement. It provides the sustainable practical 

strategies that reflect the necessity of present housing needs and shed light to the sustainability of future 

low-income housing development. It provides coherent instances on how to strengthen the housing 

programme and explore the sustainable implementation. 

 

Utilizing Thailand as the study prototype, the study focuses on low-income housing, low-cost housing, 

squatter settlement as well as low-income settlement, majorly involves with the housing scenarios under the 

governmental housing programme in order to find out the sustainable concrete way of the implementation. 

The study clarifies the sustainability of low-income habitation that covers all the nationwide housing 

scenarios which contains two major housing programmes within. The first programme referred to as the 

Baan Eua-Arthorn Project (BEP), which is renowned as a low-cost housing project that is provided by the 

National Housing Authority (NHA). The second approach referred to as the Baan Mankong Program 

(BMP), or a secured housing programme, that is majorly facilitated by the Community Organizations 

Development Institute (CODI). It therefore can be seen clear outlooks that cover all the practical 

governmental housing practices in Thailand. Additionally, to cover insight into the enhancement processes, 

research sites were chosen both for the main regional city (Utilizing Khon Kaen Province Prototype), as 

well as the capital city of Thailand (Utilizing Bangkok Prototype) to clarify the whole housing image of the 

nationwide level, consequently to be a prototype of the Asian wide and International development level that 

could be made an adaptation from. 

 

The study contains the critical analysis and solutions of the imperative housing enhancement outlooks from 

the first chapter till the last of the summary. It cannot be denied the important of historical timeline of the 

low-income housing scenarios that will pave the way for the future development, therefore the lessons 

learned of Thai housing development is initiated as for the first chapter. The imperative outlooks of the 

sustainable housing enhancement have been systematically organized, included the aspects as follows: 

Collaboration tactics and supportive key actors, sustainable community maneuver system (construction 

management, financial management, and habitat management), characteristics and sustainability of Thai 

Sahakorn-Chumchon (Thai community cooperative maneuver system), Cooperative system as the initiative 

of the development processes, participatory design and the housing design, alternative chosen supportive 

institutions, negotiation and housing design characteristics, community housing maneuver system and 

disaster rehabilitation, contribution of the traditional Thai house characteristics on low-income community 

habitation, materials for extension of low-income housing, importance of Income Generation Space (IGS) 

and factors impacted on IGS enhancement, IGS utilizing family in relation to technologies, self-built 

metamorphosis and contribution of IGS in the BEP, self-customization for IGS in the BMP, requisiteness of 

IGS in non-IGS family, generating income by utilizing IGS for sustainable savings management, 

integrating IGS into sustainable low-income housing planning outlook, covering all of the demand for 

sustainable low-income housing development, all of these imperative issues are clarifies respectively as a 

flow of the study framework to cover insight into all of the significant outlooks of the practical sustainable 

development. 

 

Particularly, the IGS has played a significant role supporting the low-income dwellers’ earning. The habitat 

itself, apart from functioning as a living habitation, it is also able to support the dwellers to generate income. 

This strategy is found actively and effectively works both for the BEP and the BMP scenarios by utilizing 

the self-built metamorphosis as well as self-customization as tools to get the IGS. As for the BEP, about 

77% of houses in the research area conducted the extension. About half of dwelling units in the study area 

are extended for the IGS. Moreover, the spatial characteristics of IGS as a multipurpose/ flexible space can 

serve the desire of dwellers. It furthermore has a capability of solving the poverty issue as an essential  
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possibility or the core of low-income enhancement issue that is needed to be fulfilled in the near future 

low-income habitation strategy. The IGS has supported the dwellers’ continuous occupation and could also 

reflect the nature of how low-income Thai people have survive through fundamental given living 

conditions. As for the BMP, Self-customized IGS survival strategy was explored to be utilized by the 

dwellers throughout their occupation period. More than one-third of the houses in the research area are 

self-customized for IGS. The study has further shown that, even in the non-IGS utilizing family, there is a 

positive trend that the IGS is demanded to support the dwellers’ income generation activities. IGS has also 

shed light on its flexibility of usage possibilities that can be implemented in future low-income housing 

scenarios, as well as for a wider scale of housing enhancement, that will pave the way for a practical 

housing program and sustainable habitation. 

 

It is due to the sufficiency of each person is in difference, the IGS is able to create income to each dweller, 

thereafter the dweller has more of the affordability, better quality of life, earn more income than it was used 

to be. All of these are the core aims of poverty reduction by utilizing habitat or architecture itself effectively. 

The IGS shows its effective potentiality according to famous nationwide self-sufficient economy 

philosophy. In which Thai self-sufficient economy philosophy has been derived from the present King of 

Thailand’s thought. It is due to Thailand is a major agricultural country, therefore first intentional 

conceptual thought was major aiming at low-income people, but how well it was, depends on the 

application processes of the users. By integrating IGS and self-sufficient consideration into the architectural 

point of view, it shows the effective practical outcome of sustainable housing enhancement. 

 

Two major governmental low-income housing approaches have played an important role in provision of the 

habitat for the country. Because there is the demand of legal land secure tenure, both for the enhancement 

of the upgrading projects and the tend-to-be squatter possibilities. The BEP and the BMP have a capability 

to cover those of the demands. It should be therefore keep both of the two running simultaneously, by 

implementing and strengthening with the sustainable strategies. Or if there is the near future new housing 

programme, it should keep two of those as the lessons learned and fulfilled it with those mentioned 

strategies. Habitat and planning characteristics might be participatory designed in the alternative way rather 

than a massive production, or if there is an obstacle according to budgetary limit or so forth, it should be at 

least empowered the participatory design to suit the real needs. As well as, the programme should be put 

the IGS insight into the consideration at both of the policy distribution, planning and housing design level 

in order to provide the practical sustainable habitat to settle in, securely and sustainably. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1 THE DISSERTATION CONCEPTION: 

CONCEPTUAL RELATIONS AND PRACTICAL ENHANCEMENT OF POVERTY 

REDUCTION, LOW-INCOME DWELLERS, LOW-INCOME HABITAT AND 

SUSTAINABILITY 

1.1.1 The Poverty, The Low-income and The Low-income Habitat 

Low-income housing has been so far a critical topic of discourse in the developing housing world, 

particularly for the developing countries. Sustainable low-income housing enhancement is one of the 

most imperative and critical issues of the National Development Plan which covered all scenarios of 

country’s mobilization 

 

Over the past decade, low-income housing in Thailand, by provisions from the governmental side as a 

key provider
*1)

 and facilitator, has majorly focused on two famous housing scenarios (Tonmitr, 2012d: 

Yap et al, 2010). The first approach is referred to as the Baan Eua-Arthorn Project (BEP), which is 

renowned as a low-cost housing project that is provided by the National Housing Authority (NHA). 

The way of thinking of its planning has been derived from the planning and design processes of the 

NHA’s architectural team. Census survey data of Thailand was utilized at that time. After that, the 

average household size and density was determined in number per household. Following that, a 

compact livable area for household members was designated. As well as, the NHA had its own 

standard; therefore, drawings and specifications for residential building of the BEP were required to 

conform to the design standard of the NHA
 
(NHA of Thailand, 2005). 

 

The second scenario referred to as the Baan Mankong Program (BMP), or a secured housing program, 

is mainly facilitated by the Community Organizations Development Institute (CODI). The basic idea 

and concepts of the CODI are to support and empower urban and rural community organizations 

through financial assistance, housing development, and environmental improvement (CODI’s website). 

In addition, the basic idea and concepts of the Baan Mankong Collective Housing Program are based 

on the concepts of a people-driven housing development process, utilized participatory design scheme, 

placing Thailand’s slum communities and their community networks at the center of a long-term 

development process, and comprehensive solutions to land title and housing problems in Thai cities 

(CODI’s website). 

 

The research outlooks have been major concerned with the habitat, poverty reduction and human/ 

dwellers. Poverty means including quality of life. Low-income and lower-middle income combine the 

meaning of less opportunity in comparison to the higher class. And low-income habitation means  
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including low-income habitat and the surrounding context of environment. Therefore three major 

outlooks have a close-knit relationship that implied the way on how to conduct the sustainable 

implementation as shown in Fig. 1.1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.1 Major Conception of Research Contributions 

 

1.1.2 Contributed Strategies, IGS and Sustainable Low-income Housing Enhancement 

In order to achieve and conquer the poverty reduction of the grassroots, the effective strategies are 

needed to be performed. Because of it initiates from the low-income/ lower-middle income (grassroots, 

poor), therefore the poverty reduction is the major aim of enhancement processes. Thereafter the 

habitat that can also be utilized to create income for its users is found to be the very significant 

strategy. Apart from utilizing the habitat as a residing purpose, dwelling unit that can be utilized to 

support the income generation activities, or to create income for its owner is found value added to the 

living property of the low-income. Space where can be used for supporting the earning activities is 

explored and referred as to Income Generation Space (IGS). In order to gain the IGS there are the 

approaches and tools that are different to be utilized in a different context. Self-built metamorphosis is 

found to contribute the IGS in the BEP, while self-customization is discovered to contribute the IGS in 

the BMP. 
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As for the major conception of research contributions shown in Fig. 1.1, when the low-income and the 

habitat are well met with the effective strategies, the IGS is found as the core contribution to create 

income for dwellers. By supporting the income generating activities, living habitat can be used apart 

from a residing purpose but also can be utilized to create income for its users, thereafter contribute to 

the poverty reduction. The IGS has shed light is potential, performance and played its significant role 

both for the BEP and the BMP. The outlook of IGS is able to make integration with other strategies 

which will be discussed, described, and clarified in the following chapters of the dissertation. 

 

Illustrated in the network of Fig. 1.1, habitat management is the bridge between poverty/ quality of life 

and low-income habitat. Between the poverty/ quality of life and the human, the well action of quality 

of life management is found as the link between that of the two aspects. Human needs well maneuver 

system and habitat needs well design environment. If the aspects mentioned above are implemented 

effectively and properly with the IGS and the other strategies, sustainability of living habitation can be 

achieved, which will be clarified in each of the chapter of the dissertation. Additionally organization of 

the dissertation will be the key direction, and framework that pave the way to an insight 

comprehension of this dissertation. 

 

1.1.3 Research Issue 

In order to be able to see the clear image of what are the contributions of study, the Fig. 1.2 has been 

made utilizing the conceptual idea base on systematic thinking processes (Mind Maps integrated with 

Mathematics based processes). The core concept came from the idea of sustainable architecture, in 

which contains three major outlooks within, human, architecture, and environment. An illustration has 

been made as shown in the left hand side of Fig. 1.2, it contains major three of the subsets which are: 

 

First major subset is the Human, it contains dwellers career, planners career including architects, 

designers, constructors. The outlook of human behavioral aspects and housing policy distribution are 

also included within this category. 

 

Second major subset (the Architecture), which is the key part of the study where the human being 

conducts a living, an occupation, an earning, an activity inside the dwelling unit. It consists of the 

outlooks of residence, dwelling unit, design characteristics point of view, participatory design, for 

instance. All of these aims at the low-income habitation enhancement and related issues. 

 

Third major subset is the Environment. In the real circumstances, it is hard to separate living 

architecture and human from the environment. In which this meaning is the context of the low-income 

habitation. This context includes low-cost housing, slum upgrading programme, squatter settlements, 

land title, secured housing aspect, and so forth. The architecture (first subset) is utilized by the human  
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Fig. 1.2 Set and Subsets of Sustainable Strategies and Research Contributions 
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(second subset) in a context of the environment (third subset). 

 

In the reality, three of those things work together. When the human is integrated with the architecture 

sustainably, it can be called sustainable maneuver system (SM). When the architecture is integrated 

with the environment suitably, it can be sustainable architecture. Additionally, when the environment 

is properly integrated with the human, it can be found sustainable environment. Finally, the integration 

of three major subsets is the sustainability (SO). 

 

To achieve the above mentioned sustainability, the sustainable enhancement and implementation 

processes have been clarified. The research goes straight insight into the outlooks of practical 

enhancement in order to explore “What’s New” or “Practical Contributions” utilizing the major two 

governmental housing scenarios which are the Baan Eua-Arthorn Project (BEP), low cost housing 

project and the Baan Mankon Program (BMP), concerns with slum upgrading issues. Therefore, the 

contributions contain further two more subsets, subset of the BEP and the subset of the BMP. The 

integrated part can be eventually found that is the Income Generation Space (IGS) oulook, as shown in 

Fig. 1.2 right hand side. The contributed strategies of the BEP consist of the aspects: self-built 

metamorphosis as a tool to gain IGS in the BEP, building extension materials, housing policy 

enhancement, sustainable planning, sustainable design, sustainable technologies, sustainable 

management, construction, and so forth. While the contributed strategies of the BMP contain the 

outlooks: self-customization as a tool to achieve IGS in the BMP, Spatial organization or configuration, 

community maneuver system, construction management, leadership and negotiation, cooperative 

system management related to housing sustainability, secured housing aspect, rehabilitation, 

technologies and facilities, housing policy, housing characteristics, planning and design, and so forth. 

 

1.1.4 Significance of the Study 

Housing for low-income in the developing housing world has been a crucial topic of discourse as one 

of the most imperative issue of overall country development plan. Thailand likewise, the issue of 

low-income housing has been so far a topic of crucial discussion. The concrete endeavour has been 

initiated since the country officially established the National Housing Authority (NHA) in the 1970s 

(Tonmitr et al, 2012c: Tonmitr et al 2012d). Up to the early of 2000 A.D. which the new major two 

governmental housing scenarios have been launched which are the BEP and the BMP, which can be 

defined as the minor change endevour from the first era in the 1970s. 

 

The studies have been conducted in order to explore the strategies that can be practically proposed and 

utilized in a concrete way of enhancement. The practical solutions have been proposed in the 

following chapters based on the conceptual idea of the aim to achieve poverty reduction by utilizing  
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the dwelling effectively integrated with others contributed strategies. Eventually, the contributions of 

Income Generation Space (IGS), Self-built metamorphosis, and self-customization have been explored. 

Therefore it can be proposed made implementation processes to the national housing policy, both for 

housing policy distribution level, as well as housing design enhancement. Additionally, it can be a 

prototype of Asian wide level or international development to learn and make adaptation from. In 

order to suit each of the local and personal substances and context of situation. 

 

1.1.5 Scope and Constraints 

Scopes have been designated to ensure an apparent and a deep insight into the details as well as the 

outlooks of study subject. As probably the pioneer study of its kind on Income Generation Space (IGS) 

which related to self-built metamorphosis and self-customization in Thailand, particularly for the BEP 

and the BMP, this dissertation presents great scope for later studies in similar fields, as well as can be 

utilized as a practical proposal to the National Housing Authority or the organizations related to 

housing development programme, even is able to be used for the academic researchers to learn how to 

brainstorm and create the thing that is called “What’s New?” from. Up to this period of time, it has 

been feebly documented on the journal outside its country (Thailand), or international journal that the 

IGS in the BEP with a focus on self-built metamorphosis and its contributions has been published as a 

journal, particularly English version in Japan. Even some were found as an article or in a proceeding 

of the conference. As for the BMP, although there are academic scholars who have studied about 

low-income housing in many countries, each has a different endeavor from this study. And this issue 

of self-customization contributes to IGS, particularly for the BMP, and a small scale of row-type 

housing has been given little attention. Integration of the outlook of time variation and the spatial 

organization is new for the study this type of housing study, also for the BMP due to the difficulty of 

data collections were required. 

 

Acquaintance or familiarity needs time and techniques to spend on, to get the deep insight into the data 

and materials. Trust and believe are very important in order to gain the deep insight data, especially 

the slum study where the inner connection in the community is imperative otherwise stranger or the 

new comer is hard to get inside the community to receive the data. Some areas still remain dangerous 

to get inside without the close-knit relationship. Some are personal data of the dwellers and private 

space that allowance is needed from the owners before recording the data. However, as a Thai person 

with the skill of the Thai language, both the Middle and Esarn local indigenous Thai languages, and 

the realization of real Thai-Esarn customs, the author was allowed an insight into the outlook, nature 

and a closer engagement with respondents. 
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1.2 THE DISSERTATION FRAMEWORK 

1.2.1 Aim and Objectives of the Research 

This dissertation majorly aims at the practical contributions that are essential to put an insight into 

considerations of the housing enhancement programme in Thailand, as well as Asian wide level to 

adapted from. The studies clarify the real living conditions, habitation, survival strategies against 

poverty by utilizing the dwelling units (Architecture) effectively and sustainability. 

 

In order to explore the solutions, strengthen the advantages, reducing the debility of the low-income 

housing project, the research originates from the point that after the housing policy has been 

distributed, performed, constructed the habitat unit, till the evaluation and monitoring after a long term 

occupancy. The dissertation contributes the imperative outlooks, the survival tools and strategies have 

been clarified, in order to see the reasons why, for instance self-built metamorphosis, 

self-customization have been utilized, how those of the tools create the space for income generating 

activities, purposes and categorizations of the IGS, delineate the factors impacted on IGS enhancement, 

and define the strategy that the IGS is operative for both of the BEP and the BMP. Additionally, the 

imperative outlooks of the sustainable housing enhancement have been systematically organized, 

included the aspects as follows: Collaboration tactics and supportive key actors, sustainable 

community maneuver system (construction management, financial management, and habitat 

management), characteristics and sustainability of Thai Sahakorn-Chumchon (Thai community 

cooperative maneuver system), Cooperative system as the initiative of the development processes, 

participatory design and the housing design, alternative chosen supportive institutions, negotiation and 

housing design characteristics, community housing maneuver system and disaster rehabilitation, 

contribution of the traditional Thai house characteristics on low-income community habitation, 

materials for extension of low-income housing, importance of Income Generation Space (IGS) and 

factors impacted on IGS enhancement, IGS utilizing family in relation to technologies, self-built 

metamorphosis and contribution of IGS in the BEP, self-customization for IGS in the BMP, 

requisiteness of IGS in non-IGS family, generating income by utilizing IGS for sustainable savings 

management, integrating IGS into sustainable low-income housing planning outlook, covering all of 

the demand for sustainable low-income housing development, all of these imperative issues are 

clarifies respectively as a flow of the study framework to cover insight into all of the significant 

outlooks of the practical sustainable development. It is hoped that the practical contributions, findings, 

solutions, strategies are able to strengthen the enhancement effectively and sustainably. Furthermore, 

the contributed strategies can be proposed to the national housing development programme both for 

the housing policy distribution level and the housing design point of view in order to cope with the 

near future low-income habitation scenarios to find the sustainability of low-income habitation. 
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1.2.2 Research Methodology and Techniques 

There are the imperative techniques which have been utilized for this study. First of all, Mind Mapping 

Analysis has been utilized in the stage of the brainstorming, further more used in some of the scrutiny 

procedures. To clarify the characteristics for an easy comprehension of the Mind Maps, Mind maps 

have been widely used in many branches of study fields, renowned as an essential critical thinking 

process. It provides a strategy for analyzing the materials, integrating critical thinking and problem 

solving skills (Eden, 2004) and (Kokotovich, 2008). It has furthermore utilized in the architectural 

field (Buzan, 2005) as the important architectural thinking procedure. After having a scrutinized 

consideration tool, there is the process of conducting this research. Longitudinal Studies have been 

performed on this kind of housing research. Longitudinal Studies are frequently used to explore the 

enhancement trends of a settlement over period of time. It deals with repeated observations of same 

items over a certain periods of time. It is moreover allows researchers to distinguish short from 

long-run phenomena as further reading can be seen in (Tang and Wong, 2008). It is therefore two of 

these techniques have been picked up and conducted a scrutiny on this low-income habitation 

research. 

 

Primary data in collaboration with secondary data have been collected and investigated. As for the 

primary data, the several onsite survey were conducted. Physical observations of all housing in the 

community were also undertaken. The integration of graphic recording techniques with recorded 

discussions has been utilized to collect ideas. The questionnaires to owners were employed to see the 

owners’ intention for space usage and time sequence. In-depth face-to-face interviews with the 

community leader, together with semi-structured interviews with the dwellers helped to fulfill the 

supported outlook. Additionally, follow-up target discussions, which were held directly onsite, went 

straight to the dwellers’ homes. Furthermore, direct interviews and discussions with key persons who 

were in charge of each project were completed, which included municipality officers that are 

responsible for the BEP and the BMP, the head of the Esarn*2)
 zone CODI and his officers, the NHA 

officers and practical dwellers who live in each of the community, as well as the persons who 

contribute to developing the Tawanmai community. Telecommunication processes (telephone, Skype, 

e-mail, etc.) were sometimes used to fulfill new finding outlooks, all aimed at gaining the data from 

the side of the planners, policy makers and dwellers. Moreover, the mind maps
*3)

 technique was also 

employed while brainstorming the idea analysis. The secondary data was achieved from the Esarn 

CODI office, the NHA office, community library, community records, and Khon Kaen University 

library. In addition, international journals have also been reviewed in terms of related fields. 

Furthermore, as a Thai person with the skill of the Thai language, both the Middle Thai and Esarn 

local indigenous Thai languages, and the realization of real Thai-Esarn customs, the author was 

allowed an insight into the outlook, nature and a closer engagement with respondents. Above of all, 

appreciation directs to the kind cooperation of the community dwellers. The sense of place and the  
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nature of being a part/ a member of the community in each of the research site, allows the author to 

gain the significant and deep insight materials to be utilized for this dissertation. 

 

1.2.3 Organization of the Dissertation 

The contents of this dissertation are structured and created under sixteen chapters, in which all of the 

major content chapters (Chapter Two to Chapter Sixteen) have been published in journal papers and/ 

or conferences; both for the international conference and architectural research field congress. 

 

The dissertation stream is structured as shown in Mind maps of Fig. 1.3, in which the main stream is 

initiated from chapter one till the contribution chapter in chapter fifteen. And it furthermore 

categorized into five major stages as illustrated in Fig. 1.3. Stage 1 describes about the introduction of 

direction for utilization of the dissertation. Followed by stage 2, the background of low-income Thai 

housing has been clarified which contains two chapters within. Stage 3 talks about the maneuver 

system, community mechanism, and the enhancement processes that contains three chapters inside. 

The stream continues to stage four which IGS contributions have been clarified, which consists of nine 

chapters therein. Finally, structure is ended up with stage 5 which concludes the contribution strategies. 

There are key numbers with circle provided refer to order in the author’s publication list. 

 

The study contains the critical analysis and solutions of the imperative housing enhancement outlooks 

from the first chapter till the last of the summary in order to explain the imperative outlook of each 

chapter in detail. It cannot be denied the important of housing background of the low-income housing 

scenarios that will pave the way for the future development, therefore the lessons learned of Thai 

housing development is initiated as for the second chapter. The imperative outlooks of the sustainable 

housing enhancement have been systematically organized, included the aspects as follows. 

Collaboration tactics and supportive key actors are clarified in the third chapter, sustainable 

community maneuver system is delineated in the fourth chapter (construction management, financial 

management, and habitat management). Chapter five captures characteristics and sustainability of Thai 

Sahakorn-Chumchon (Thai community cooperative maneuver system), also recapitulates cooperative 

system as the initiative of the development processes, participatory design and the housing design.  

Additionally, Chapter five illustrates alternative chosen supportive institutions, negotiation and 

housing design characteristics. Chapter six clarifies community housing maneuver system and 

handling for rehabilitation, also enumerates the contribution of the traditional Thai house 

characteristics on low-income community habitation. The seventh chapter contributes the viewpoint of 

materials for extension of low-income housing. Importance of Income Generation Space (IGS) and 

factors impacted on IGS enhancement are explored and explained in chapter eight. Additionally, 

chapter nine shows IGS utilizing family in relation to technologies. Self-built metamorphosis and 

contribution of IGS in the BEP are analyzed in the tenth chapter. Furthermore, the contribution of  
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Fig. 1.3 Organization of the Dissertation/ Chapter Direction 
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self-customization for IGS in the BMP is clarified in the eleventh chapter. The outlook of requisiteness 

of IGS in non-IGS family is pinpointed in the twelfth chapter. The thirteenth chapter contributes to the 

imperative outlook of generating income by utilizing IGS for sustainable savings management. 

Chapter fourteen contributes to the view of integrating IGS into sustainable low-income housing 

planning outlook. The fifteenth chapter summarizes how to cover all of the demand for sustainable 

low-income housing development, all of these imperative issues are clarifies respectively as a flow of 

the study framework to cover insight into all of the significant outlooks of the practical sustainable 

development. 

 

The first chapter highlights the key context direction and key point of this dissertation meanwhile the 

final chapter apparently summarizes all of the main important findings. Each of the chapter is designed 

to introduce the significance of the issue under the insightful critical discussion, and provides subjects 

integrated to the overall aim of the thesis. There are summarized conclusions and references provided 

at the end of most chapters to highlight the contributions of each chapter comprehensively, and several 

of the imperative appendixes are organized at the end of this dissertation. 

NOTES 

*1) Key providers were majorly categorized as government organizations and NGOs. The 

Intermediary Institution in collaboration with self community management was found to be the 

apparent aspect of sustainable housing issues, particularly, for low-income people. For further 

reading, see (Lee, 1998). 

*7) Esarn is an indigenous local Thai language renowned
 
as the Northeastern area of Thailand. 

*8) Mind maps have been widely used in many branches of study fields, renowned as an essential 

critical thinking process. It provides a strategy for analyzing the materials, integrating critical 

thinking and problem solving skills. For additional reading, see (Eden, 2004: Kokotovich, 2008). 
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Chapter 2 

Sustaining the Nationwide Low-income Habitat Strategy: 

 The Lessons Learned since the 1970s 

 

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The international low-income habitat trend has apparently approached Thailand since the 1970s that 

was patronized by the World Bank, including strategies and schemes. It has been explored three major 

input schemes since then. The first trials and errors were due to the 1970s-1980s. Thereafter, by 2003, 

two new major strategies have been launched renowned as Baan Aua Arthorn and Baan Mankong 

scenarios aiming at solving the nationwide low-income habitat issues. Nonetheless, each of them has 

its advantages and debilities that need the implementation. Self-help properties maneuver and its 

acclimatization of the strategies were found to play significant role in both adoption and 

implementation process. The study signifies that each of the nationwide low-income habitat strategy 

have played simultaneously role support the overall scenarios with its practical implementation 

process and the way of its country acclimatization. 

 

Living habitation has been so far one of the apparent issues that contribute to the overall successful 

enhancement of many developing countries. It has been increasingly focused as a topic of discourse. 

Specifically, Low-income housing in Asian housing world have been studied within the field of 

political, economic and its design characteristics, while it has been feebly documented about a clear 

implementation of the strategy by the practical prototype from learning about international trend and 

its country acclimatization, not only strategic adoption. 

 

The mega international low-income habitation trend was found to be entered the field in the period of 

the 1970s that was patronized by the World Bank (World Bank, 1987). As for Thailand, it was found 

three major schemes since 1970. The first trials and errors time was in the 1970s-1980s which well 

known as Sites and Services or Core Housing that provide the housing plot and the basic facilities, 

later on, let the dwellers incrementally constructed the habitat. And let alone the period until 2003, the 

two new input strategies were made possible. The first scheme was called low-cost housing project 

(Baan Aua Arthorn) which seems to be the minor change endeavor of core housing scheme. In 

simultaneous approaches, slum upgrading programme (Baan Mankong) was launched aiming at 

solving nation slum issues. Nevertheless, each of the three has its advantages and errors that needed to 

be fulfilled. 

 

Therefore, this paper contributes a clear understanding and the attempt is made to investigate the 

advantages of each strategy that needed to be strengthened also pinpointed the paralyzed issues that 
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Table 2.1 The Monumental Timeline 
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needed to be lessened. Furthermore, it seeks to find what is needed to be implemented and sustained 

for the future low-income habitation in its country, also to the developing housing world as a practical 

pilot prototype. 

 

2.2 THE THREE MAJOR LOW-INCOME HABITATION STRATEGIC BACKGROUNDS IN 

THAILAND 

2.2.1 How Comes the International Trends 

After having learned the international low-income habitation trends before 1970, it was rare on 

housing strategic blueprint evolution in the third world countries until that was introduced by the 

World Bank in the period of 1970s (Giles, 2003). Hence, the international trends of housing field had 

entered into the developing world in the early 1970s and it was generally extrapolated to have ushered 

in the new era of housing trends (Harris and Giles, 1945-1973). 

 

2.2.2 How is the Strategies’ Acclimatization? 

To Thailand, after the first trials & errors of housing strategic endeavor period had been launched in 

the 1970s-1980s (Yap and Wandeler, 2010). Thereafter, it was due to the change of a new political 

party, it is therefore the new two major housing strategic plans were kept scrutinized and established 

as shown in Table 1. It was something that was keep on continuing from the first trials & errors period 

of time and has transformed by any forms and means. For the first approach, it was maneuver by the 

NHA and renowned as a Low-cost housing project (Baan Aua Arthorn), as the international level, for 

example in the HABITAT journal called it “We care housing” but actually this word was derived from 

A Thai mutual patronization known as the “Sympathetic Housing”. So as to the conceptual idea is 

begun with the well intention that would like to find the most effective housing together with the legal 

land title to be used as nationwide housing prototype. Furthermore it is able to make adaptation to the 

local and personal substances, for instance, the cultural style and the affordable materials in each of 

the region together with subsidy rate from the government. Additionally, if going through a deep 

analysis, it was found that it is found to be minor change version of the Sites and Services. Therefore, 

what has made it difference is the low-cost housing provide the ready-to-engage housing, on the other 

hand, the Sites & Services provide the plot with the basic facilities. 

 

The second major approach from the 2003, it was known as Slum Upgrading programme (Baan 

Mankong) under the Community Organization Development Institute (CODI) (Boonyabancha, 2005), 

as being decentralized the task from the NHA, it was aiming at dwellers’ maneuver system with the 

support of the government agents as a permeable actors. Aiming at the land secured tenure process 

which is the initiated core enhancement. 
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2.3 LET THE GOVERNMENT BEGIN, LET THE PEOPLE DO SELF-FULFILLMENT 

2.3.1 Crucial Step of Enhancement with On-site Basic Facilities and Legal Land Title Plot 

After establishment of the National Housing Authority in 1973, thereafter the first official policy was 

distributed to the field; Thai core housing as known in Baan Karn Keha (NHA’s housing). The policy 

was decentralized to the stakeholders by the influence of international trend that was being said and 

was patronized by the World Bank. The policy makers’ intention was to provide the site together with 

the basic facilities and need dwellers’ incremental construction to be done later. The advantage is 

benefit for people who need the legal land title and have a long term occupied plan to do piecemeal 

construction after having incrementally gained their budget as shown in Fig. 2.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.1 Instance of Sites & Services Physical Characteristics (left). Incremental Construction Idea 

(right) (source: adapted from NHA) 

 

2.3.2 Fulfilling the Debilitated Points 

The debility is an unclear or missed understanding of the designers’ sides and the real dwellers that 

forced to make it happen, the dwellers don’t clearly understand the meaning of the overview strategic 

outlook that made the procedure smooth and put it into the limit. There was also the blueprint to sell in 

the NHA office but rarely the clear instruction or direction that is easy to the residents to follow. It is 

therefore should be implemented the clear definition of strategy, developer, catalytic actors and real 

practitioners, for instance, public hearing organized, round table, even on-site suggestion and 

assessment. 

Service: Electricity 

Service: Running water 
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2.4 LET THE GOVERNMENT CREATE THE THEME, LET THE PEOPLE MAKE THE 

ADAPTATION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.2 Nationwide Low-cost Housing Project Characteristics with Its Extended Low-income 

Generation Space Capability 

 

2.4.1 Past Lesson Learned and Minor Change Endeavor 

Apparently, it seems like the designer had known the weak points of the previous strategy that would 

not be suitable for Thai people’s behavior and habitation therefore it was provided the plot, services 

and the basic building (Tonmitr et al, 2012). The implication was whether dwellers were able to build 

living units; regardless, it was still adequate for first stage of occupation. The design allows occupants 

to construct extensions if they are able and wish to. On the other hand, the given unit is still able to 

live of first stay for non construction-skilled tenants. Therefore, that is become a today’s nationwide 

low-cost housing project. 

 

2.4.2 Intermediate Strategic Theme for the Capability of Intermediate Group- Legal Land Title 

Outlook 

As for this strategy, it is able to act as the key dais that has capability for the low-income group, even 

the poorest of the poor, slum residents, or a low-income people who has no land right at the beginning, 

for example, are able to gain the definite land tenure after completion of the affordable requirements. 

Unlike the most tremendous issue of slum development in Bangkok which the land secured tenure, it 

is due to the possession of the Treasury Department, the point is for this kind of land tenure, the best  
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way that is able to maneuver is to prolong the period of tenure and get the secured tenure by the long 

term negotiation. Hence, how well the success was is up to the power of negotiation. It is therefore 

low-cost housing strategy has a capability for the intermediate low-income group who has no land title 

and wants to possess his own secured-tenure for a long run occupancy. Moreover after period of 

occupation, earning the money and upping their level from low-income group to be the lower-middle 

class by selling their properties and find a new place to occupy, for instance, housing development 

career. 

 

2.4.3 Learning from the Dwellers’ Extension and Low-income Generation Space as a Self-help 

Implementation 

The paramount issue is due to the survived acclimation which depends on the dwellers’ 

self-metamorphosis. Therefore, what has been learned is the strategy make should put it in scrutinized 

priority to this adaptation topic to be implemented. The more detailed information has been shown in 

Ref. 10 (Tonmitr and Ogura, 2011). Furthermore, low-income generation space was found to be the 

most significant of the community as acting as the space that is able to help generating income using 

as on-site, not only for the residential purpose. Therefore, it is able to create money by their 

self-properties. Additionally, its acclimatization by extensions was shown in Fig. 2.2.  

 

2.5 LET PEOPLE PARTICIPATE THE INITIATED PROCESS, LET THE GOVERNMENT 

PATRONIZATION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.3 Instance of Baan Mankong Project: Photograph of Under Painting Process House,  

Unpainted House 
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2.5.1 Significant of Leadership and Power of Negotiation, Insight into Bottom Up Process 

As for Baan Mankong Programme, before being evicted out of the community, it is unlike the slum 

clearance idea but to enhance and make mutual living as a part of the city. Make them feel important 

and feel like their home conceptual idea. Physical characteristic was shown in Fig. 2.3. 

 

As the case of Bang Bua community in Bang Khen area in Bangkok where is the capital city of 

Thailand, It formed its canal network with nearby communities and choose up one network leader to 

have more power of negation. Before the time that their network is not so strong, they are unable to 

negotiation as at least what they want. But when they are become strong network, together with the 

help of CODI, slum dwellers are able to negotiate long term rental period and fee. That is to say, the 

power of leadership makes them have more power of bargain that made it fast enhancement. Detailed 

information about Bang Bua community are in Ref. 3, 6, 7, 11 and 12. Furthermore, the dwellers felt 

positive to the forming and starting process in terms of economical aspect (Archer, 2012). 

 

2.5.2 Design Participatory Approaches and Self Properties Maneuver 

It was a kind of self-managerial system; the collaborated design systematic scheme has been done 

through the community based management with the outside patronization. The designers from 

academic area, government organization, NGOs, NPOs, community architects, even voluntary support 

also be found, for instances. The design procedure has been done by arranging workshop by creating 

many small cells, discussion; revise until getting the final of each cell, then cross-checked the overall 

theme till the master development plan and shop drawing were drawn. It was shown that, community 

architects play a significant role facilitating the design process. Before starting the construction, slum 

members have to join the saving group (Sahakorn-Chumchon) which is tend to be the initiated strategy 

(Tonmitr and Ogura, 2012), then after reaching the requirements, they were allowed to start 

construction by given money in from of building materials. Additionally, both of Sahakorn-Chumchon 

and community architects help mobilizing and facilitating in the design monitoring system. 

 

2.6 COUNTRYWIDE AND INTERNATIONAL WIDE CONTRIBUTIONS 

Learning from the past has been taught the developers on how to manage the near future strategic 

scheme even though, whether the strategic name has been changed or continued from. Due to the 

tremendous numbers of low-income group, in addition, within this group were also be categorized in 

further level, it is therefore the nationwide scheme should cover the whole attention. 

 

As the international contribution, it is need for learning by acclimatization of the lessons learned to the 

local and personal of each country’s substances to find the optimum that is able to suit for each of the 

developing country scheme. 
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2.7 CONCLUSION 

This paper has gone through and pinpointed a clear analysis of international housing trend and its 

acclimated strategic to Thailand. Self-help properties management was found to play an important role 

in both initiation and sustainability of the design project. Furthermore, government patronization also 

still need to be fulfilled in the most practical terms and the idea should be derived from lessons learned 

by real dwellers’ acclimation. Self-help metamorphosis is found to be an apparent strength of low-cost 

housing theme. Moreover, every schemes is unable to leave one alongside, but it should play 

simultaneously mobilize the overall low-income habitation scheme. Finally, these lessons learned are 

able to be scrutinized for the international developing housing world as a prototype of the 

acclimatization to the unique local and personal substances of the low-income architectural properties 

maneuver, for the near future strategic habitation plan. 
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Chapter 3 

Fortifying Nationwide Low-income Habitat Strategy with Hybrid 

Prototype Actors 

 

 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Low-income habitat settlements have been so far the topic of discourse and the demand for legal land 

tenure is becoming increasingly imperative. Thai government through its Community Organization 

Development Institute (CODI) has launched its endeavor in providing the Baan Mankong programme 

for the grassroots people. Meanwhile, the distribution of the housing scenarios and the practical 

adoption has been fulfilled. The implementation processes have been performed and it was explored 

that the community based participatory process helped in mobilizing the housing scheme. Moreover, 

hybrid patronized key actors have been found to play a significant role patronizing the design process. 

It is furthermore, Changchumchon is explored to be the community support key persons to help 

mobilizing the construction process. Also the knowledge & skill have been transferred. The paper shed 

light on the implementation process which has been done by the community participation process. 

Hybrid prototype key actors have been explored the capabilities to help sustaining the availability, 

practicality, design procedure of the slum dwellings. 

 

Many developing countries have suffered from the issue of land resource management for the poor 

that causes the effect to the environmental and living habitation, also to Bangkok, Thailand where its 

population and the demand of legal land title are becoming increasingly high as being the capital 

metropolitan area. One of the most perceptible kinds of illegal squatter in Bangkok is slum settlement 

that so far caused many problems. An endeavor to solve this problem has been launched by 

establishing the Community Organization Development Institute (CODI) that has been separated the 

task from its first National Housing Authority (NHA) that principally deal with the land secured tenure. 

Launching the programme by promoting and making a clear understanding about what CODI does, 

initiating saving groups, thereafter performing the redevelopment process. Particularly for the design 

process, it is inadequate for such a group or an architect can perform effectively and decrease time 

consuming due to the tremendous number of slum settlement. Therefore community architect and 

Changchumchon have played a crucial role patronizing with the collaboration with community-based 

requirement in each of the area. 

 

Much study emphasize on the aspect of background and the responsibility of CODI to Baan Mankong 

programme. Boonyabancha tries to explain about Baan Mankong programme under CODI supervision 

(Boonyabancha, 2005). The UN-Habitat’s Slum Upgrading facility (SUF) has shown the background 

of the upgrading in Bang Bua (SUF, 2008). Aspect of financial has also been focused (Mitlin, 2007).  
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Also for the field trip report were performed to elucidate the situation (BUDD and DPU, 2011), 

(Kayumi et al, 2012). Additionally, the economic aspect of Baan Mankong programme was studied 

(Archer, 2012). Nonetheless, it has been feebly documented on the detailed design process of slum 

housing and how much the key patronized actors and slum dwellers do so that mobilization of the 

design construction process also to the design negotiation and monitoring system. 

 

Therefore, this chapter clarifies how the design processes were being implemented and shown the task 

of community architects who play a crucial role mobilizing, facilitating and supporting for the 

affordability of slum architecture as one of the most imperative for the design aspect with the 

community-based participation. Also for the community architect movement and its trend were 

clarified. Furthermore, this paper helps to fortify the upgrading strategy particularly in terms of design 

participatory strategy. 

 

3.2 PRIOR STEPS TO STARTING THE DESIGN PROCESS 

Programme Distribution and Public Hearing strategy have been utilized as the initiated stage to make 

trial of understanding in terms of overview of the development process. Therefore, how well the core 

of success depends on these crucial steps also, apart from the programme distribution and application 

of the adopted development scenarios. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.1 Design Participatory Tools and Decentralized Strategies 
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The slum upgrading strategy has been decentralized from CODI by initiating a clear understanding 

about its intention to help enhancing the slum and the process of development as shown in Fig. 3.1. At 

the initial step, CODI try to frequently organize the public hearing to make the clear understanding 

with slum dwellers. 

 

It was sometimes organized at CODI office even sometimes in the actual site whereas in slum 

community. The programme is the slum upgrading with the support of help negotiating the long term 

housing loan, and land right as making the negotiation with the Crown Property Bureau (CPB), for 

instance 20 years or more for long term contract. Therefore, since the negotiation was made, slum 

dwellers are able to have land secured tenure which is the legal land title. 

 

3.3 INTERNAL KEY PATRONIZED ACTORS 

3.3.1 Crucial Role of Leadership and Negotiation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.2 Design Participation Process 

 

In 1990, slum problems became apparent realization for the dwellers due to the major so far issues, for 

instance, drug selling, environmental and horrific connection among the dwellers. Moreover, due to 

the critical situation in Bang Bua community in 1993 that seems as the vertical point that the  
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communities along the Bang Bua canal were considered by outside world as the source of 

contaminated water. In addition, the public municipality has a plan to construct 6 meters wide canal 

alongside road, but the tenants were not willing to, due to its limit area. It is therefore that year, the 

canal network was formed out to strengthen community system, by choosing its representatives from 

each community to form the network. It was only 9 communities at the beginning, 3 representatives 

from each of the community, therefore totally 27 main persons plus one for the network leader (Mr. 

Prapas Sangpradab since then), it is therefore totally 28 people. And it is incrementally increasing to 

be 12 communities till now; there are 15 communities in this network. Bang Bua community has their 

community leader also to the other slums in Bang Khen area, therefore, it was easy to form the 

community network. Bang Bua community has its own representative to join in the National Union of 

Low Income Community Organizations (NULICO). In other words, this community has the 

framework in the community network and its individual level. The advantage is the efficiency to 

control and manage the community. 

 

The prevailing outcomes, slum dwellers have more power of negotiation, for example, they could 

negotiate the width of the former plan 6 meters wide to 3 meters wide, 1 meter near the canal was 

municipality built and next to 2 meters was community built. Also they have more power of 

negotiation by the support of CODI to negotiate the 30 years long term legal land rental to the 

Treasury Department which was longer than it used to be also it was given the construction loan from 

the government under the supervision of CODI. It is therefore apparent that the powers of leadership 

and negotiation have strong effect to the initiate step of upgrading system as shown in Fig. 3.2. 

 

3.3.2 Cooperative as the Saving Groups and Its Permeable Community Monitoring Procedure 

After formation of community network to have more power of negotiation, the next process is to form 

the cooperative of the community and have the chair of the cooperative. After joining the cooperative 

and starting to have saving account, until the saving was reached the requirement (ten percent of real 

construction cost) thereafter the housing construction loan was allowed and start having design 

process (Tonmitr and Ogura, 2012). Cooperative is not only the form that deals with the money like 

the small bank, but also acts as the monitor and permeable membrane that help for the process of 

affordable slum housing. It was a kind of community self-management who looks after the process. 

For instance, loan was not given to the dwellers in terms of money but slum dwellers were given the 

loan in form of construction materials which is able to ensure that all of the money was paid for actual 

construction cost. These were shown that community cooperative is the internal start key actor for the 

design construction process. 
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3.4 EXTERNAL KEY PATRONIZED ACTORS WITH COMMUNITY ARCHITECT 

MECHANISM AND ITS TRENDS 

 

Table 3.1 Example of Community Architects and Their Working Area in Terms of Design 

Affordability Patronization 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4.1 Institutional Design Patronization 

This programme is being fulfilled for the design aspects by the architects. Without the collaboration of 

architects and slum dwellers, the affordability of housing design could not be made. There are supports 

from CODI, 4 Regions Slum Network, University or academic patronization and voluntary 

patronization. It is therefore there is the collaboration among governmental organization, 

non-governmental organization (NGOs), academic institution, voluntary that help facilitating the 

design process for Baan Mankong programme. It was prevailing that there is not only each institution 

participated in one project but also in the tremendous number of developed area, there is also the 

collaboration between each institution. For instance, in Watinbanjong community, it was the alliance 

between Sripathum University and King Mongkut’s Institute of Technology (KMITL) that help 

mobilizing the redevelopment project. 

 

3.4.2 Role of Community Architect and Its Responsible Community and Movement 

Only for CODI and its architects are inadequate for such a tremendous area of the development, 

therefore after decentralizing the programme, there are the communities for team of architects to be 

responsible to. The given example of an outstanding development and its responsible zone in Bangkok 

as shown in Table 3.1. 
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3.5 DESIGN CONTRIBUTION PROCESS 

3.5.1 Design Requirements and Community-based Participatory Strength 

Housing construction depends on Changchumchon (community self workers team), they used 

self-help construction which the members are the owners and community members so the money has 

been circulated within the community. Apart from money circulation, construction skill and 

knowledge sharing has been taught among the people. It is therefore slum human resources have been 

instructed from generation to generation within their community, from non skilled worker to be skilled 

worker and that skilled worker is able to have self-skill after completing their house, later on helping 

other to build their living habitation. The gradual self-build construction process has been designated 

for the Bang Bua community, for the structure foundation and column are need to be prior calculated 

load bearing since first decision making. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.3 Photograph of Unpainted House and Under Painting Process House 

 

The first step is to make the foundation and the number of storey, thereafter most of residence started 

to make enclosure for their living. Most of the houses initiate their enclosure from the second floor to 

be their bedroom and keep their costly belongings inside to prevent robbery and let the first floor 

vacant at the first step of occupation. After occupation period, when dwellers are able to afford the cost 

of construction including the construction materials, consequently, they started to enclose their first 

storey space. It is noticeably that, the house owner gradually gain their construction skill from building  
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up their house, after their houses have been completed, they have skill and knowledge that can share 

or supervise their neighbors who still building up the house. For the finishing colour is not so complete 

at once. It depends on affordability of the painting cost and let the finishing start as shown Fig. 3.3. 

Colour finishing is not the immense issue of their architecture. 

 

3.5.2 Practical Design Development and Workshop Discussion 

Workshop and design participatory have done in forming the small group of participation like 5-6 

afterward up to 20-30 people which has been use the strategy of same interest and previous house 

location even friendship selection. The preliminary design of the small group has been done many 

times until reached the satisfaction and have to ensure that it was suited for the whole community 

theme. Later, the master plan was determined. 

 

3.5.3 Shop Drawing, Starting Up Construction Process and Monitoring System 

After having the master plan, the detailed plan and shop drawing were written. The detailed 

information of given plot size is in Ref. 5&8. Used construction parts from the house before starting 

up upgrading can be applied for their new house for instance, used roofing tile, used metal structure 

that they can re-cut, rejoin for new construction purpose, used window and door frame, used window 

and door even used old wood can be used for concrete construction process to be the block for cement 

pouring. Other necessary parts dwellers can make the requirement to the cooperative center when they 

wish to conduct the construction. For the widely-used roofing materials, corrugated asbestos are 

mostly found in the project but the colour are varies, for example, plain colour, red, orange, blue and 

brown. For wall plane, concrete block is mostly used for enclosure building façade. Metal roofing 

structure can be explored in general construction because it saves the time, easy to move and install. 

Additionally, the technical advice still given to the dwellers even after construction process has been 

finished, for instance, the integrated building system and house maintenance. The self-monitoring 

system was done by community cooperative, dwellers also to the community architects patronization. 

 

3.6 CONCLUSION 

This chapter has shed light on how to fortify the low-income habitation design strategy that means not 

only the civil management but the physical design procedure also. It was found that the hybrid 

prototype patronized of key actor strategy was able to cope with the actual slum design development 

process. By the patronization of self-internal and external key actor, it is able to mobilize the design 

process to become real development. Also to the leadership and power of negotiation that was the first 

step of the enhancement. Additionally, the collaboration among the community members, community 

architect, Changchumchon, and the government side should make clear understanding since the 

upgrading process was formed out so that to make the long term sustainability of improved slum 

habitation as well. 
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Chapter 4 

Self-organized Community Mechanism to Sustain 

the Governmental Low-income Housing Project 

 

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Urban housing situation has been so far a critical topic of discourse for sustainable city development. 

Low-income people are a part of city dwellers who inhabit in many kinds of settlements (Tonmitr and 

Ogura, 2013). One of those settlements that is imperative for the development is the squatter 

settlement or slum. The effort to cope with slum development issue named Baan Mankong Programme 

(BMP), under a responsibility of the organization called Community Organizations Development 

Institute (CODI) that the tasks have been separated from National Housing Authority (NHA) (Tonmitr 

et al, 2012a: Tonmitr et al, 2012b: Boonyabancha, 2005). There is an endeavor of a previous study on 

the BMP about materials for low-income housing extension (Tonmitr, 2014). This paper unveils the 

self-organized community mechanism utilizing the case of Tawanmai community housing in Khon 

Kaen Province, Thailand that is under the BMP. 

 

For the enhancement strategy, this paper aims to clarify the self-organized community mechanism 

through following objectives: 

 

-Delineate the processes of community housing system for housing development action. 

-Explore the role of community cooperative for housing enhancement strategy. 

-Unveil the housing loan system for urban poor housing community. 

-Clarify the housing type in relation to loan and payment system 

 

Therefore, it is important to gain insight into the aspect of self-organized housing mechanism that will 

help to develop the urban poor housing strategy. 

 

4.2 CONTEXT OF RESEARCH AREA 

4.2.1 Site Location and Research Area 

Tawanmai community housing has been utilized for this research. Site location is located in Khon 

Kaen Province in Thailand as shown in the community layout plan in Fig. 4.1. Whole houses of the 

community have been investigated. The survey covers whole houses (145 houses plus 1 community 

center) which have been shown in Fig. 4.1. As for the data collection, the integration of graphic 

recording techniques with recorded discussions has been utilized to collect the data. Also related 

documents have been reviewed. 
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Fig. 4.1 Tawanmai Community Housing Research Area 

 

4.2.2 Housing Characteristics 

Housing design of this community is designated to be the form of a row-house type. Houses can be 

majorly categorized into two types which are the one and a half storey building, and the two-storey 

building which will be further analyzed in a study on house planning and design outlook in relation to 

loan and payment system in chapter 6 of this paper. Most of houses (138 houses) were two-storey 

housing, less amount of numbers were one and a half storey housing (7 houses). 
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4.3 PROCESSES OF COLLABORATION FOR HOUSING DEVELOPMENT ACTION 

The processes of housing development will not be able to start without the collaboration of many 

stakeholders. The coalition process brought the stakeholders from many fields that formed the team 

both for the action and evaluation processes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.2 City Collaboration for Action 

 

There are major 9 stakeholders for the development processes as shown in Fig. 4.2. One is the CODI 

that helps to support the programme and brought the people all together. Three of which are the local 

University and Institution which include Faculty of Architecture, Khon Kaen University (KKU) that 

supports knowledge distribution and sharing about housing design and planning, holding the technical 

workshop for dwellers and people who in charge with the construction processes as well as house 

planning approval procedure. Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, KKU helps to make clear 

understanding about the BMP that is under the CODI, supports the community and city committee 

operation, helps about community observation, analysis and synthesis as well as sharing the idea for 

the BMP development. And Rajamangkala Institute of Technology supports house drawings and 

sharing the knowledge with dwellers. Two are from local administrations which are Khon Kaen 

Provincial administrative organization and Khon Kaen municipality. Another three are community 

dwellers, urban community organization and the land owner. All of the stakeholders were brought 

together for the housing participatory development action. 
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4.4 SIGNIFICANCE OF COMMUNITY COOPERATIVE 

4.4.1 Forming the Team for Housing Development 

Initial important step was to form saving groups, thereafter changed it to be cooperative scheme. The 

cooperative does not deal with only the financial system but construction process also that will be 

described in 4.4.2. There are 13 people which are the cooperative committee members that were 

chosen from all dwellers of the community members meeting as shown in Fig. 4.3. The cooperative 

committee meeting is held on every first Sunday of each month. And for the members’ meeting is held 

on every second Sunday of each month. The community members have participated in land purchasing, 

house planning and design processes, house evaluation process, with the cooperative committees. And 

the representatives from construction section of the municipality have collaborated with the processes. 

Additionally the cooperative is able to be evaluated by all the community members. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.3 Structure of the Cooperative Administration Team 

 

4.4.2 Role of Community Cooperative 

Construction management system was operated by the community cooperative. The community 

skilled constructors (Chang Chumchon) were hired. And cooperative helps to manage about 

purchasing construction materials. Therefore the money and construction skill have been circulated 

within their own community. It can be mainly categorized the cooperative into five teams for housing 

development action. First is purchasing section, is responsible for materials price observation,  
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checking, and purchasing as well as making the material purchasing documents for evaluation of every 

month. Second, the store section helps to check, giving the materials and make evaluation of these 

processes. Third is financial section, stands for paying the construction price and making the financial 

documents. Fourth is evaluation team, supports construction management processes with the 

committees, controls the construction processes. And the last one is construction phase checking team 

that stands for checking the quality of housing when construction is completed with the house owner 

and representatives from construction section of the municipality. Therefore, the construction 

processes are well planned so that construction processes can be run smoothly. 

 

4.5 HOUSING LOAN SYSTEM FOR URBAN POOR COMMUNITY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.4 Housing Loan Management System 

 

This chapter analyzed the housing loan system for the urban poor community as shown in Fig. 4.4. 

 

Tawanmai community borrowed money from CODI at the rate of 2%/year. Community members can 

take loan at the rate of 4%/year for housing management or housing construction. Additionally it was  
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calculated at the rate of 8%/year for the activities except housing issue for instance, for income 

generation activities for purchasing equipments or an investment. As for 2% or 6% difference, 

cooperative will use this amount of money for community management or community welfare. 

Therefore the activities of loan system can be concluded as follows: 

 

-There is daily saving, weekly saving, and yearly saving that can be further categorized into three 

types. 

1. Saving for living habitation (house and land price). 

2. Saving for a share 100 baht/ month. 

3. Saving for community welfare 30 baht/ month. 

-There is a loan for income generation activities in short term (12 months), at the interest rate of 

8%/year. 

-There is a long term loan system for paying the house and land price (180 months), at the rate of 

4%/year. Furthermore, there is a long term loan for housing construction purpose (180 months) at the 

rate of 4%/year. 

 

Total payment of each household per month can be concluded. As for the one and a half storey house 

type, dweller has to pay 1,567 baht/month (land & house cost and share) to cooperative. As for the 

two-storey house type, dweller has to pay 1,825 baht/month that covers land & house cost as well as 

monthly share to their community cooperative. The dwellers have to pay long term loan for 15 years 

(180 times). If they want to sell their house, they have to sell back to their community, not to sell to 

outside. This system prevents the community from outside intervention that helps to preserve the 

sustainability of the community. 

 

4.6 HOUSING TYPE IN RELATION TO LOAN AND PAYMENT SYSTEM 

There are two types of housing that are a one and a half storey row-house type, and a two-storey 

row-house type. Payment can be majorly sorted into two types which are payment of land price and 

payment of house price. 

 

As for the one and a half storey type, monthly payment of land price is 452 baht/month. Land price 

payment is 1,015 baht/month. Additionally, dweller has to pay 100 baht/month for the community 

management and social welfare as a share fee. Therefore, monthly total payment of this house type is 

1,567 baht/month as shown in Fig. 4.5. As for the two-storey house type, monthly payment of land 

price is same as the previous house type that is 452 baht/month. Dweller has to pay 1,273 baht/month 

for house price. 
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Fig. 4.5 Tawanmai Housing Type, Characteristics, Loan and Payment System 
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The total payment that included land and house price of each month is 1,825 baht/month including a 

monthly share fee that is slightly higher than the previous house type as shown in Fig. 5. Long term 

payment is due to 15 years that is 180 times of payment. So dwellers can afford their house by 

finishing the long term payment through monthly payment. Total payment of land & house price can 

be calculated. As for the one and a half storey row-house type, total payment of land price is 61,000 

baht. The total payment for house price is 131,310 baht. So the total payment of land price and house 

price is 192,310 baht. As for the two-storey house type, the total payment of land price is 61,000 baht 

which is same as the previous row-house type. In addition, the total payment of house price is 175,000 

baht. So the total payment of land & house price is 236,000 baht. 

 

4.7 CONCLUSION 

To develop community housing under the BMP, the need of practical collaboration comes into the first 

step. Understanding of the BMP and community participation played a significant role of the housing 

development. The strategy to bring community members all together by using saving group activity, 

thereafter changed to be community cooperative scheme showed the capability to combine financial 

system and construction management together. Dwellers can take part in the practical development, 

request their needs, share their ideas, or even evaluate the project. Additionally, long term loan system 

in relation to housing type helps dwellers to afford the houses together with land, and some of their 

money can be utilized as their welfare system. Therefore, the collaboration between many stakeholders, 

cooperative and the long term loan system in relation to housing type have played the imperative role 

for the affordability of sustainable urban poor housing. 
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Chapter 5 

Empowering Sustainability of Nationwide Low-income Housing Strategy 

with Thai Community Cooperative System 

(Cooperative System as the Initiative of Construction Management, 

Participatory Design, Housing Characteristics and Development Processes) 

 

 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

As was being a metropolitan city in the developing housing world, Bangkok as well as Khon Kaen of 

Thailand where has suffered from the human and habitation aspects likes many developing countries 

and due to the tremendous number of people and the limit number of residential area, and high cost of 

land. Moreover, the squatter problem that has been so far the major low-income habitation discourse 

until the Baan Mankong programme was established which aiming at solving the slum housing 

situation (Boonyabancha, 2005). As acting as the slum upgrading programme, it was provided the 

collaboration between the government sector and community self-management system. Nevertheless, 

a strategy is needed to be fulfilled by the real circumstances and its dwellers adaptation. One apparent 

issue is about collaborated system with the role of Thai Sahakorn-Chumchon (Thai Community 

Cooperative), based on Thai Buddhism Society as similarity in some aspects of Islamic Waqf that has 

the capability to sustain the community to be upgraded well living habitation. Furthermore, this 

chapter clarifies how community cooperative system has helped to starting up the re-development 

processes which included construction and design aspects. Moreover, after the development processes 

have been initiated, it can be seen the design characteristics of each project. 

 

5.2 BAAN MANKONG AS A NATIONWIDE LOW-INCOME HABITATATION STRATEGY 

5.2.1 Formation of the Representative in Terms of Leadership 

Due to the Bang Bua community crisis in 1990, that was considered by outside people that this 

community has been so far the cause of water pollution by the garbage disposal of each household. In 

addition, the vertical point came to this community when the public municipality needed to construct a 

canal side road as 6 meters wide, however, dwellers were not willing to do due to its limit area. Later 

on, they eventually found their way to self-manage this problem. The formation of the Bang Bua canal 

network consisted of communities along the river side and then chose one leader of this strategy to be 

the contact person of all canal side communities. 

 

5.2.2 Group Forming and Power of Negotiation 

After having the power of leadership and the Community Organization Development Institute (CODI) 

has entered the Baan Mankong field around that time with aiming at solving slum issues. It is therefore 

the initiation of collaboration. According to Bang Bua land area belongs to the Treasury Department.  
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Therefore, the CODI has acted as the agent to help fulfill the negotiations. Finally at that time slum 

tenants were able to have longer contracts of land title than it used to be. 

 

5.3 WHAT IS THAI SAHAKORN-CHUMCHON? 

5.3.1 General Sahakorn-Chumchon Background 

Sahakorn-Chumchon is the custom resource maneuver system in Thailand and it has the unique point 

that is similar to Islamic Waqf. Waqf is regarded as a unique Islamic innovation (Hennigan, 2004). For 

the detailed information about Waqf is in (Khalfan and Ogura, 2012). In this term, 

Sahakorn-Chumchon has a capability to initiate the design upgrading process by acting as central 

agent that helps to collecting the slum dwellers all together to originate the process. Furthermore, it 

helps to sustain and mobilize the maneuver system, it is not only the finance system, human resources 

but also the key-connection for the slum housing design process. 

 

5.3.2 Thai Sahakorn-Chumchon and Buddhism Influence 

Although Thailand is not a country that the Islam is a Major religious, as being as Buddhism country 

which means major of its population are Buddhists. There is a similarity of the role of the Waqf of 

Islamic society and Bang Bua community’s Sahakorn-Chumchon does, the characteristics of Waqf; 

Once a property is dedicated to waqf it remains waqf forever: Under no circumstances can the 

property be withdrawn from waqf except in rare cases when properties are swapped with another 

property of equivalent value or purpose. The similarity is, for instance if there is a land that dedicated 

to the Thai temple (Wat), it is unable to sell to the public sector who needs to invest on this land right. 

The point is, The land right in the Bang Bua community is unable to shift to outside community 

members which means that if someone in the community wants to get out of the community and sell, 

that person is not allowed to sell to the public sector, this term means that it has to be sold back to the 

Sahakorn-Chumchon which is safe from outside intervention that might be back to slum problem 

again. It is therefore the Sahakorn-Chumchon has a strong effect and capability to sustain the 

community management process. Sahakorn is continued from the Thai-Buddhist trust called Longkhak 

(Mutual patronization) and it was materialized before 1968 that the Cooperative League of Thailand 

which was formed first and the cooperative regulation launched. 

 

5.4 GENERAL BACKGROUND OF COOPERATIVE SYSTEM FOR LOW-INCOME 

COMMUNITY 

The aspect of how cooperative system help enhancing urban low-income community strategy has been 

clarified. And also the participatory system of the community development has been pinpointed by 

utilizing the cases of Bang Bua and 14 rai community in Bangkok for these issue 
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Fig. 5.1 Bang Bua Community Maneuver System (left), 14 Rai Community Maneuver System (right) 
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5.4.1 Starting Up the Saving Group 

Initially, the cooperative system can be formed up by establishing the saving group. This advantage of 

strategy is to bring the members together. It is not only for the financial saving purpose only but also 

to make the power of negotiation and relationship among the members to become more fruitful and 

stronger. 

 

5.4.2 Linking Cooperative to Community Development 

The successful development needs the people to take the participatory action. Cooperative system 

plays an imperative role dealing with community people (Tonmitr and Ogura, 2012). The strategies 

vary from each community context which will be shown in the following sessions. 

 

5.5 COOPERATIVE SYSTEM OF BANG BUA COMMUNITY 

5.5.1 Using Cooperative to Initiating Re-upgrading Process 

It is due to the physical characteristic of the location that is the waterfront settlements, there is the 

canal network for community action. So far, there are 15 communities which has each of its 

community leader or representative to join this network. Bang Bua community leader is also canal 

network leader. After having community leader and the canal network, there is more power of 

negotiation to collaborate with a municipality and city-wide network. Performing a saving group is the 

initial step of an upgrading activity as shown in Fig. 5.1 (left). Subsequently, turning in to cooperative 

system, cooperative committees were chosen to help taking care of the cooperative. Community 

members start saving activities until reach the requirement, For instance, people who wish to take loan 

have to have saving at least 10% of the money they want to loan. Thereafter members were allowed to 

start the housing upgrading process. 

 

5.5.2 Participatory in Design Process 

As illustrating in Fig. 5.1 (left), the house upgrading process is launched. The coalition among 

community members, community architects, academic institutions cooperative, community skilled 

workers, municipality, and CODI help in mobilizing the development process. As for the design 

process, three major steps can be categorized. Participatory design processes, including group design 

discussion, preliminary design have been revised until getting the final master plan. Consequently, 

construction processes have been conducted. Additionally, there is also monitoring process during and 

after the construction phase. 

 

5.6 COOPERATIVE SYSTEM OF 14 RAI COMMUNITY 

It is known that 14 rai community is low-income community. Most of the community members’ 

background is trash collector (Tonmitr and Ogura, 2013). Therefore the strategy called zero baht shop 

has been selected and utilized. Having zero baht shop; the shop which members are able to bring the  
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garbage that they collected outside the community, turned into money or it is an optional way to 

choose consumer goods in the zero baht shop. On the other hand, zero baht shop acts as the 

intermediate actor who helps changing the garbage into money and bring back to the community for 

investment in zero baht shop as illustrated in Fig. 5.1 (up right). Community-based occupation 

background affected much on this strategy. Strategy has been fulfilled by considering the capability 

and keenness of its community members. For the housing process as demonstrated in Fig. 5.1 (bottom 

right), some of loaning process has been done through CODI. New materials and affordable materials 

including used materials can be utilized to build the house in this community. 

 

It is clearly seen that cooperative system has a capability to cope with the low-income community 

enhancement process. Additionally, it could be one of the strategies that should be implemented for 

low-income community. The Bang Bua case shows the capability of cooperative to be the initial step 

of slum development. Moreover, it is able to combine the community members to take participatory 

action for the re-upgrading process. The 14 rai community case shows the capability of cooperative 

system that put the community-based occupation into consideration. Community people are able to use 

their keenness adapted to the cooperative scheme. The cooperative system plays a significant role 

implementing the community development strategy that is allowing the members to participate in the 

process. 

 

5.7 SUSTAINABILITY BY EMPOWERING THE SELF COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT 

5.7.1 Initiate the Sustainable System 

After having negotiation power with the government, the Bang Bua community used a cooperative 

system (Sahakorn-Chumchon) to be main actor who deals with management in the slum community 

by selecting the trustworthy people (At present, his name is Sgyuan). Slum dwellers who wish to have 

their house upgraded start have to be a member of the community cooperative and then start the saving 

process till they reach the conditions that allow them to start borrowing a housing loan and start the 

design construction procedure (Tonmitr and Ogura, 2012). 

 

5.7.2 Social and Community Sustainability, Longevity and Double Sustainability 

After having a subsidy loan from the CODI, dwellers have to deal monthly payment with CODI 

through their cooperative. Hence, double sustainability is due to self Sahakorn-Chumchon and CODI. 

It is an outstanding method of giving loan, slum members are not given the loan in the form of money 

but they were given in form of construction materials to ensure that all the loan is actually used for 

housing construction, not for other purposes. The detailed information of a given plot size is in Ref. 

5&13. Slum community, in addition, has their observatory team cross-check the construction materials 

costs, it is therefore the dwellers are able to get the most reasonable price. The manifestation of Bang 

Bua housing is shown in Fig. 5.2. 
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Fig. 5.2 Housing Characteristics in Bang Bua Community with Its Manifestation 

 

5.8 INTERMEDIARY HOUSING STRATEGY FOR POOR COMMUNITY (Community based 

decision, negotiation and housing design characteristics/ Implementation to community 

maneuver system) 

The demand of housing for low-income has been so far a topic of discourse for developing housing 

world, particularly for Thailand where the legal land title has been the crucial issue for the poor people. 

According to the circumstances, there are two major governmental organizations which provide the 

support for the poor; National Housing Authority (NHA), and Community Development Organization 

Institute (CODI) (Tonmitr et al, 2012c). The responsibility of these two organizations is in difference. 

NHA major deals with low-cost housing, on the other hand, CODI copes with slum situation. There is 

an apparent case which is 14 rai community which has been given the land from the NHA but let the 

CODI act only financial subsidy. 

 

This issue explores the housing of the low-income community to unveil the survival strategies which 

has been utilized by the community based on low-income people background. Also help to clarify the 

procedure of self-fulfillment design affordability.  

 

5.9 MAJOR SUPPORT INSTITUTIONS 

In Thailand, there are two major governmental organizations that cope with housing for the poor. NHA  
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which was established in 1973 as the beginning point of official nationwide housing development 

(Tonmitr and Ogura, 2012:  NHA Thailand, 2010: Chiu, 1984). CODI is responsible for nationwide 

slum upgrading programme. Three typical cases were selected to represent the housing strategy 

situation. Firstly, Banpet Low-cost housing project in Khon Kaen province was selected to be the case 

under the provision of NHA. Secondly, Bang Bua community in Bangkok was chosen to be the case 

under the supervision of CODI. Last case, 14 rai community in Bangkok was selected to show an 

indirect coalition between NHA and CODI. 14 rai community is the case of the intermediary strategy 

that integrate the NHA and CODI by dwellers’ determination. 

 

5.10 DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS 

5.10.1 Housing Characteristics 

Banpet low-cost housing is governmental housing project. The basic house consists of two storeys as 

shown in Fig. 5.3. At first storey, it was found the piloti space and multi-purpose area including one  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.3 Banpet Housing Design and Characteristics 
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restroom. At the second floor, it is bedroom area. Nonetheless, the area in relation to plot site is 

relatively small that causes the compact living condition, thereafter introduced housing extension by 

the dwellers (Tonmitr and Ogura, 2011). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.4 Bang Bua Housing Design and Characteristics 
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As for Bang Bua Project, around 90% of housing were found to be two storey building. First storey 

functions act as guest room/ living room with one restroom. It was found bedroom and multi-purpose 

area for second floor as shown in Fig. 5.4. Nevertheless, it was found more luxurious than that of 

Banpet low-cost housing project planning. 

 

Having investigated the 14 rai housing community project, it is apparent that housing is determined to 

use self-help design approach as dwellers’ affordability. Therefore, there is a variety of housing styles. 

The number of storey is one and there are some two storey houses depends on dwellers’ living 

condition. The apparent idea of planning, for instance multi-purpose space including inner storage or 

multi-purpose space with separate storage or multi-purpose plan arrangement as shown in Fig. 5.5.  

 

The ratio of multi-purpose space per storage area varies from each house. However, some of the 

houses were found a little space arrangement for storage area, the reason is some of those dwellers 

decide to gain additional job outside apart from trash collector. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.5 14 Rai House Planning Characteristics Idea 

 

5.10.2 Materials Provision 

It is evident that, the usages of affordable materials are explored at Banpet low-cost housing project 

and some of the reused materials at the extension stage. As for Bang bua community housing, it is also  
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found the usage of affordable materials and some of the dwellers’ house, some construction materials 

are used materials from their old house before the upgrading process. As for 14 rai community, it was 

found the usage of affordable materials, recycled and reused materials for its housing as shown in Fig. 

5.6. 

 

5.11 UTILIZED STRATEGY 

5.11.1 Housing Extension 

As for Banpet low-cost housing project case, it is due to the cause of compact living, extension 

strategy is made to fulfill dwellers’ requirements and the need of more function. Therefore, extension 

is used as the dwellers’ strategy for this project. 

 

5.11.2 Negotiation and Leadership 

It is apparent for the Bang Bua community project that leadership and negotiation are utilized to be the 

imperative step before starting the upgrading process (Tonmitr et al, 2012a). CODI helps this 

community as the intermediate actor between community and government. Additionally, community 

participatory process has played an imperative role in the design development. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.6 14 Rai Community Housing Characteristics 

 

5.11.3 Occupation-based Income Generation 

As for 14 rai community, Self community income generation based on dwellers’ background has been  
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considered, thereafter, zero baht shop idea is determined to fulfill earning strategy. 

 

5.12 14 RAI COMMUNITY’S STRATEGY 

5.12.1 Poor Community Background 

Previously, this community got eviction from community under the bridge, Aounnuch (Watnu et al, 

2003). There are many of negotiations before dwellers got the land from NHA. Dwellers’ background 

is found to be trash collector. 

 

5.12.2 Self-determine Negotiation 

It was apparent for the design negotiation of this community which self-determine process was 

proposed in the determination process. Community itself could get the land with the basic services 

provisions which are electricity and running water by the support of the NHA. On the other hand, 

financial subsidy process was negotiated with the CODI. Unlike the slum development process which 

CODI helps for both land title negotiation process and the financial management. It seems like 

intermediary strategy in comparison with Banpet project and Bang Bua community that community 

dwellers can negotiate on the support where is from different sources. 

 

5.12.3 Trash to Cash/Accommodation Trade in Process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.7 Zero Baht Shop 
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It is due to the people’s occupation background of this community that is trash collector. Their strategy 

is to turn crisis into opportunity. The strategy is to organize the cooperative, thereafter turn it into zero 

baht shop; the shop for trash trading process as shown in Fig. 5.7. It can be provided as cash or in form 

of accommodation in returning to the community members who participate in this process. The 

garbage is categorized into each type and compare with the price chart then turning into the money. 

Even young generation can learn about trash trading process. 

 

5.12.4 Making Value-added Products Procedure (Recycled/ Reused Materials) 

There is a product value-added process which was fulfilled by the community members as shown in 

Fig. 5.8. Therefore the knowledge and skill transfer process have been circulated within the 

community. Apart from garbage trading process, community members can use the recycle, reused 

materials and transform into value-added products and sell outside the community as the self 

home-made products. It is another way to gain supplement income generation by community 

participatory skilled-training process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.8 Value-added Product from Recycle/ Reused Materials 
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5.12.5 Community Garden and Public Space 

Availability of community space and public space has been arranged for 14 rai community. There is 

community vegetable garden to be served as raw product for daily life cooking. Multi-purpose courts 

are observed. These courts are utilized as public welfare facilities that are included within the 

community planning layout. 

 

5.13 CONTRIBUTION OF EACH PROJECT 

As for Banpet project, utilized strategy is the dwellers’ extension process. Bang Bua community is 

apparent in terms of leadership, negotiation and community participatory process. It was apparent that 

14 rai community is the case that use the self-determine process through negotiation with institutions. 

Therefore community dwellers are able to get support from NHA and CODI as shown in Table. 5.1. It 

is a kind of indirect coalition between support institutions which are NHA and CODI. Self-help 

construction is utilized for 14 rai community. 

 

Table 5.1 Apparent Contribution of Each Project 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This issue has shed light on intermediary strategy of self-determine process through negotiation has 

helped poor community to get patronized from different support institution sources. Moreover, indirect 

coalition from support institutions can be provided to suit dwellers’ need through self-determine 

process. Additionally, occupation-based income generation plays a significant role in fulfilling the 

poor earning maneuver strategy for sustainable development of the poor community. 
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5.14 CONCLUSION 

This chapter has pinpointed the characteristics of the Thai waqf-alike or Thai Sahakorn-Chumchon 

system which was found to be the key catalyst that help mobilizing the upgrading development 

processes. Initiated state and conceptual idea of management has been so far the core of the successful 

development and also to the real practice that has been occurred. The very apparent is its holistic 

strategy and cooperative approach. Thai Sahakorn-Chumchon acts as the monitorial, the permeable 

system, and the decentralizing of the determination by collaboration of community decision and 

government sector. Additionally, the most effective of the system is properties are unable to shift the 

possession to the outside owner; it is therefore able to ensure the longevity of the community system. 

This system itself is able to manage own community but the power of collaboration with the 

government makes it become double sustainable, particularly in terms of sustainability on the 

upgrading system for the developing world. The unique key role of cooperative system in relation to 

habitat management is cooperative has played its imperative role in helping to initiate the design 

development processes including community savings system and starting up the construction. 

Thereafter the design enhancement, design characteristics can be performed and concretely seen after 

the development processes accomplished. 
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Chapter 6 

 Strengthening Community-based Rehabilitation: Practical Lesson 

Learned from the 2011 Unpredictable Tremendous Thailand Floods and 

Socio-Cultural Acclimatization of Properties Maneuver System, Asian 

Waterfront Settlements Contribution 

(Community Housing Maneuver System and Disaster Rehabilitation, 

with Contribution of Traditional Thai House Characteristics) 

 

 

6.1 INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH GAP 

Throughout the year 2011, many Asian countries have suffered from the unpredictable natural 

catastrophe that harmed the human quality of life and the tremendous loss in properties. As for Thailand, 

the 2011 Thailand Floods were considered as the worst flooding catastrophe ever. Many of the 

dwellings have been damaged, destroyed and left many of the homeless. Slum dwellings have also 

affected by this impact, particularly, the slum waterfront settlements. Rehabilitation process through 

this disaster has been clarified. The study goes through practicality and field survey to clarify the 

circumstances and its rehabilitation procedure. Community-based rehabilitation was explored to play 

crucial role acclimatizing upon this catastrophe. Both architectural and socio-cultural behavioral 

patronization of floods acclimatization has been found its capability to cope with the flood 

circumstances. The study signifies that self-properties maneuver system help strengthening the process 

of community-based rehabilitation, furthermore shed light on its capability to survive and rehabilitate 

throughout the catastrophe and near future disaster maneuver. 

 

Recently, many Asian countries have suffered from the unpredictable natural disaster crisis, for 

instance, the 2011 East Japan Tsunami (Supprasri et al, 2011) also to Thailand tremendous flood (Dai 

Kosui, in Japanese). So far the circumstances have happened that cause the loss of properties, life, 

particularly for the architectural properties (Handmer and Dovers, 2007). 

 

Many scholars have studied on the topic of economical assessment from the crisis, report of the 

situation but it has been feebly documented on how the practical settlements have dealt with and 

survived through this circumstance, particularly the bottom highness level which is the poor housing 

or slum settlements in the Asian city, especially for Thailand. It is therefore imperative to scrutinize on 

how the grassroots people have coped with the unpredictable flood situation. Hence, an attempt has 

drawn to help shed light on how low-income people have acclimatized to the crisis, how effectiveness 

of inherited Thai housing (Ruan Thai) characteristics have affected on local Thai waterfront slum 

situation. Furthermore, to see how Thai Socio-cultural maneuver system has helped solving the 

situation and helps to seek the solution for the near future Asian waterfront settlement contribution,  
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using the case of Bang Bua community under Baan Mankong nationwide slum upgrading programme 

in Bangkok, Thailand. 

 

The studied has explored that the potential of inherited Ruan Thai style has affected to the properties 

loss decreasing, although some misinterpretation of architectural compositions have been explored due 

to its limit area for functional requirements. It has furthermore shed light on the capability of the 

socio-cultural self-maneuver system which are Sahakorn Chumchon (community cooperative), Chang 

Chumchon (community skilled constructor), Longkhak (mutual patronized action) to help 

rehabilitating and keep on sustaining the low-income habitation, particularly, the Asian waterfront 

settlements for the near future unpredictable crisis to acclimatize from this practical prototype for each 

local and personal substances of the countries. 

 

6.2 THE 2011 UNPREDICTABLE THAILAND FLOODS BACKGROUND 

6.2.1 Over Estimated Flood Crisis in Thai History 

It was so far the most tremendous flooding in at least five decades for Thai history catastrophe ever. 

More than 884 citizens were killed (Aon Benfield, 2012); furthermore millions of dwellers were left 

homeless or dislocated. It was said by the World Bank, the economic loss estimation was around 1.4 

trillion Baht (45.7 billion USD). Additionally, it was not only Thailand in the Asian countries where 

has suffered from this catastrophe period, but also Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam, Myanmar, for instance. 

It is therefore the biggest issue of country rehabilitation to cope with. 

 

Bang Bua community where is located in Bang Khen, Bangkok, the Thai middle region. As the 

altitude of the location, it is a wetland area where is the transitional water flows area before ending up 

at the Gulf of Thailand as shown in Fig. 6.1. It is therefore, the maximum flood extent area, it was also 

categorized in the major crisis zone. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.1 Map of Thailand, Community Location and Physical Characterization due to the Floods. 

(Photo : Author’s Drawing (two left figures), Aorn Benfield (two right figures)) 
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6.2.2 Back Up and Reserved Strategic Plan for Habitat Catastrophe Prevention Zone 

As for the flood prevention, Thailand has a major reservoir which is Bhumibol and Sirikit reservoir for 

the middle region. Nevertheless, it was over estimation for this time floods crisis. Realistically, 

Thailand has Kamling conceptual idea which was derived from King’s flood maneuver strategy; it was 

about to find the vacant places or less-value pieces of land to be the transitional space where help 

keeping the amount of water in order to sustain the major whole part. It was due to the most 

tremendous floods catastrophe; therefore it should find integrated alternative tools to strengthen the 

near future crisis prevention. 

 

6.3 CAPABILITY OF THE INHERITTED RUAN THAI INFLUENCE ON SLUM 

ARCHITECTURE 

6.3.1 Possibility of Ruan Thai Characterization 

Ruan Thai style varies from its region to region but the basic conceptual design is in similarity. For 

further reading see (Chaichongrak et al, 2002, Sthapitanonda and Mertens, 2005 and Supprasri et al, 

2011). An apparent conceptual idea of Ruan Thai on floods maneuver is the presence of piloti space at 

the first storey level. It allows the multi-purpose activities to keep occurred. Moreover, the idea which 

is not to keep the precious thing, for instance, housing furniture and the open plan idea, it is therefore 

flexible to acclimatize when the catastrophe happened. To move the activities up to the reserved 

second floor is possible. Furthermore, Thai roofing characteristics which major categorized as gable 

roofing, hip roofing, and sometime mixed version renowned as gable-hip roofing style. Additionally, 

its benefit of stiff angle allows the fast drainage during the rainy season. 

 

To clarify the sustainability of a traditional dwelling, its characteristics strength through a long way to 

go trail traditional dwellings is imperative to have an outlook on. It is therefore this outlook has been 

scrutinized in order to find its advantages for future adaptation on habitat unit. To have a clearer image 

of the traditional Thai housing characteristics, Traditional Suphanburi dwelling, located in Thailand 

has been made a scrutiny. Utilizing Architectural Equational-image approach, Architectural Mind 

mapping and Syntax have been proposed to the study prototype shown in Fig. 6.2. Significantly, the 

overview outlook of this approach is shown on the top left of Fig. 6.2 that is to provide a major 

conceptual process. The equational-image is found to play its crucial role in the scrutiny of the output 

contributions which is apparently shown in Fig.6.2. The top left of Fig. 6.2 shown the major procedure 

of scrutinized syntactical process; using A-graph software with justified graph to point the outcome 

out. The main finding contribution is the flexibility of open planning configuration. Space flexibility is 

found to play a major role of the traditional Thai house. Suphanburi Ruan Thai, flexible open space 

both at its first and second storey have been found significantly with the dwellers’ privacy 

consideration. Vertical plane has been provided when tenants need the privacy for each of the space, 

for instance, bed room, Buddhist prayer room, and so forth. 
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Fig. 6.2 Scrutinized Architectural Equational-image Approach (left), The Prototype of  

Traditional Thai House (right) 

 

6.3.2 Bang Bua Housing Characteristics 

It was found most of housing units in the Bang Bua community is two and a half storey type, it was 

few for the three storey construction. For the first floor functional characterization, it was used for 

guest room, living room and small restroom. For the second storey, it was found to be first 

multi-purpose space and one bedroom. Additionally, for the second-half level, second multi-purpose 

was recorded. Its elevation as a loft space allowed the capability of passive cooling to acclimatize 

from. For further reading see (Tonmitr et al, 2012) and Ref. 14 and 16. Additionally, further reading 

about Bang Bua project can be found at Ref. 6, 7, 15 and 21. 

 

6.4 ARCHITECTURAL PATRONIZATION OF FLOODS ACCLIMATIZATION 

6.4.1 Self-help Community Maneuver Strategy for Flood Prevention 

Practically, Bang Bua community’s strength has so far depended on the self-help community-based 

systematic process, apparently, in terms of bottom-up participatory design approach. It is therefore 

easy to cope with its members when catastrophe has come. Nonetheless, it was due to this time 

unpredictable crisis, hence, it takes time to deal with unfamiliar circumstance. 
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6.4.2 Capability of Acclimatized Architectural Characteristics to Slum Habitation as 

Self-prevent Emergency Reserved Strategic Plan 

It was apparently due to the building structure and components, for instance, foundation structure, 

roofing structure also to chosen materials are self-determine approach. As for the major foundation 

which are pillars, cantilevers were intentionally calculated for strong enough structure even to cope  

with flooding issue by designing RC-columns and cantilevers. The intentional idea of some functions 

and elements have been derived from Ruan Thai consideration, for instance, 2 storey design approach 

where keep the first storey vacant as piloti area. In addition , kept the second storey flexible open plan 

and be private space combined with security deliberation as shown in Table 6.1. 

 

6.4.3 Debilitated Ruan Thai Components Interpretation 

Initially, the participatory design approaches have shown the intentional idea of piecemeal 

construction which is incrementally construct the enclosed façade from the top floor, in this term, 

mostly means a second storey, thereafter let the first floor enclosed respectively. For detailed planning 

please see Table 6.1. It was also due to the Ruan Thai conceptual idea of piloti space at the first step. 

Nonetheless, according to the limited piece of land, hence the final master plan was determined to 

enclose the first floor in order to gain the additional space and the security combination. Therefore, if 

the piloti space idea is still appear in the physical appearance, it could reduce the rehabilitation cost in 

terms of construction and materials recovering due to this time flooding which did not harm the 

second storey. 

 

6.4.4 Crucial Role of Sahakorn Chumchon and Chang Chumchon Patronization on 

Architectural Rehabilitation 

Apparently, Sahakorn Chumchon was found to be the intermediary key patronized platform which was 

reflected the influence of Thai self-maneuver system (Tonmitr and Ogura, 2012). The strength key 

role when the community was faced by the catastrophe situation was situation management. In terms 

of design rehabilitation, it acted as the distributed emergency loan for priority needed issues, for 

instance, recovered materials for urgent cases. Furthermore, it was provided the advice to its 

community members. Apart from Sahakorn Chumchon, there is one more significant actor who helps 

in the practical design therapy, this actor is called Chang Chumchon (CCC, community skilled 

worker) Under the individual circumstances, for example, CCC’s house can be fixed by himself under 

no salary payment. On the other hand, other community members who are not CCC, CCC was used to 

help fixing those members under small amount budgets. It is therefore both two approaches have shed 

light on their capability for flood crisis design treatment. 
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Table 6.1 Architectural Patronization of Floods Acclimatization (Source: Author’s Drawing) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6.2 Socio-cultural Behavioral Patronization of Floods Acclimatization (Source: Author’s 

Drawing) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1* For further reading, see Tonmitr, N. and Ogura, N., 2011a (Ref. 10) 
2* For further reading, see Tonmitr, N. and Ogura, N., 2011b (Ref. 11) 

 

1* 

 

2* 
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6.5 SOCIO-CULTURAL BEHAVIORAL PATRONIZATION OF FLOODS 

ACCLIMATIZATION 

6.5.1 Waterfront Settlements’ Way of Life 

Back in Thailand, the strategy to pick up the site location has depended on how well the dwellers were 

able to acclimatize to the environment, it was therefore waterfront settlements are the priority capable 

focus. Additionally, Thai people’s way of life is mutual patronization to the natural environment, that 

is to say life near water has been so far what Thai people familiar with. 

 

6.5.2 Grasping the Crisis into Opportunities 

It was noticeably that, during the unexpected floods crisis, Bang Bua members were easily 

acclimatized to the circumstances. For instance, they could not go outside to daily job, therefore they 

adapted by fishery skilled, and collected the insects for their earnings. Apparently, waterfront skills 

were inherited; well example was they used their boat rowing skill by turning the individual rowing to 

public purpose rowing so that they could earn some compensative money or even the swimming skill 

to survive through the floods situation as shown in Table 6.2. Nonetheless, there is still a harsh coping 

issue which is mosquito disturbance, although dwellers have been recommended to used abate sand 

granules. It is still problematic issue, especially for tenant who has infant. 

 

6.5.3 Longkhak the Mutual Sustainable Patronized Action 

Longkhak (mutual patronized action) is derived from Thai farmer’s way of life. It was also influenced 

to the catastrophe rehabilitation, for instance, the recovered construction cost has been decreased due 

to longkhak idea. Cause of the construction cost has been paid by some small amount of money, 

returned by provided food, or in forms of returned assemble works to their neighbors. It is therefore 

longkhak has played its key role facilitating the slum rehabilitation process. 

 

6.6 ASIAN WATERFRONT SETTLEMENTS CONTRIBUTION 

(Paining and Gaining for the Near Future Crisis Strategic Plan) 

Among the tremendous catastrophe in the year 2011 in Thailand, it was considered the worst natural 

disaster ever. Bang Bua community is the good case of self-community based rehabilitation maneuver, 

particularly for the waterfront settlements. It is therefore shed light on the flood coping process, even 

though; it has left the thing that is needed to be implemented. As the same Asian country level, it 

should learn and acclimatize to each of the country local and substances capability, for instance, the 

technique to use for dealing with the circumstances. Bang Bua community has shown the effectiveness 

of self-community based rehabilitation which adapts from its socio-cultural and Thai housing 

characterization. It is therefore local and personal substances have played its role strengthening the 

debility that waterfront settlements should find their unique tool to cope with flooding situation apart 

from external contemporary patronization so that to helps empowering the sustainability of the  
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settlements. 

 

6.7 CONCLUSION 

This chapter has pinpointed a clear analysis of floods maneuver system on architectural properties. 

Self-help community-based rehabilitation with Thai maneuver system were found to be the key 

strategic strength to both catastrophe management and sustainable development by using Sahakorn 

Chumchon, Chang Chumchon, and Longkhak patronization. Furthermore, the capability of Ruan Thai 

characterization could strengthen the slum waterfront settlements for flood crisis, although some 

misinterpretation of architectural elements has been explored due to the limit condition of area 

requirements. However, the main conceptual idea of flexible upper floor arrangement is able to play its 

role coping with the floods situation. Moreover, socio-behavioral acclimatization could also make the 

dwellers survived through their living habitation during floods crisis. Practical lesson learned from 

Bang Bua community could be the prototype of acclimatization for the Asian waterfront settlements, it 

should scrutinize to find the acclimatized tools of each of the country’s local and personal substances 

so that to strengthen the sustainability of habitation through floods catastrophe. 
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Chapter 7 

Materials for Extension Low-income Housing: The Case of Bang Bua 

Community in Bangkok, Thailand 

 

 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

Housing for the poor in Thailand in a period of a decade, Baan Mankong Programme (BMP) has been 

largely focused. This paper focuses on an architectural engineering point of view to explore the housing 

phenomena with its conversion as well as the usage of extension materials. Extension materials are 

clarified and made categorizations to unveil the trends of practical urban poor housing case, Bang Bua 

community in Bangkok, Thailand. Two types of extension were apparent which are roof and wall 

extension. The imperative factors to be determined for the extension materials consist of easiness of 

affordability, easiness of installation, materials cost, durability of usage as well as social situation; 

safety for instance. 

 

In the context of developing countries, there are situations that squatter settlements have been inserted 

within the city, Bangkok of Thailand is one of those. An effort to cope with urban low-income 

settlements has been launched under the name of Baan Mankong Programme (BMP) aims at slum 

upgrading that is under a supervision of Community Organizations Development Institute of Thailand 

(CODI) since 2003. Bang Bua community has been selected to be a case of this research in order to 

explore the physical metamorphosis that occurred to the housing situation. Housing extension can 

show how dwellers have appropriated their space up to a practical need of user and inadequate 

function design (Tonmitr and Ogura, 2011). After dwellers have occupied the dwellings for around a 

decade, physical extensions have been made to the housing. This research has been conducted in order 

to clarify the usage of building materials and the materials trend of low-income housing extension or 

conversion that can be affordably applied for low-income people. 

 

7.2 RESEARCH GAP, AIM AND METHODOLOGY 

Bang Bua community housing in Bangkok has been utilized for an analysis. Despite studies on Bang 

Bua community can be found, the study trends are in the field of social science. The design 

contribution of two major low-income housing approaches in Thailand has been analyzed, shown in 

(Tonmitr and Ogura, 2012). A role of CODI and BMP has been clarified as shown in (Boonyabancha, 

2005). (Usavagovitwong, 2006) shows the processes of upgrading the community. Additionally, the 

role of community architects and supporting key actors have been clarified as shown in (Tonmitr et al, 

2012). While little attention has been focused on the architectural engineering field, this paper makes 

an effort to focus on materials for extension of low-income housing. A survey of all housing units (125 

units) has been investigated as well as interviews, discussion with community dwellers and 
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Fig. 7.1 Materials Using Trends and Their Applications 
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community leader, sketches, photographs, physical observation, with a focus on building materials for 

extensions of houses. This study aims to unveil the materials of housing extension or conversion 

phenomena through the following objectives: 

-To clarify what materials can be affordably utilized for low-income housing extensions in a 

context of Thailand and to make categorizations of building materials for low-income housing 

extension. 

-To explore the trend of materials using in a low-income settlements. 

The next chapters will show the details, images, and analysis of the study. 

 

7.3 MATERIALS USAGE AND CATEGORIZATIONS OF BUILDING MATERIALS FOR 

LOW-INCOME HOUSING EXTENSION 

After dwellers conducted their occupation, the space conversion has occurred and a variety of 

materials has been chosen to convert the extension. Among the materials that have been utilized for 

space conversion, it can be majorly categorized into 4 categories; roof materials, wall materials, 

column materials and decorated materials respectively as shown in Fig. 7.1. As for the roof materials, 

vinyl, slant net, zinc sheet, corrugated asbestos, metal sheet/ coloured metal sheet, and polycarbonate 

sheet have been explored. For wall materials group, it can be further categorized into 5 sub groups 

which are block/ brick, wooden materials, metal materials, green wall/ green buffer, and finally a 

group of others. Block/ brick comprises of concrete block and red brick. Wooden materials contain 

real wood, artificial wood, and bamboo. Metal materials consist of metal net/ curved steel, small steel 

tube, metal panel, zinc panel, gypsum panel. Next sub group is green wall, made of natural plantation 

to use to be a screen or buffer for a privacy aspect. And the last sub group is the group of others, for 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.2 Ratio of Extension and Non Extension Housing Phenomena of Roof and Wall 
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instance reused materials. Column materials are prefabricated column or on-site casting column. 

Additionally, decorated materials such as tiles have been used for decoration. 

 

7.4 TREND OF MATERIALS USING IN A LOW-INCOME SETTLEMENTS 

Apparently, two kinds of conversion were outstanding and widely conducted which are roof and wall 

conversion that will be discussed in this chapter. 

 

7.4.1 Roof Materials for Housing Conversion 

 

Table 7.1 Materials for Roof Conversion and Its Trends 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At the ratio of roof extension and non-roof extension house as in Fig. 7.2 (left), ratio is 75.2 per 24.8 

shows that roof conversion trend is popular at about third quarter of all houses conducted the extension. 

Vinyl/ plastic material is the most popular trend to use for conducting the extension around 25.6%. 

Within this percent, it can be looked insight into this situation, there are two types of vinyl that can be 

categorized. By this, the percent of using reused vinyl and made to order vinyl is similar about 13 

percent each type. On the other hand, zinc sheet is not very widely used and found the least in number 

at 4.8% as shown in Table 1. Despite zinc sheet material price in Thailand is cheap, but the trend of 

usage in this community is not so popular. It implies that even the urban poor, if to choose materials 

for roof conversion, they prefer to use other materials instead of zinc sheet even the price is higher, 

that might be the result of zinc property that it keeps heat and is not good to use as an insulation. 

Therefore, it provides hot and uncomfortable living condition at day time. Also when it is raining, 

noise disturbance is problem as well as rust problem if to use this material. Corrugated asbestos, type 

of others, metal sheet, and slant net are used respectively from highly demand until less popular 

demand. Corrugated asbestos is cheap, able to provide shading for residences and in comparison to 

zinc sheet heat prevention property is better. Metal sheet is better than zinc sheet in terms of durability 

against rust, even a price is a little bit higher. Slant net is cheap, light, easy installation but if to use the 

purpose is only to provide shading at the same time is able to let the light come inside that housing  
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conversion area. 

 

7.4.2 Wall Materials for Housing Conversion 

 

Table 7.2 Materials for Wall Conversion and Its Trends 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.2 (right) shows that the ratio of wall conversion and non- wall conversion is 73.6 per 26.4, it is 

almost third quarter of houses that have the houses converted by making wall conversion. Apparently, 

this ratio is in popularity similar to the roof conversion and non- roof conversion ratio which indicated 

that conversion phenomena are necessary for the urban poor living. As shown in Table 10.2, type of 

materials for wall extension can be majorly sorted into 5 groups which are brick/block, wood, metal 

materials, green wall/ green buffer, and type of others respectively. Brick/ block is found the most 

popular to utilize for conducting wall conversion while type of others e.g. reused materials is found the 

least in popularity. It implies that even they are urban poor, still they prefer to use new material for 

wall extension that might be because the durability of new materials and cost is not so high to afford. 

Green wall, metal materials, and wood group correspondingly are to be used lesser than brick/ block 

group but to be utilized more than a type of others. As for brick/ block group, two types are 

categorized. Concrete block is explored to be used widespread, it might be because of its characteristic. 

A size of concrete block is larger than a size of red brick, therefore it saves time consuming for an 

installation process. Nonetheless, it is heavier than a red brick. As for a green wall/ green buffer group, 

plantation can be used for making a wall conversion. Houses that wall conversion made of wood and 

metal materials are in similar number. Metal net/ curved steel is mostly explored to be utilized, 

whereas metal sheet and zinc sheet are used in similar number. Although metal and zinc sheet are 

easier to make an installation, still metal net and curved steel are found more popular to be used. It  
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might be because of steal prevention aspect that dwellers felt to use metal net or curved steel are safer. 

Wall conversion made of wood can be categorized into 3 types. Artificial wood is found the most 

popular to be used, while houses that used real wood and bamboo for wall conversion are in the same 

number. The reason that artificial wood is explored to be widely used than real wood and bamboo 

might be because of the price of it and easiness to find. 

 

7.5 CONCLUSION 

A reality of dweller’s occupation has shown the necessary of customized space conversion. 

Consequently, building materials have been chosen to be used for the extension. About third quarter of 

all houses have been found to conduct space conversion both for roof extension and wall extension, 

which indicated the necessary of space conversion and the need of materials for dwellers’ customized 

space. Vinyl is found the most popularity in usage for roof conversion while zinc sheet is the least to 

be considered to use by dwellers. Concrete block is explored to be the most popular to be used for wall 

conversion, while type of others e. g. reused materials are in the least popularity to be used for wall 

conversion. The results of the research show the real situation as well as trends of the urban poor 

housing in the aspect of utilized materials in the context of Thailand. The factors apart from the 

reasons of easiness of affordability, materials cost, easiness of installation, and durability of usage, 

social situation is also one of those factors to be determined the materials to be utilized for urban poor 

housing conversion, for instance steal prevention as for safety aspect. 
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Chapter 8 

Sustainable Strategy for Governmental Urban Poor Housing Development 

in Thailand: Contribution of Self-customize Income Generation Space 

(Importance of IGS & Factors Impacted on IGS Enhancement) 

 

 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

Within a period of a decade, Baan Mankong Programme (BMP) has been a critical topic of discourse as 

for urban poor housing scenario in Thailand. This paper unveils the contribution of Income Generation 

Space (IGS) on the BMP, tools to get IGS, clarifies the categorization of IGS in the BMP as well as 

pinpoints the imperative factors which help for the IGS enhancement strategy. IGS houses are clarified 

and made categorizations to unveil the contribution of IGS and trends of spatial utilization of a practical 

urban poor housing case, Tawanmai community in Khon Kaen, Thailand. The imperative factors for 

IGS enhancement strategy consist of chronological change, dwellers’ keenness, dwellers’ occupation, 

gender implication, household maneuver system, dweller’s education level, as well as transportation 

issue. 

 

Across the globe particularly in the context of developing countries, squatter settlements have been 

inserted within the main city so far as well as Khon Kaen Province in Thailand. An attempt to cope 

with urban low-income settlements has been launched under the Baan Mankong Programme (BMP) 

aims at slum upgrading that is under a supervision of Community Organizations Development Institute 

(CODI). Tawanmai community has been chosen as a case of this research in order to explore the 

contribution of Income Generation Space (IGS) on the BMP. Nevertheless, intention and reality in 

planning are needed to be clarified. The compact living environment caused the dwellers to 

appropriate their space even in a different housing approach (Tonmitr and Ogura, 2011). This research 

has been conducted in order to clarify the reality of urban poor housing environment in terms of a 

survival strategy named IGS and unveiled the imperative factors that help IGS enhancement strategy. 

 

8.2 RESEARCH GAP, AIM AND METHODOLOGY 

Tawanmai community housing in Khon Kaen, Thailand has been utilized for an analysis. Formerly, 

this community is a squatter settlement. Thereafter, this community has collaborated with CODI under 

the BMP, renowned as slum relocation project. Despite studies on the BMP can be found, still an 

outlook of the space to generate income has been put little attention. There are some scholars who 

study about the BMP, but the efforts of research are different from this study as follows. The design 

contribution of two major low-income housing approaches in Thailand has been analyzed and clarified, 

as shown in (Tonmitr et al, 2012c). The lessons learned of low-income housing scenarios in Thailand  
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have been clarified as shown in (Tonmitr and Ogura, 2012b). A role of CODI and BMP has been 

clarified as shown in (Boonyabancha, 2005). (Usavagovitwong, 2006) shows the processes of 

upgrading the community. Additionally, the role of community architects and supporting key actors 

have been clarified as shown in (Tonmitr and Ogura, 2012a). Moreover, materials for extension 

low-income housing have been unveiled as shown in (Tonmitr, 2014). In the context of developing 

housing world, there are some scholars who are interested in the workplace at home. Kellett and 

Tipple focused an attention on the concept of home as workplace, still it yet to be found in a context of 

Thailand as illustrated in (Kellett and Tipple, 2000). In a context of Thailand, Tonmitr & Ogura 

clarified self-build metamorphosis process and the contribution of IGS in the low-cost housing project 

in Thailand (Baan Aua Arthorn) as shown in (Tonmitr and Ogura, 2013). While little attention has 

been focused on the BMP about the aspect of the space to generate income for dwellers, this paper 

puts an endeavor to unveil the contribution of IGS on the BMP as well as imperative factors for the 

BMP enhancement strategy. A survey of all housing units (145 houses including one central usage 

house) has been made an investigation as well as interviews, particularly aimed at all IGS target 

houses (around 30 houses). The integration of graphic recording techniques with recorded discussions 

has been used to gain the data. Discussion with community dwellers and leader, photographs, video 

records, sketches, physical observation, and spatial configurations with focus on the contribution of 

IGS have been made to gain insight into the real circumstances. This research aims to unveil the 

self-customize IGS in the BMP through the following objectives and outlooks: 

-To unveil the contribution of IGS and clarify categorizations of IGS. 

-To pinpoint and explore the imperative factors impacted on IGS enhancement. 

The next chapters will show the details, images, and analysis of the study. 

 

8.3 IMPORTANCE OF IGS IN URBAN POOR HOUSING AND TOOLS TO GET IGS 

Houses in Tawanmai community are basically planned and provided in the form of row house type. 

First floor area covers about 40 m
2
. With the area about 4x10 m

2
, each unit could facilitate the basic 

functional needs and thereafter caused the compact living style. House unit itself, particularly at the 

first storey, could be utilized as IGS and found to be multiple usage functions. Dwellers use that space 

to generate income up to their keenness, occupation, and need. Therefore, IGS shows that house can 

be utilized apart from acting as the living habitation, it is able to be used as the function for generating 

income for the users. The way to afford IGS needs the strategy and tool to cope with, self-customize 

method is explored to help dwellers to get IGS by arranging and introducing equipments into the 

intended space. Spatial considerations and organizations will be discussed in the following chapters. 

 

8.4 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS, TYPICAL CASE AND ITS CATEGORIZATION 

Among the number of about 30 IGS houses, it can be majorly categorized into two groups that are 

“Generating income at home” and “Generating works at home while gaining income outside” which  
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will be conducted analysis in this section. 

 

8.4.1 Generating Income at Home through Utilizing IGS 

As an illustration in Fig.8.1 (left), house no. 73 as a representative of houses in this group, dwellers 

customized their space for barber shop purpose. Therefore, hair salon equipments have been employed 

and introduced to IGS for instance, hair cutting seat, two hair equipments counters with two mirrors 

attached, two rear mirrors of the seats have been made installation at the rear wall of those two seats 

for visualized purpose, additionally, waiting sofas for customers have been provided. Apart from hair 

cutting seat, there is also hair washing seat that is slightly organized at the left rear position of first 

floor plan. Moreover, for entertaining customers, television corner is planned as well as magazine 

shelf is provided.  Showing that, as for an occupation that the specific equipments are needed, 

dwellers have to provide their job equipments and customize them according to the basic given space. 

It implied the need of investment budget and recovery period. As for this house, tenures have their 

saving before initiating the shop therefore it was not a large deal for them to customize their workplace 

and recovery period of the equipment cost is within one year. In the case of the dwellers that wish to 

take loan for job creation, the most popular way is to make contract with their community cooperative 

with low interest rate. It was few that loaning has been done with outside community financial system 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.1 IGS Typical Houses and IGS Utilization 
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by the key reasons that their cooperative system is reliable, provision of the community welfare, and 

the circulation of the money within its self-manage community. 

 

8.4.2 Generating Works at Home through Utilizing IGS while Gaining Income Outside 

Taking an example of house no. 77 in Fig. 8.1 (right) as a representative of houses in this group, IGS is 

designated for selling food activities. Users’ intention is to have space for preparing food products to 

sell outside. Selling grilled pork, chicken with sticky rice is their earning activities. Hence there is the 

need of space for preparing and cooking foods, for instance, cutting meat, sticky rice cooking, washing 

area, and food storage area. Refrigerator is organized in front of the house area for keeping the raw 

meat and cooked food. In the past, dwellers have to buy ice for freezing their food in average 40 

baht/day. After inviting the fridge, additional monthly electricity fee is only 200 baht. In this case, 

dwellers are therefore able to save money about 840 baht/ month. As spatial utilization in Fig. 8.1, at 

front zone of first floor area, desks and chairs, TV shelf are provided along the front wall and right 

side of the wall. Nevertheless, IGS is provided in the middle position. Dwellers can use IGS as well as 

multi-purpose space. For example, this space is needed while preparing the food. When food preparing 

activities are accomplished, mat is introduced to this space and utilize for recreation activities like 

watching TV. At the rear zone of the first storey, it was designated to be small kitchen, cooking zone, 

and washing area. After foods are prepared, dwellers go out to sell their products 

 

8.5 MAJOR IMPERATIVE FACTORS FOR IGS DEVELOPMENT 

Major imperative factors impacted on IGS development will be pinpointed in this chapter. 

8.5.1 Chronological Change and IGS Utilization 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.2 Dweller of House no. 77 and Chronological Change with IGS Utilization 

“…..Selling grilled pork, chicken with sticky rice is my job. I use this space every day. 

I prepare food to sell outside through utilizing this IGS. Every day I wake up at 3 o’clock 

and go to market for shopping the raw materials for making my food to sell. Thereafter, 

it takes time to prepare the food to sell until 5 o’clock, and then I go out with my wife to 

sell my products. Around 10 o’clock, we finish our morning session and arrive our 

home. We then change IGS for relaxing area, put soft bed sheet on the floor, watch 

television. Around 1 hour later, we keep this space clean and put plastic mat instead to 

preparing our product again. Around 2 o’clock in the afternoon we go out to sell our 

food again and finally get back to our home around 8 o’clock in the evening every day. 

Except Sunday which is our relax time. This space is a key part of my daily life as my 

organ. IGS has made my family survived. Before I have only motorcycle attached with 

cart for my job transportation, right now I have mini truck and I can afford another one 

small car for my daughter to go to school. I am proud to live in my house utilizing IGS. I 

also make payment note everyday to evaluate my family income…..” 
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There are some scholars who question about time and spatial organization of workplace. Kellett & 

Tipple [8] have their question that “Does the time affect to spatial organization?” still their research 

has yet to reach this outlook of investigation. By utilizing the typical case of house no. 77 as shown in 

Fig. 8.2, it shows that chronological change has an impact on IGS utilization. It might because of the 

limitation of the given area, therefore IGS has been found its way combined with another functions for 

instance relaxing space, dining space, temporary motorcycle storage space at night time or even 

sleeping space. The evidence has shown that IGS has played its imperative role as multi-purposes 

space due to its chronological change usage of each house. 

 

8.5.2 Imperative Factors for IGS Development 

Apart from chronological change and spatial organization, there are imperative factors that can be 

listed and pinpointed for IGS enhancement strategy as shown in Table 8.1. 

 

Table 8.1 Imperative Factors for IGS Enhancement Strategy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gender implication does not related much on the spatial utilization, any of the gender in low-income 

Thai society can use IGS to generate their tasks or income, depend on keenness and occupation of user. 

Nevertheless, between those 3 imperative factors, it can be pinpointed the relation of them. Keenness 

leads to the alternative of occupation, and occupation will tell the gender that can perform that 

occupation. Thereafter, spatial customization will be adapted to those of 3 factors. When those 3 

factors are involved with chronological change, management will help to shape up the activities and 

spatial customization. Education level does not affect much on earning activities about food selling or 

commercial, still technical education is needed for IGS user who conducted the specific earning for 

instance electronic devices repairing. Additionally, transportation is one of those significant factors. In 

the case of generating tasks at home while gaining income outside, transportation is needed for the 

earning activities. There are 2 popular vehicle types, first is to use mini truck and second is to use 

motorcycle which attached the cart alongside. According to the investigation, the second type was 

found to be more popular and it might be because of the cost of affordability and the convenience of 

usage and a compact parking space. 
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8.6 CONCLUSION 

Governmental urban poor housing conditions cause a compact living environment. Dwellers make 

adaptation through the basic given unit by their own approach, utilizing self-customize method that 

leads the contribution of IGS. Apart from functioning as living habitat purpose, house itself can be 

used as the space to generate income for dwellers. It can be majorly categorized into two groups which 

are “generating income at home through utilizing IGS” and “generating works at home through 

utilizing IGS while gaining income outside”. Equipments to generate income vary from each earning 

purpose but to be organized within the same given area. Imperative factors for considering IGS 

enhancement could be pinpointed as chronological change with spatial organization, users’ keenness, 

users’ occupation, gender implication, household maneuver system, dweller’s education level, and also 

transportation issue. It is therefore imperative for housing planners, designers, and policy makers as 

well as dwellers side to put IGS into consideration that pave the way for the future sustainable housing 

development scenarios. 
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Chapter 9 

Low-income Lifestyle and Demand on Technologies and Facilities in 

Income Generation Space Utilizing Family in Khon Kaen Province, 

Thailand 

(IGS Utilizing Family in Relation to Technologies) 

 

 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the era that urban poor housing has been a critical topic of discourse, Thailand through Community 

Organizations Development Institute (CODI) has launched the program called Baan Mankong Program 

(BMP), slum upgrading program. This research represents the case under the BMP to unveil which 

occupation can be performed by low-income Thai through utilizing their own houses, named Income 

Generation Space (IGS), make categorization of occupation through utilizing IGS trends to explore 

low-income lifestyle. Additionally, aiming to clarify what technologies and facilities that are needed in 

supporting the lifestyle and earning, sort out categorization of those necessities. The outcome revealed 

that popular earning is selling food, occupation that give services to customers, trade, and mixed 

occupation respectively. While the imperative issues for earning through IGS involved with 

communication, transportation, and earning lifestyle with daily life outlook. This research showed that 

at present, the demand on technologies and facilities has entered urban earning lifestyle through IGS, 

even in urban low-income community. Technologies, communication, transportation are mutually 

adapted to urban lifestyle. Moreover, the research has shed light on what urban low-income are needed 

and deficient, particularly the trends in IGS utilizing family. It will pave the way for a sustainable 

low-income housing program. 

 

In a past decade, there are efforts to cope with the living habitation for low-income people in Thailand 

supported by governmental side (Tonmitr et al, 2012c). Although, there are previous projects to 

support urban poor housing development in Thailand since 1970s (Tonmitr et al, 2012b), still it was 

not so concrete effectiveness. There are two major approaches on low-income housing development in 

the past decade. First is Baan Eua-Arthorn Project (BEP) or low-cost housing project. Tonmitr and 

Ogura clarified the self-build metamorphosis and contribution of Income Generation Space (IGS) in 

the BEP (Tonmitr and Ogura, 2013). Second approach is renowned as Baan Mankong Program (BMP) 

or slum upgrading program that is under the supervision of Community Organizations Development 

Institute (CODI). There are previous scholars who were interested in the BMP, for instance, 

Boonyabancha clarifies the role of the CODI and the BMP (Boonyabancha, 2005). A study on 

processes to support the community under the BMP could also be found (Usavagowitwong and 

Posriprasert, 2006). The role of community architects and supporting key actors were also clarified  
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(Tonmitr et al, 2012a). Nonetheless, studies on the BMP in architectural field were not much to be 

found. Tonmitr clarified materials for extension low-income housing under the BMP (Tonmitr, 2014). 

Additionally, the study on the BMP particularly in the aspect of space to generate income has been 

found little attention. The contribution of IGS on the BMP was clarified (Tonmitr et al 2014). In order 

to extend the outlook of IGS, this article aims to focus on low-income lifestyle and demand on 

technologies and facilities in IGS utilizing house as well as to find the trends and factors that impacted 

on IGS enhancement strategy for the BMP. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9.1 Tawanmai Community Layout Plan and Location of IGS Utilizing Family 
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9.2 STUDY AIM AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The study aims to unveil the IGS utilizing family through the following objectives and outlooks: 

-Clarify the position of IGS utilizing families on community layout plan. 

-Explore the trends of occupation through using IGS as well as make categorization of the 

occupation. 

-Delineate the trends of demand on technologies and facilities, and sort out the imperative point in 

each group. 

The combination of graphic recording techniques and recorded discussions as well as questionnaire 

surveys has been utilized to collect the data and brainstorm the idea. 

 

9.3 LOCATION OF IGS UTILIZING FAMILTY 

To achieve the goal of the study, Tawanmai community in Khon Kaen Province, Thailand that is under 

BMP is utilized for the analysis. Formerly, this community was a squatter settlement, thereafter it has 

collaborated with CODI that has been known as slum relocation project. The community is located in 

the urban area of Khon Kaen and it is near Khon Kaen University. 

 

Whole houses (145 houses plus 1 community center) in the community have been investigated to 

clarify all of the phenomena. Among 55 IGS houses that can be explored, 31 houses were selected to 

be analyzed. The location of IGS houses in the master plan are shown in Fig. 9.1. Houses were 

determined as a role type housing that is according to the participatory design of the community 

dwellers and the stakeholders (Tonmitr and Ogura, 2014). 

 

9.4 OCCUPATION AND TRENDS IN IGS UTILIZING FAMILY 

As illustrated in Table 9.1, occupation in IGS Utilizing family can be majorly categorized into four 

groups. 45.16% (14 out of 31 houses) were found to be selling food occupation. 22.58% (7 out of 31 

houses) were explored to be the occupation that gives services to the customer. Additionally, 16.13% 

(5 out of 31 houses) were found to be commercial occupation. Finally, 16.13% (5 out of 31 houses) 

were mixed occupation type. It could be seen the trends that the popular occupation through utilizing 

IGS are selling food, occupation that gives services to the customers, and commercial as well as mixed 

occupation at the same amount of finding respectively. The phenomena implied that low-income Thai 

people of this community are keen on cooking food and selling activities, that might be because of it 

takes low investment budget. The occupation that gives services to the customer, needs technologies or 

equipments as well as owner’s skill, for instance electronics repair shop that is slightly more difficult 

than food selling activities. The commercial occupation is just like goods trading processes, therefore 

skilled owner is on high demand. Mixed occupation is just the alternative way to gain additional 

household’s income. These results proposed the imperative outlooks for future low-income housing 

design not to be only considered about pure architecture but also the occupation and users’ lifestyle,  
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Table 9.1 Purpose of Utilizing IGS in each House 
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Table 9.2 Demand on Technologies and Facilities in IGS Utilizing Family 
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particularly the IGS for selling food activities, commercial, the occupation that gives services to 

customer and mixed occupation. 

 

9.5 DEMAND ON TECHNOLOGIES AND FACILITIES 

9.5.1 Trends of IGS Utilizing Family and Its Demand 

As shown in Table 9.2, the popular facilities sorted from maximum to minimum average of availability 

are curtain (3.32/house), fan (2.2/house), mobile phone (2.03/house), TV (1.55/house), Motorbike 

(1.13/house), fridge (1.03/house), washing machine (1/house), bicycle (0.58/house), car (truck) 

(0.48/house), car (saloon) (0.1/house), landline telephone (0.06/house), tuk tuk (3 wheels motorbike) 

(none), respectively. 

 

As for sedan car, availability and none of availability of the house is 9.68%/90.32%. Car (truck), the 

ratio found to be 48.39%/51.61%. Motorbike, the ratio is 87.10%/12.90%. Tuk tuk, the ratio found to 

be 0%/31%. Bicycle, the ratio is 45.16%/54.84%. Washing machine, the ratio is 93.55%/6.45%. 

Landline telephone, the ratio explored to be 6.45%/93.55% in contrast to washing machine. Air 

conditioner, the ratio found to be 48.39%/51.61%. While the results showed that the ratio of mobile 

phone, fan, fridge, TV, and curtain are in the same number that is 100%/0%. These phenomena 

implied that mobile phone, washing machine, motorbike, car (truck), air conditioner, fan, fridge, TV, 

and curtain are presently in need for urban low-income IGS utilizing family. 

 

9.5.2 Categorization of Demand on Technologies and Facilities 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9.2 Categorization of Demand on Technologies and Facilities in IGS Utilizing Family 

 

After analyzing of Table 9.2, consequently it could be categorized into major three groups as 

continuously illustrated by the schematic diagram in Fig. 9.2. which are as follows; group of  
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supporting earning and daily life activities (group 1), group of communication (group 2), and group of 

transportation (group 3). Within the group 1, the high demands are curtain, fan, TV, fridge, washing 

machine, air conditioner, respectively. Fridge, fan, curtain, and TV are needed in every house. As for 

the group 2, mobile phone showed highly demand more than landline telephone. This might because 

mobile phone is easily to afford in Thailand. The prepaid system is available and there is no need to 

pay for monthly fee or even registration. Therefore, in comparison to landline system, it is cheaper and 

landline telephone seems to be used in old time lifestyle. Within the group 3, the high demands are 

motorbike, bicycle, car (truck), sedan car, and tuk tuk, respectively. It might be because the price of 

affordability, less parking area required, and flexibility of usages. Motorbike price is lesser than car, 

needs lesser parking lot, as well as can be attached side cart for transportation and consumes lesser 

petrol in comparison to the car. All of three groups which have been shown, implicated the imperative 

outlooks that are practically needed for low-income community housing particularly in Thailand. As 

for the users who wish to use their house to support income generation activities, three groups are 

mutually supported each other, both for their earning and daily life activities. Technologies and 

facilities are needed for supporting the occupation. Communication technologies help the IGS utilizing 

families to easily contact their customers and make the appointment to sell their products, for instance. 

Transportation is needed for IGS users that preparing their products at home, while going to sell their 

products outside the home which is more convenient for them to have their own transportation. Users 

can arrange their time more efficiently. 

 

9.6 CONCLUSION 

Urban low-income housing under the CODI collaboration of this community showed the results that 

house can be utilized apart from acting as a residing function but also able to support earning activities. 

This contribution space called as IGS. Occupation in the IGS utilizing family can be majorly sorted 

into four types. Selling food is found to be the most popular occupation. Second was found to be the 

occupation that gives services to the customers, while commercial activities occupation and mixed 

occupation type was explored to be the same amount of number and lesser popular than that of the 

previous two types. The demand of technologies and facilities that support in earning showed that IGS 

utilizing families have put the first demand on the technologies and facilities that supports their 

earning and life style, next is communication, thereafter is transportation issue. These have shown that 

occupation comes at the first priority, and then dwellers use technology for the communication to 

support their earning activities. Thereafter dwellers use vehicle for their transportation, both for their 

mobility and transport their products to sell to their customers. This research clarifies what occupation 

can be performed through utilizing IGS, as well as pinpoints what technologies and facilities are 

needed for the IGS utilizing family. Future low-income housing development project should pay 

attention to IGS outlook that will pave the way for a sustainable low-income housing program. 
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Chapter 10 

Self-build Metamorphosis and Contribution of Income Generation 

Space to Sustaining Low-income Housing Strategy 

The Case of Banpet District of Khon Kaen Province, Thailand  

 

 

10.1 INTRODUCTION, PREVIOUS STUDIES AND RESEARCH GAP 

This chapter clarifies the metamorphosis process of dwelling units throughout dwellers’ occupation and 

extension in low-cost housing projects provided by the National Housing Authority (NHA) at Banpet 

District, Khon Kaen Province, Thailand. It has shed light on an apparent outlook on a survival strategy 

made by dwellers through their occupation time. Tenures showed their maneuver of space extension 

which could sustain low-income life activities. Apart from acting as a living habitation, the incremental 

self-help extended area itself could help residents generating their income within their houses, called 

the Income Generation Space (IGS). About 77% of houses in the research area conducted the extension. 

About half of dwelling units in the study area are extended for IGS. Moreover, the spatial 

characteristics of IGS as a multi-purpose space can serve the desire of dwellers. Furthermore, it has a 

capability of solving the poverty issue as an essential possibility that is needed to be implemented in the 

near future low-income habitation strategy. IGS has supported the dwellers’ continuous occupation and 

could also reflect the nature of how low-income Thai people have survived through basic given living 

conditions. 

 

Low-cost housing has become an increasingly significant area of discourse, particularly in developing 

countries where a majority of population can hardly afford high cost luxury shelters and efforts are 

directed towards speeding the production (Kamruzzaman and Ogura, 2009). Over the past decade, 

low-cost housing projects in Thailand have also become increasingly focused as the habitat for 

low-income people that form the greater part in Thailand. The Thai’s National Housing Authority 

(NHA) has played a momentous role as a key provider
*1)

 from the governmental side, helping facilitate 

and making the residences available as a response to the great demand of low-income living 

habitations. However, because of the budgetary limit, which caused the compact living environment, 

the desires for more space and function were found after post occupancy. It also occurred in the 

nationwide low-cost housing project (Baan Aua Arthorn) in Khon Kaen, and it caused dwellers to 

conduct the extension for their habitation (Tonmitr and Ogura, 2011). 

 

The study clarifies the metamorphosis (see Ref. 8): a transformation, a marked change in appearance, 

character, condition or function (“Metamorphosis”) of low-cost housing units of Banpet District, Khon 

Kaen Province, Thailand through dwellers’ self-built extension actions in order to see how dwellers  
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have survived and acclimatized to circumstances during the occupation period, and what residents 

have done for their habitation is the outlook of this study. There are academic scholars who studied 

about housing for low-incomes in many countries, but each has a different effort from this study and 

this issue of extended income generation space (IGS) has been given little attention, particularly as the 

nationwide low-cost housing strategy in Thailand after the first endeavor period of international trends 

in the 1970s-1980s, for instance, as follows. (Tanaka et al, 2002), looked at the characteristics and 

Shared-terrace at Chitlada state railway housing in Bangkok Thailand. Also they studied spatial 

characteristics of sites and services extension by the tenures of Tung Song Hong Settlement in 

Thailand (Tanaka et al, 2003). Interestingly, during the fiscal year in which Tanaka et al. published that 

paper, it was just the initiated stage of the low-cost housing project agenda that has just launched.
*2)

 

Although the ceased construction time of core housing in Thailand was in the late 1980s, it seems like 

it was the end of the official first trial & error low-income Thai housing era and near the climax period 

of living transformations at Tung Song Hong. (Chiranthanut and Funo, 2008), studied the spatial 

formation of the Kaloeng house in the Mukdahan province in Thailand. Generally, the low-cost 

housing project in Thailand was negatively assessed by its inadequate function and compact living 

style; few scholars have been able to explore its strength and significant possibility. There is only little 

study to explicate the transformation process of nationwide low-cost housing in Thailand. As shown, 

(Natakun and O’Brien, 2009), studied the modification of a government-built housing project at Klong 

3 (3
rd

 Canal), Rangsit, Bangkok, Thailand. Furthermore, (Pandelaki and Shiozaki, 2011), looked at the 

typologies of core housing adjustments in Semarang City in Indonesia. It is therefore imperative to 

gain insight into the role of auto-extended or modified space, as well as the capability of the extended 

space, particularly income generation space (IGS) in low-cost and low-income housing. 

 

10.2 STUDY AIM AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This study aims to unveil the self-build extensions that contribute to IGS conducted by dwellers, 

through the following objectives and means: 

-Delineate why using the extension in order to see how metamorphosis creates the space for income 

generation by observing its extension characteristics. 

-Explore the purpose of the extension and type of IGS in relation to the extended area of each type. 

-Determine the implemented strategy that the self-built IGS extension phenomenon is operative in the 

NHA’s low-cost housing project. 

 

This chapter draws attention to research carried out in Khon Kaen. In the pre-discussion period, 

aiming at gaining the actual evidences and practical adaptations with the dwellers’ occupation since 

the initial phase was performed after having decentralized the NHA strategies.
*3)

 Additionally, as for 

the contribution period of over 2 years since late 2009 till 2012 both onsite and during the round table 

critical discussion, the international conferences and symposiums were also performed to strengthen  
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and ensure the cover insight into issues of the low-cost housing project, particularly in Thailand. 

Primary data collaborates with secondary data were performed and investigated. As for primary data, a 

survey of 605 housing plots was conducted. Physical observations of all housing plots in the study 

area were also undertaken. In-depth face-to-face interviews with the community leader, and 

semi-structured interviews with the practical dwellers also fulfilled the thinking procedure. Follow-up 

typical target discussions were held onsite. Furthermore, contacting NHA officers, included interview 

and direct discussion with the NHA section head who takes responsibility for the Esarn*4)
 zone, in 

addition to Khon Kaen NHA area key person officers, Khon Kaen low-cost housing project’s onsite 

manager staff, Khon Kaen NHA staff and internal actors who are practical dwellers who live in the 

Banpet project. A telecommunication procedure, telephone, electronic mails, etc., also have been 

executed after the on-site investigation when finding some significant points that need to cross-check 

and make deeper points with the Esarn zone NHA staff in order to clarify the house metamorphosis 

and the human behavioral influences, the desires of dwellers and the role of IGS, all for both planners 

part and dwellers side. Additionally, the mind maps
*5)

 process has also been applied while 

brainstorming and scrutinizing the idea analysis. The endeavor to elucidate the typical characteristic of 

extended housing units in this project has been conducted. And the secondary data has been achieved 

from NHA and the NHA Thailand headquarter library with the help of NHA Bangkok librarians as 

well as Khon Kaen officers. In addition, international journals have also been reviewed in terms of 

related fields and topics. However, as a Thai person with the capability of the Thai language, both the 

Middle and Esarn local indigenous Thai languages, and the realization of real Thai-Esarn customs and 

life’s activities, the author allowed an insight into the outlook, nature and a closer engagement with 

respondents. 

 

To this end, the paper will first present the context of the research area. In the following section, the 

paper will focus on the NHA fundamental house and extension house. Thereafter, the IGS extension 

house and four types of IGS extensions will be discussed. Additionally, this paper will recapitulate the 

self-built IGS extension and focus on some of its strengths.  

 

10.3 CONTEXT OF RESEARCH AREA 

According to the site location, it is located in the Banpet District in Khon Kaen Thailand which is in 

the Northeastern (Esarn) region. As from the Banpet project Fig.10.1 (2), the number of total houses is 

around 2,000. The number of research areas is 605 houses and the picked-up typical samples are 

shown in Fig.10.1 (3) which is a typical housing area. Also, 16 typical housings were picked up and 

clarified in Fig. 10.2 to be the representative of 310 IGS extension houses which are further 

categorized into four types in Fig. 10.3. Due to the Esarn region, there is also the influence of 

socio-cultural or behavioral aspects that have affected the living conditions as well as the architectural 

acclimatization, the influence on the housing space, particularly on the extended metamorphosis space. 
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As from the empirical study and analysis, it has unveiled that about 77% of dwelling units have shown 

the way of their self-help piecemeal metamorphosis for their extension in variations and a variety of 

purposes. Among the variation of purposes, apparently, about half of houses in the research area 

maneuvered their dwellings for IGS, which have shown the significance or the key role of the 

capability of generating income, principally for Esarn low-income life activities, which depend on the 

keenness of their earnings, as shown in Table 13.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10.1 Khon Kaen Province: Geographical Location and Site Location 

 

10.4 NHA FUNDAMENTAL HOUSE AND EXTENSION HOUSE 

This section analysis of metamorphosis and self-built extension was made to represent their individual 

characteristics. The basic NHA house and extended characteristics are presented. 

10.4.1 NHA Fundamental House Characteristics 

At the first stage, the basic NHA house provided by the NHA was two-storey housing on moderately 

small plots. The plot assesses 14x6 meters (84 m
2
). Planning which has a ground floor area covering 

29 m
2
, leaving 55 m

2
 of open space. Therefore, the building covered 35% of the plot size and left 65% 

as an open space arrangement. With the cause of compact living due to the relation between coverage 

and open space, consequently, this possibly caused the tenants’ desire of more space and function. 

Thereafter, the results introduced extensions. 

 

10.4.2 Overview of the Metamorphosis and Self-built Extension House Characteristics 

After the dwellers occupied the house, it could be categorized into three groups which are the 

non-extension group, extension for living purpose group and extension for IGS group. The study 

majorly focuses on extension for the IGS group. The IGS extension sorted by income generation 

characteristics will be discussed in 5.1.  The purpose of extension and extended elements and  
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Fig. 10.2 Extended Space and Its Characteristics 
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Fig. 10.2 Continued… 
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materials will be analyzed in 5.2 together with the Thai self-sufficient economy
*6)

 style that has 

influenced the housing extension. Thereafter, the IGS extension sorted by shop type in relation to its 

extended area will be discussed in 10.6. 

 

10.5 IGS EXTENSION HOUSE 

 

Table 10.1 Purpose of Extended Space and Its Analyzed Characteristics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10.5.1 Income Generation Characteristics of IGS Extension 

IGS is usually combined with a fundamental building and an additional utilized structure, for instance 

additional columns and an additional roofing structure. Nevertheless, some elements, for example 

some supporting elements that bear the load of the roofing structure, still have been attached to the 

previous beam of the basic provided house as found in most of the investigated dwellings. These space 

characteristics have played a significant role, acting as the place to generate income for low-income 

earners, and additionally as the place to support low-income earners’ activities to acclimatize through 

their daily life by utilizing their habitation. The results of the analysis showed that this space can be 

categorized into three major groups sorted by income generation characteristics. First, it was called 

“Generating income at home”. This means the dwellers could establish their income within their living 

plot, apart from utilizing the NHA basic provided house, as a living function purpose. Tenures could 

use their money that they invested to purchase their home for their working place, as shown in 

extended purposes (Table 10.1). It was the self value-added functions that dwellers tried to modify 

their living habitation with during the occupation period. This covers grocery stores and retail shops 

selling consumer goods (e.g. snacks, kaokua (dried warm rice), salt, sugar, pepper, dried chili, soap, 

shampoo, toothpaste, toothbrushes, brooms), small restaurants that have the eating area within the 
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extension house (made to order menu, it is a kind of Thai-style low-income restaurant), barber shops 

which include male and female barber shops, service shops including laundromats, clothes drying 

shops, cloth ironing shops, coin laundry shops, tailor’s shops, clothes repairing shops, and tutor 

schools. The examples are 2, 4, 5, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15 and 16 in Fig. 10.2. Next, the space was named 

“Generating tasks at home while gaining income outside” for instance 7, 8 and 11 in Fig. 10.2. 

Dwellers use their extended functions for the workplace as a preparation for their goods before going 

out to sell their products, as shown in Table 10.1. This covers curved metal shops, aluminum 

installation shops, food selling that involves preparing food at home but selling it outside (e.g. 

mooping (grilled pork), kaiyang (grilled chicken), dim sum, cooked food, ice cream), agriculture shops 

(e.g. fertilizer selling, plant selling), and beverage vendors. The final space was named “Generating 

income at home by using technology.” This means the dwellers are able to generate the task and gain 

income within the IGS by using some of the technology support in earnings. This covers computer 

typing shops, copy and print shops, book binding shops, and internet service shops. The examples are 

1, 3, 6 and 14 in Fig. 10.2. Moreover, IGS is very flexible in terms of its functions and usages. Due to 

Thai activities, particularly for the Esarn (Northeastern Thailand) socio-behavioral aspect, there are 

many ceremonious occasions and get-together parties in the evening time after working hours. 

Dwellers are able to flexibly maneuver this space by relocating some furniture into the rear side of the 

house plot or keeping it on one side of this IGS, such as shelves or moving new furniture into this area 

according to each purpose. It was often that dwellers introduced Krae (A kind of bamboo group chair) 

into this space. IGS is even used for arranging the religious ceremony or house warming, for instance, 

practicing the monk’s ceremony as the Thai’s belief, after their son was successful in graduation that 

people usually promised to be a monk for such a time like 1 week or 1 month to learn the Buddhist 

religion in returning to their parents who take care of him until he got success. 

 

10.5.2 IGS Extended Space Elements and Materials 

As for the extension, more than three quarters of dwellers tried to complete their basic territory by 

filling cement mortar with a wooden block or using a green buffer from a local plantation, showing the 

self-sufficient Thai economy that can adapt to the extension style. For the structure and roof covering 

of the extended space, all of them used the process of adding columns and a roofing structure. 

Moreover, more than 90 % of the wall plane was made for their vertically enclosed space. Around 

50 % of dwellers attached outdoor curtains using the fabric advertisement cut-outs. It is noticeable that 

most of the houses have arranged a place for attaching the king’s photograph and a Buddha shelf 

which reflects the way of a low-income earners’ life and Thai society that pays respect to their king 

and Buddha as shown in Table 10.2. Both IGS and floor paving are mainly found as their income 

generation activities. For the overhead plane structure which is the roofing, metal structures are mainly 

used in this project with the corrugated asbestos tile paving. For the column, RC columns were mostly 

found for the structure, and few were explored to be wooden. For the vertical plane enclosure,  
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materials were both found to be concrete blocks and red bricks finished with cement-sand mortar. The 

opening frame was mostly found in the aluminum frame or wooden materials. The recycled wooden 

frame will also be investigated. 

 

Table 10.2 Extended Elements of IGS with the Extended Materials Usage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As the metamorphosis plans shown in Fig. 10.2, the extended space of the houses ranged between 5.1 

m
2
 to 37.5 m

2
 (Table. 10.1). As for the metamorphosis planning, it could be seen that the trend of the 

extended direction was mostly found in front of the house at the approach direction. Additionally, the 

side extension and back extension of the NHA basic house plan were also explored. Depending on the 

purposes of extended IGS, some of the IGS need the enclosure area for dweller’s purposes. For 

instance, house no. 1 in Fig. 10.2 is an example of a dweller’s intention that wished to conduct the 

extension space for computer typing with copy and print activities. The purpose of IGS extension is 

outlined in Table 10.1. The need of an enclosed space for typing activities, as well as for copy and  

*  The initial basic territory provided by NHA is a curved metal fence that is unfinished type. 
** Outdoor curtains were mostly the usage of fabric or plastic advertisements cut out and attached to the housing 
façade. 
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print, brought the dweller to build a vertically enclosed plane at the front and left side of the basic plan 

for additional space for working activities by using a concrete block finishing with cement-sand 

mortar and plastic colouring. Some IGS need the flexible and clear space arrangement; therefore, 

dwellers have made only the front folding door for opening while dwellers are doing their tasks, for 

example house no. 8 in Fig. 10.2, where the occupant had made the metal folding door and arranged 

an open plan. It is because dweller’s intention that needs for the working area for metal workshop and 

side of the extended space for storage maneuver (Table. 10.2). 

 

10.6 IGS EXTENSION SORTED BY TYPE OF SHOP AND RELATION WITH ITS 

EXTENDED AREA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10.3 Extension Purpose, IGS and Size Relationship 
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In order to unveil the extension phenomena, whole houses in the study area (605 houses) have been 

investigated. The results show that about 77% of houses in the study area have the extended houses 

that imply the tremendous need for the extension of the house. About half of the houses in the study 

area made IGS extensions. Within the IGS extension houses (310 houses), it can be categorized into 4 

types sorted by the type of shop. Type A (70 houses), retail shops and the service shops, covers grocery 

stores, shops selling consumer goods, barber shops, wash and laundry shops, coin laundry shops, coin 

water selling shops, clothes fixing shops, and tailor’s shops. Type B (134 houses), shops selling food, 

fruit, vegetables and beverage, covers  shops selling grilled pork with sticky rice, grilled chicken, 

Esarn hot dogs, dim sum, salads, and Thai desserts. Type C (43 houses), IT shops, covers computer 

typing shops, internet service shops, copy and print shops, and book binding shops. Type D (63 

houses), other types of shops, covers curved metal shops, aluminum installation shops, air conditioner 

fixing shops, shops selling fertilizer, shops selling plants, shops selling fish, daycare centers, and made 

to order drawing and painting shops. The IGS extension trend shows that the most popular type is type 

B (43%); on the other hand, type C is the least in number of extension houses (14%). These situations 

imply that selling food activity is an easy way for earning with less investment in comparison to IT 

shops. IT shops might need the higher investment for technology such as purchasing computers to 

support the income generation activities. Types A and D are about 20% in popularity, slightly higher 

than type C. 

 

The average of extension area in relation to each type from maximum to minimum are type B, type A, 

type C, and type D, respectively, as shown in Fig. 10.3. This indicates the need of a large space 

extension for food selling purposes. The retail shops, the service shops and IT shops have a similar 

number of average extension areas while type D requires the least amount of extension areas. As an 

illustration, house no. 2 (as a representative of 70 houses in IGS extension house Type A), the 

dweller’s extension purpose is to make a grocery store, therefore the front approach has been 

designated as a selling area with arranged goods shelves to serve consumers in Fig. 10.2. In house no. 

16 (as a representative of 134 houses in IGS extension house Type B), the purpose of selling food 

made the owner conduct the IGS space for preparing, cooking, selling and eating food, as shown in 

Fig. 10.2. Taking an example of house no. 1 (as a representative of 43 houses in IGS extension house 

Type C), dwellers conducted the IGS space for computer typing, copy and print activities, as in Fig. 

10.2. In house no. 8 (as a representative of 63 houses in IGS extension house Type D), IGS extension 

has been made for performing the metal workshop, arranged in the form of flexible planning, as seen 

in Fig. 10.2. The extension situation has shown the need for additional space, particularly for IGS in 

order to fulfill the low-cost housing strategy. These phenomena contribute to further sustainable 

low-income housing supplies that the need of the extension space for IGS should put into 

consideration. 
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10.7 CONCLUSION 

The effort to provide low-cost housing by the NHA showed the outcome of a compact living 

environment. In these situations, the dwellers solve the housing conditions by their own styles using 

self-built metamorphosis, consequently leading to the contribution of IGS. Apart from functioning as a 

living habitat, the residence is able to add value by suiting each of the life activities and purposes of 

the dwellers through the dwellers’ self-built metamorphosis process. Metamorphosis reflects different 

income generation characteristics affecting the different usage of IGS: generating income at home, 

generating tasks at home while gaining income outside, and generating income at home by using 

technology. Additionally, the dwellers’ intention influence on spatial composition and the usage of 

extension elements and materials. Consequently, the type of IGS shop indicates the average difference 

in utilizing the extension area. Food-selling activities require a large extension area while the retail 

shop, the service shop and IT shop need smaller spaces. Also, other types of shops require the smallest 

extension area. The phenomena that about 77% of houses in the research area have made an extension 

or change to the basic given house, and about half of houses in the research area have made an IGS 

extension is very imperative for sustaining the housing strategy. Moreover, IGS plays a significant role 

in supporting the dwellers’ continuous occupation and could reflect the nature of how low-income 

Thai people have survived through their living environment which could contribute to the prototype on 

a wider scale to acclimatize. Furthermore, it could help the housing planners and it could be one of the 

most essential possible issues to be considered and implemented that help pave the way for a future 

development project as a key theme for sustainability of living habitations. 

 

 

NOTES 

*1)  Key providers were major categorized as government organization and NGOs. Intermediary 

Institution in collaboration with self community management was found to be the apparent aspect 

of sustainable housing issues, particularly, for low-income people. For further reading, see 7). 

*2)  Reference 15) and 16). 

*3)  This Low-cost housing strategy has been decentralized from Thai NHA in 2003 and was used as 

a major nationwide low-cost housing strategy (Baan Aua Arthorn); furthermore, it was 

considerable as the minor change endeavor version of the international low-income housing 

trends which entered Thailand in the 1970s-1980s renowned as Site & Services. See 14) for 

further reading and detailed information, also References 2) and 4). 

*4)  Esarn is indigenous local Thai language renowned
 
as the Northeastern part of Thailand. 

*5)  Mind maps have been widely used in many branches of study fields, renowned as an essential 

critical thinking process. It provides a strategy for analyzing the materials, integrating critical 

thinking and problem solving skills. For further reading, see 3) and 6). 
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*6)  Thai Self-sufficient economy philosophy has been derived from the present King of Thailand’s 

thought. It is due to Thailand is major agricultural country, therefore first intentional conceptual 

thought was major aiming at low-income people but how well it was, depends on the application 

process of users. 
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Chapter 11 

Self-customization for Income Generation Space 

in the Baan Mankong Program 

The case of Tawanmai Community Housing in 

Khon Kaen Province, Thailand  

 

 

11.1 INTRODUCTION, PREVIOUS STUDIES AND RESEARCH GAP 

This chapter is the continuation of the previous chapter concerning research on Income Generation 

Space (IGS) in a low-income housing project in Khon Kaen Province, Thailand.
*1)

 This chapter clarifies 

the self-customization and the contribution of IGS in the Baan Mankong Program (BMP) facilitated by 

the Community Organizations Development Institute (CODI) at Tawanmai community of Khon Kaen 

Province in Thailand. Self-customized IGS survival strategy was found to be used by the dwellers 

throughout their occupation period. It has unveiled the two major categorizations of IGS as well as the 

imperative outlook of spatial utilization and its time variation. The provided housing condition can be 

utilized apart from functioning as a living habitat, also can be used as a place for the facility to generate 

income for its users. More than one-third of the houses in the research area, where the houses are 

planned and placed in rows, are self-customized for IGS. IGS has also shed light on its flexibility of 

usage possibilities that can be adjusted according to the dwellers’ purposes. The phenomena have 

shown the need of IGS in the BMP that could be implemented in future low-income housing scenarios, 

as well as for a wider scale of housing development, that pave the way for a sustainable low-income 

housing program in Thailand. 

 

Over the past decade, low-income housing in Thailand, by provisions from the governmental side as a 

key provider
*2)

 and facilitator, has majorly focused on two famous housing scenarios (Tonmitr and 

Ogura, 2012c: Yap and Wandeler, 2010). The first approach is referred to as the Baan Eua-Arthorn 

Project (BEP), which is renowned as a low-cost housing project that is provided by the National 

Housing Authority (NHA). The way of thinking of its planning has been derived from the planning 

and design processes of the NHA’s architectural team. Census survey data of Thailand was utilized at 

that time. After that, the average household size and density was determined to be about 4 people per 

household. Following that, a compact livable area for household members was designated. As well as, 

the NHA had its own standard; therefore, drawings and specifications for residential building of the 

BEP were required to conform to the design standard of the NHA
*3)

. Community density of two-storey 

single house type did not exceed 12 units per rai
*4)

. Public spaces and utilities are required, for 

instance, community centers, green parks and playgrounds, kindergartens, sport fields, central water 

treatment ponds, roads, as well as pedestrian walkways. Additionally, the two-storey single house  
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required a floor area of 48 m
2
 or more. This type of house should be built on a plot of no less than 20 

wa
2 *5)

 with a land-frontage side of 6 meters or more. For the housing discussed in the previous paper
*1)

, 

the same rules were used, for instance, 4 household members per family, and a community density of 

10.28 families per rai, or approximately 42 people per rai. The second approach referred to as the 

Baan Mankong Program (BMP), or a secured housing program, is mainly facilitated by the 

Community Organizations Development Institute (CODI). The basic idea and concepts of the CODI 

are to support and empower urban and rural community organizations through financial assistance, 

housing development, and environmental improvement
*6)

. In addition, the basic idea and concepts of 

the Baan Mankong Collective Housing Program are based on the concepts of a people-driven housing 

development process, utilized participatory design scheme, placing Thailand’s slum communities and 

their community networks at the center of a long-term development process, and comprehensive 

solutions to land title and housing problems in Thai cities
*6)

. The way of the BMP’s Tawanmai 

community planning was achieved at the beginning of the upgrade processes. It has depended on the 

affordability of capable monthly payments of each dweller. The area of each plot was calculated from 

all the new given community area, which subtracted public space, public area and inner-community 

roads for instance, thereafter divided by the number of households. This article represents a case under 

the BMP that has a different agenda from the BEP in order to unveil the contribution of Income 

Generation Space (IGS) in the different housing program as well as the strategy to get IGS. Therefore, 

the Tawanmai community of Khon Kaen Province, Thailand, a new housing site has been utilized for 

this research. 

 

Although there are academic scholars who have studied about low-income housing in many countries, 

each has a different endeavor from this study. And this issue of self-customization contributes to IGS, 

particularly for the BMP, and a small scale of row-type housing has been given little attention, for 

instance as follows. In the past study, (Tipple, 1996) published a paper by emphasizing the positive 

issue of extensions as sustainable development. Additionally, (Kellett and Tipple, 2000) showed the 

meaning of using homes as a workplace, still the research has yet to reach the investigation of spatial 

organization and its time variation. Nonetheless, their study in the context of Thailand is few to 

adequately verify. (Pandelaki and Shiozaki, 2011), studied the typologies of core housing adjustment 

in Indonesia. (Chiranthanut and Funo, 2008), looked at the spatial formation in the rural housing case 

from the Kaloeng house in the Mukdahan province of Thailand. Additionally, (Tanaka et al, 2003), 

studied spatial characteristics of site and services extension by the tenures in the Tung Song Hong 

settlement in Thailand. Among the numbers of research on the BMP of Thailand, it could be seen that 

most of the studies were concerned in the field of social science or management, for instance, 

(Boonyabancha, 2005) clarified the process of the BMP. (Usavagovitwong and Posriprasert, 2006), 

showed a way to support the community under the BMP. (Tonmitr et al, 2012b) unveiled the lessons 

learned from low-income housing scenarios in Thailand that covered the BMP and the BEP project.  
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Moreover, they showed the role of community architects and supporting key actors in the BMP 

(Tonmitr et al, 2012a). Additionally, (Tonmitr, 2014) clarified materials for low-income housing 

extensions in the BMP.  

 

Nevertheless, little attention has been paid on an architectural point of view, especially in the sense of 

a verification of a reality of dwellers’ housing after a post-occupancy period and the aspect of IGS for 

the BMP. The approach to get IGS is different from the NHA low-cost housing project. Tonmitr and 

Ogura
11)

 clarified the intention and reality in planning low-cost housing and found housing extension 

as a tool for survival strategy by the dwellers. However, for this research area, self-customization of 

the space was found to be a tool to get IGS. Therefore, in order to explore the implemented strategy 

for the future of low-income housing, it is imperative to gain insight into the aspect of self-customized 

spaces that contribute to IGS for urban underprivileged housing under the condition of a limited space, 

even in a row house. 

 

11.2 STUDY AIM AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This study aims to unveil the self-customizations that contribute to IGS in the BMP conducted by 

dwellers, how IGS plays its imperative role in the BMP, through the following objectives and means: 

-Explore the reasons why using self-customization to unveil how self-customized space effectuates 

IGS by observing its spatial characteristics. 

-Delineate the purpose and categorization of IGS in the BMP. 

-Pinpoint the outlook of IGS utilization and its time variation that help to develop IGS strategy for the 

BMP. 

-Define the strategy that the self-customized IGS is operative for the BMP and a small scale of 

row-type housing for low-income housing, although how to afford IGS utilizing different method from 

IGS in the BEP. 

 

This chapter draws attention to the research carried out in Khon Kaen during September and October 

2012, March and April 2013, as well as September and October 2013, and March 2014 through both 

onsite and round-table critical discussions. Primary data in collaboration with secondary data have 

been collected and investigated. As for the primary data, an onsite survey of whole houses (145 houses 

plus 1 community center) was conducted. Physical observations of all housing in the community were 

also undertaken. The integration of graphic recording techniques with recorded discussions has been 

utilized to collect ideas. The questionnaires for IGS house owners were employed to see the owners’ 

intention for space usage and time sequence, how they affect in space usage and time is analyzed in 

this paper. In-depth face-to-face interviews with the community leader, together with semi-structured 

interviews with the dwellers helped to fulfill the supported outlook. Additionally, follow-up target 

discussions, which were held directly onsite, went straight to the dwellers’ homes. Furthermore, direct 
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Fig. 11.1 Khon Kaen Province: Geographical Location 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11.2 Research Site Location 
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Fig. 11.3 Adjustment of IGS Spatial Configuration and Characteristics 
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interviews and discussions with key persons who were in charge of this project were completed, which 

included municipality officers that are responsible for the BMP, the head of the Esarn*7)
 zone CODI 

and his officers, and practical dwellers who live in the Tawanmai community, as well as the persons 

who contribute to developing the Tawanmai community. Telecommunication processes (telephone, 

Skype, e-mail, etc.) were sometimes used to fulfill new finding outlooks, all aimed at gaining the data 

from the side of the planners, policy makers and dwellers. Moreover, the mind maps
*8)

 technique was 

also employed while brainstorming the idea analysis. The secondary data was achieved from the Esarn 

CODI office, community library, community records, and Khon Kaen University library. In addition, 

international journals have also been reviewed in terms of related fields. However, as a Thai person 

with the skill of the Thai language, both the Middle and Esarn local indigenous Thai languages, and 

the realization of real Thai-Esarn customs, the author was allowed an insight into the outlook, nature 

and a closer engagement with respondents. 

 

11.3 CONTEXT OF RESEARCH AREA 

Site location is located in the Khon Kaen Province of Thailand, as shown in Fig. 11.1. The Tawanmai 

community was utilized for an analysis, as shown in Fig. 11.2. Formerly, this community was a 

squatter settlement. Thereafter, this community has collaborated with CODI under the BMP, was 

renowned as a slum relocation project, and was completed in 2007. The role and contribution of the 

CODI are majorly to support community organizations and networks, encourage participatory design 

approaches, strengthen land by securing tenure, coordinate with the supporting key actors, including 

local institutions and academic institutions, enhance financial cooperatives as well as implement 

long-term loaning processes. Therefore, after this community has joined in the BMP, the CODI has 

helped to shape-up the upgrading processes of the community, which covered financial management, 

design processes, and a community management system, by emphasizing the participatory design and 

focusing on people as the core of development. As from the Tawanmai community in Fig. 11.2, the 

total number of houses is 145 plus 1 community housing center. The number of research area is 145 

houses and the obtained samples are shown in Fig. 11.2. Also, 8 typical housings were picked up, 

drawn, and clarified in Fig. 11.3 to be the representatives of 55 self-customized IGS houses, which are 

further made categorization into two types (IGS type A and IGS type B)
*9)

. As from the empirical 

study and analysis, it was unveiled that approximately 38% of the houses in the research area 

maneuvered their dwellings for IGS, which has shown the significance of the capability for generating 

income. The purpose of income-generation activities depends on the keenness of dwellers’ earnings, as 

shown in Fig. 11.7. 

 

11.4 INTENTION AND REALITY IN PLANNING TAWANMAI CODI HOUSING 

This section analysis was made to represent intention and reality in planning Tawanmai housing as 

well as to unveil the importance of self-customized IGS. 
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11.4.1 Tawanmai CODI Fundamental House Characteristics and Its Housing Type 

The basic given houses in the Tawanmai community housing were basically provided into two types. 

Most of the houses (138 houses) were two-storey housings on moderately small plots; less amount of 

houses number were designated to be one-and-a-half-storey houses (7 houses). Housing design is in  

 

the form of a row house type. Each house plot assessed about 4x8.5 meters (34 m
2
), which had a 

ground floor area covering the whole given area, as shown in Fig. 11.4. Therefore, houses were built 

up at the maximum limit of the given area. That possibly has caused the dwellers to customize their 

own space. Consequently, this contributed to the self-customized IGS for dwellers who needed to use 

their home as a workplace and support their income generation activities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11.4 Standard House Planning of Tawanmai Community Housing 

 

11.4.2 Self-customization and Meaning of IGS in the BMP 

The method to afford IGS in the BMP differs from the BEP project. Despite the self-built 

metamorphosis found as an imperative tool to get IGS in the BEP, self-customization was found as a 

tool to gain IGS in the BMP. As described, housing characteristic in Tawanmai housing is a row house  
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type that the building coverage occupied almost all the plotted areas. By these circumstances, there is 

little space that might be able for extension where is the small front space of the house around 4 m
2
 

(1m extended, 4x1 meters). Nevertheless, it is able to be only temporary extension according to the 

building by laws and community rules. Therefore, self-customizing the space inside the house was 

found its important strategy for coping with the limited area. Self-customized interior space is 

sometimes also found the connectivity to the front space of the house, transitional space, product 

display space, for instance. Majorly, the first floor interior space is found to be mainly utilized space 

for IGS by customizing that space for each of income generation activity and purpose in Fig. 11.3. The 

standard, or the basic house planning, is shown in Fig. 11.4. 

 

11.5 IGS IN THE BMP AND ITS SPATIAL CHARACTERISTIC 

To explore the spatial characteristics of IGS, the spatial configuration planning has been drawn both at 

the time when IGS has been used for income generation activities and when the IGS has been utilized 

for other activities in order to unveil the reality of spatial organization and its time variation, as shown 

in Fig. 11.3. Using the house no. 44-45 in Fig. 11.3 as an example, the owners were a big family and 

owned two houses. The space needed for a retail shop, coin laundry service and tailoring shop brought 

the dwellers to create a connecting space by not building an internal wall between the no. 44 and 45 

houses. Therefore, they could have a large space for those activities. More importantly, the left house 

(house no. 45) was designated to be a retail shop where consumer goods shelves, cooling fridges and a 

cashier desk were arranged. The right house (house no. 44) was utilized as a tailoring shop for the 

husband to perform clothes-repairing, ironing, cutting and designing activities. In front of the house no. 

44, there were two coin washing machines provided for extra income generation activities. This spatial 

organization was used for both income generation activities and for other activities that utilized this 

IGS. There was one large wooden desk-like-bed for sitting, relaxing, sleeping or even for use as a 

dining table, as shown in Fig. 11.3. Referring to the illustration of house no. 131 in Fig. 11.3, the 

dwellers’ self-customizing purpose was to have enough space for making Po-ngern, Po-tong and Chat 

tong (ceremonious paper craft work) as well as for relaxing and sleeping area. The dwellers introduced 

mat and paper craft equipments into IGS when conducting their income generation activities. 

Thereafter, if the tasks were completed, the materials were kept and the area was clean, then welcome 

a soft bed sheet, pillows, and a mosquito net instead for relaxing and sleeping purpose. It indicates the 

flexibility of IGS usage that can be adjusted. In the no. 2 and 3 houses, the purpose of selling Esarn 

fried chicken with sticky rice made the owner conduct the IGS for preparation, as well as for storing 

and cooking food, as shown in Fig. 11.3. The no. 2 house and half of left part of the no. 3 house were 

designated to be used for income generation activities, as shown in Fig. 11.3. The right-half of the no. 

3 house was arranged for their grandmother’s living space, as shown in Fig. 11.3. It is similar to the no. 

131 house in type A in terms of spatial management that if the users finished the income generation 

tasks, the IGS is kept clean and utilized for recreation and relaxing activities instead. Taking a sample  
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of the no. 128 house in Fig. 11.3, the dwellers’ job was selling Esarn food. The dwellers arranged the 

IGS for food-selling activities, similar to no. 65. They used the IGS for preparing and cooking food to 

sell outside, as well as to utilize space as a recreation and relaxing area. The usage of IGS is quite 

similar to the no. 73, 131, 2 and 3 houses in that they can rearrange space according to their intentions 

for use. 

 

11.6 PURPOSE AND CATEGORIZATION OF IGS IN THE BMP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11.5 Categorization of IGS and Purpose of Spatial Utilization 

 

Whole houses in the research area (145 houses) have been investigated and clarified, in order to unveil 

the IGS phenomena. The outcomes of the results show that approximately 38% or more than one-third 

of the houses in the study area have the houses customized for IGS utilization that imply a need for 

IGS in the BMP, particularly, even for row-type housing. Within the number of self-customized IGS 

houses (55 houses), this number (38%) can be categorized into two the types in Fig. 11.5. Type A (17  
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houses) which generating income at home through utilization of IGS (GIH). It can be noticed that 

income generation activities of the GIH type mostly regard services occupations that give the services 

to the customer; still, some are found to be a combination of services and trades. Type B (38 houses) 

which is generating works at home through utilizing IGS while gaining income outside (GIO). As 

shown in Fig. 11.5, it therefore can be seen that income generation activities of GIO type mainly 

concern about the selling of food and products. As for these situations, the type that gains a high 

popularity is type B (approximately 69%) while lesser popular type of IGS is type A (approximately 

31%). Popularity depended on the needs and keenness for earning of each house that all formed within 

this community. The results have shown that most of the income generation activities are IGS type B, 

which is preparing or generating tasks at home, while going to sell outside. Dwellers have to go or 

approach their customers more than waiting for customers to come to their home. The phenomena 

indicate that selling food, including fruits, vegetables and beverages are the occupations that 

low-income people are keen on. It might be because of the reasons that less investment is needed, less 

depending on technology, and high education is not needed. Nevertheless, it greatly depends on the 

skills and experiences gained from practicing. On the other hand, type A may need an investment 

budget to afford technologies, electronic devices, tools and equipments that support in earning, for 

instance purchasing a refrigerator, cooler, iron, dryer, washing machine, water cooler machine, salon 

chair, computer, car and motorcycle repair tools, and air pump. Selling vegetables is categorized in 

type B that is because the dwellers went to sell their vegetables outside, and the home is usually 

utilized for keeping their vegetables before preparing to sell them outside or it is used as vegetable 

storage. Grocery store is in type A because the dwellers sell their products as well as gain income at 

home and no need to sell their products outside. 

 

11.7 IGS UTILIZATION AND ITS TIME VARIATION 

11.7.1 Importance and Flexibility of Self-customized IGS 

Fig. 11.6 (left) shows an example of the importance of IGS utilization according to its time variation 

of IGS type A house. Dwellers usually spend their time in IGS for all day. Different kinds of activities 

happen throughout the day but to be organized within the same space which is IGS. The activities 

include both income generation and recreation activities. Spatial organization is adjusted when the 

purpose of usage changes by introducing equipments or tools that are necessary for those of the 

activities. For example, Po-ngern, Po-tong and Chat tong (Thai ceremonious paper craft work) making 

equipments are welcomed when income generation occurs. On the other hand, when the tasks are 

finished, those materials are kept and introducing mats, soft bed sheets, and pillows instead when the 

usage is changed for relaxing activities. Fig. 11.6 (right) illustrates a sample of IGS type B in relation 

to spatial utilization and its time variation. Depending on the dwellers’ occupation that is about selling 

food, dwellers use their IGS for preparing food to sell outside of the home. When they go out to sell 

their products, IGS usage intensity is low. IGS is also organized as a relaxing space or sleeping area  
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when food-preparing activities are done. It can be noticed that even though the type of IGS is different, 

IGS alterations are similar in terms of flexibility. This might be due to the limited area of each house; 

therefore IGS has been found its way to be used as flexible possibility. Additionally, it shows the 

importance of IGS that is needed for dwellers to survive by using their home apart from functioning as 

a living habitat. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11.6 Dwellers and Activities in IGS 

 

11.7.2 Time and Utilization of IGS in the BMP 

In order to unveil the relation between spatial utilization of IGS and its time variation, IGS houses 

have been investigated and clarified, which is shown in Fig. 11.7. After the analysis of Fig. 11.7, the 

analysis of spatial utilization of IGS and its time variation have been highlighted. The complexity of 

layers of IGS intensity can be seen. It can be further categorized into two major sessions for analysis, a 

morning and afternoon session. In the morning session, the highest density of using IGS for income 

generation activities is due to 6:00-12:00, while around 4:00-6:00 is lesser density of IGS utilization. 

In the afternoon, the high time for IGS usage is from 12:00-18:00. From 18:00-21:00, there is a lesser 

popularity to perform the tasks in the IGS. From 21:00-4:00, usually the intensity of IGS utilization is 

low. Dwellers use IGS for other purposes apart from income generation activities, for instance, 

recreational purposes like relaxing and sleeping. Moreover, it can be explored that, dwellers of IGS 

type A houses spend their time in IGS more than IGS type Bs. In the case that dwellers use IGS for a 

sleeping area as well as income generation, the IGS is used for all day long. For IGS type B, dwellers 

put attention to use in the time that they use IGS for preparing the products to sell outside. When they 

are not around, IGS utilization intensity is low. Still, there are some deficits of IGS that could be 

considered when implementing the development outlook of IGS in the BMP. Income generation 

activities may interrupt the recreation area. As for type A, if there are income generation activities in 

IGS, the IGS can still be utilized as a recreation or relaxing space as well, but some of the supporting 

in earning area may take up space of recreation area. In type B, time will indicate the income 

generation activities time and relaxing time that mostly used IGS in different period of time of the day. 
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Fig. 11.7 Spatial Utilization of IGS and its Time Variation 
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In this sense of a limited space for row-type housing, to utilize IGS as a flexible space is one 

alternative for urban low-income dwellers. Even in local or rural area of Thailand, in low-income 

traditional housing, people still live in that way (multi-purpose way: such as working space, living 

space, sleeping space, dining space), only toilet which has been separated. And this type is widely 

accepted in Thailand, particularly for low-income, and Esarn local underprivileged housing style. As 

for the low-income Thai dwellers, flexible IGS is most the practical answer for them, since they can 

use the maximum benefits of the limited space. Additionally, in some cases, they can use the income 

generation time and relaxing time together to be able to have a good time to strengthen family 

relationships communicating, talking to each other as well as completing the task, simultaneously. 

Therefore, the purpose of income generation and type of IGS has an impact on IGS spatial utilization 

and its time variation. Additionally, the intensity of IGS utilization in the daytime is higher than 

nighttime. IGS has flexibility of usage; it can be utilized apart from functioning as an IGS. It can also 

be used for recreation or relaxing purpose for low-income daily life. 

 

11.8 CONCLUSION 

Housing provision by CODI in the BMP showed the result of a compact space and living habitation. 

Dwellers try to adapt to the situations by their own survival solutions utilizing self-customization, 

thereupon conducting to the contribution of IGS for the dwellers who needed to use their home to 

support their earning activities. The type of IGS in the BMP can be majorly clarified into two types: 

type A (generating income at home through utilizing the IGS) and type B (generating works at home 

through utilizing the IGS while gaining income outside). The type A mostly concerns income 

generation by giving the services to the customer, some are combined with trades. The type B mostly 

concerns about selling food and products, and IGS users or dwellers usually approach their customers 

outside the home. Although the type of IGS is different, IGS alterations are in similarity in terms of 

flexibility. IGS can be used not only for acting as an IGS, but also for recreation purposes and other 

activities to be organized within the same area. Nonetheless, IGS has some deficit in that is income 

generation activities might interrupt the recreation area in the case that dwellers utilize the income 

generation time and relaxing time together. Still, there is an advantage that dwellers can have family 

time together while earning profit and completing recreation activity simultaneously. Dwellers in the 

type A houses spend time in the IGS more than the type Bs, that is used only at the time of preparing 

products to sell outside the home. In comparison, dwellers use the IGS during the daytime more than 

nighttime of the day. The purpose of income generation and the type of IGS has an impact on spatial 

utilization and its time variation. It has shed light on planning strategies, showing that IGS is important 

both for the BEP and the BMP. Although, the governmental housing program, the type of house and 

the effort to get IGS are in difference, IGS is still needed for the BMP, particularly for small scale 

row-type housing that can be used for strategy development. It is quite clear that from the imperative 

outlook of IGS, self-customized flexible IGS should be put insight into consideration for future  
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low-income housing projects, both from a policy distribution and design point of view that could help 

to implement the BMP strategy to be a sustainable low-income housing program in the context of 

Thailand. 

 

NOTES 

*1) The paper entitled “Self-build Metamorphosis and Contribution of Income Generation Space to 

Sustaining Low-income Housing Strategy, The Case of Banpet District of Khon Kaen Province, 

Thailand” is published in Journal of Architecture and Planning (Transaction of AIJ) in Vol.78, 

No.693, pp. 2281-2289, 2013. 

*2) Key providers were majorly categorized as government organizations and NGOs. The 

Intermediary Institution in collaboration with self community management was found to be the 

apparent aspect of sustainable housing issues, particularly, for low-income people. For further 

reading, see 6). 

*3) For more detailed information, see the Baan Eua-Arthorn Project, Khon Kaen T. (Banpet District), 

(Project Schedule of Baan Eua-Arthorn 4), Document of the NHA, production and construction 4, 

project administration 2, September 2005 (in Thai). 

*4) In the Thai measurement system, 1 rai = 400 wa
2
. 

*5) In the Thai measurement system, 1 wa =2 meters, therefore, 1 wa
2
 = 4 m

2
. 

*6) For more detailed information, see the CODI’s website, www.codi.or.th. 

*7) Esarn is an indigenous local Thai language renowned as the Northeastern area of Thailand. 

*8) Mind maps have been widely used in many branches of study fields, renowned as an essential 

critical thinking process. It provides a strategy for analyzing the materials, integrating critical 

thinking and problem solving skills. For additional reading, see 3) and 5). 

*9) Categorizations of IGS type A and B with the purpose of IGS utilization are clarified in chapter 6 

of this paper. 
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Chapter 12 

Requisiteness of Income Generation Space (IGS) in Non-IGS Family 

for Supporting Sustainable Income Generating Activities 

The Case of Tawanmai Community Housing 

in Khon Kaen Province, Thailand 

 

 

12.1 INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH GAP 

The need of a survival through daily life living forces human being to conduct an occupation. As for 

low-income people, every square meter of their habitat has very meaningful of usage. Apart from 

functioning as a residing shelter, the space of home that can be fulfilled the users’ requirements for 

supporting income generating activities is so called as Income Generation Space (IGS). 

 

As for Thailand where the low-income habitation issues still remain as a crucial developing topic, 

there are two major governmental housing approaches which deal with housing provision, as well as 

housing development for the grassroots people, the Baan Eua-Arthorn Project (BEP) and the Baan 

Mankong Program (BMP) (Tonmitr et al, 2012a: Tonmitr et al, 2012b).  There were previous studies 

concerning on IGS into the housing enhancement outlooks; Tonmitr and Ogura, 2013 contributed the 

imperative outlook of self-built metamorphosis that contributes the IGS in the BEP. Tonmitr and 

Ogura, 2014 also explored self-customization strategy contributes the IGS in the BMP, as well. 

Additionally, the study on the demand on technologies and facilities is clarified (Tonmitr et al, 2014b). 

Moreover, the IGS can be integrated with the planning outlook for the sustainable planning point of 

view (Tonmitr et al, 2014a). 

 

According to above mentioned, the IGS has played an imperative role supporting the earning activities 

in the IGS utilizing families. On the other hand, it is important to know the requisiteness, as well as 

trend of the IGS in non-IGS utilizing family for supporting the income generating activities. Therefore, 

this chapter aims to clarify on those mentioned through the following objectives and efforts: 

-Delineate requisiteness of IGS in non-IGS family for supporting the earning activities. 

-Unveil the trends and purposes of income generating activities of that requisiteness. 

 

12.2 RESEARCH CONTEXT, SITE LOCATION AND METHODOLOGY 

12.2.1 Community Housing Background 

Tawanmai housing community was previously renowned in Khon Kaen Province of Thailand as the 

name “Dynamo Community”. It was due to the original location of the community was located near 

the area that has many of the dynamo repair shops. The community later joined into the BMP that is 

under the supervision of the Community Organizations Development Institute (CODI), which has  
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Fig. 12.1 Tawanmai Community Housing Aerial Photo (Google Maps) and Randomly Selected 

Non-IGS Families Location 
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supported this community to have re-upgrading processes. Thereafter all the households have been 

relocated as known in the planning strategies as a slum relocation project. Later on, community name 

has been changed after the completion of the redevelopment processes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 12.2 Tawanmai Housing Characteristics and Daytime & Nighttime Atmosphere 

 

12.2.2 Significant Timeline of Tawanmai Housing Development 

 

Table 12.1 Imperative Timeline of Development Processes 
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The development processes have been started with initiating the saving group on 14 October 2003 as 

shown in Table 12.1. This strategy’s implication is to bring dwellers all together for housing 

development participation. Then saving groups have been changed to be the cooperative scheme. 

Therefore, the community cooperative was established on 26 May 2004. Thereafter, the community 

has to buy the land for development of its habitat. Formerly, this community was a squatter settlement. 

Afterward, the community has collaborated with CODI, and started slum relocation project. Therefore, 

the construction processes were started in the same year. As for first phase construction, it has been 

launched on 11 July 2005. Construction has been completed on February 2007. 

 

12.2.3 Context and Methodology  

Tawanmai community housing has been utilized for this research as a case under the BMP 

(Boonyabancha, 2005) focusing on the IGS outlook. Whole houses in the research area have been 

made investigation. The community consists of 145 housing units plus 1 community center (Tonmitr 

and Ogura, 2014). The targets were randomly selected from non-IGS families (20 houses of non-IGS 

families) in order to answer the objectives of the research, as illustrated in Fig. 12.1. And the data has 

been consequently clarified and shown in the next following chapters. 

 

The community atmosphere and housing characteristics can be seen in Fig. 12.2. Housing of this 

community were designated in a form of row type housing which major of housing units were 

two-storey housing. 

 

12.3 REQUISITENESS OF IGS IN NON-IGS FAMILY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 12.3 Sample of IGS Utilization for Supporting Ceremonious Paper Craft Work 
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12.3.1 Significance of IGS in IGS Utilizing Families 

IGS has played a crucial role supporting low-income earning activities. Home where the dwellers 

conduct a living in can be made value-added. Apart from functioning as a residing shelter, home can 

be utilized as a place for fulfilling and supporting income generating activities (Tonmitr and Ogura, 

2013: Tonmitr and Ogura, 2014). IGS has supported the continuous living of dwellers and housing 

units itself could be transformed or made configuration to suit the purposes of the users. 

 

12.3.2 Sample of IGS Configuration 

In order to gain clearer image of how the IGS has been utilized, the sample of IGS utilization is shown 

in Fig. 12.3. Dwellers use IGS for making Po-ngern, Po-tong and Chat tong (Ceremonious paper craft 

work). The space was provided and customized for making the paper craft work. Mats and paper craft 

making equipments were introduced to the area, then the production processes were initiated. 

 

Table 12.2 Purpose and Requisiteness of IGS 
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Fig. 12.4 IGS Demand in Non-IGS Families 

 

12.3.3 Non-IGS Families and the Requisiteness of IGS 

According to research aims & objectives, there is an important to gain insight into the outlook of IGS 

in non-IGS families. Questions have been proposed to non-IGS families whether there is the 

requisiteness of IGS for supporting the income generating activities, as well as the dwellers’ interest of 

having IGS. Results show quite interesting number of non-IGS households that expressed their interest 

of having their home customized for IGS, as shown in Table 12.2, in which more than half of non-IGS 

families wanted to have IGS and utilized the IGS for supporting their daily life earning activities. 

 

Due to Table 12.2, it can be further made categorizations into details. 65% of the randomly selected 

non-IGS families wanted to take IGS into their consideration, while 35% found no-interest of having 

the IGS as shown in Fig. 12.4. By these numbers, it shows the trend of IGS demand that is 

incrementally increasing for urban low-income housing community. 

 

12.4 REQUIREMENTS OF INCOME GENERATING ACTIVITIES IN NON-IGS FAMILIES 

As from Fig. 12.5, the most popular purpose of utilizing IGS has been required for supporting the 

selling food activities which is 30.8% of all purposes. The purpose utilizing IGS for selling beverage 

and using as a grocery store are in same requirement as about 23%. And miscellaneous requirements 

of using IGS in non-IGS families are found to be equal as selling beverage, as well as grocery shop. 

Sample of that demand, for instance, to use for beauty salon, electronics repair space, and selling 

vegetable. 

 

After having known the gradually increasing demand of configuring the home to be IGS in non-IGS 

families, results implied the future requisiteness of IGS for supporting the dwellers’ earning activities.  
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Moreover, results have shown the trend of activity that is most wanted to be performed in IGS which 

is supporting the selling food activity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 12.5 Purpose of Requisiteness of IGS in Non-IGS Families 

 

 

12.5 CONCLUSION 

The necessity of a survival through a daily life forces urban low-income community housing dwellers 

to conduct an occupation. Dwellers found their way to integrate the income generating activities to the 

home function, as known as the IGS. By using IGS, the space that is able to support the earning 

activities. IGS has played a crucial role helping the users to generate their income. Focusing on 

non-IGS families whether there is a requisiteness of availability of the IGS, the outcomes have shown 

that IGS has been put an interest in. More than half of the research targets expressed the interest of 

requisiteness to have IGS for supporting income generating activities. Additionally, the highest 

demand is to have the IGS for supporting selling food activities, while selling beverage, utilizing IGS 

as a grocery store, as well as miscellaneous showed the same number of the demand. The demand of 

IGS found to be important for low-income daily life earning, and showed the need even in the 

non-IGS families. The IGS has shed light its contribution and should be therefore integrated in the 

low-income housing policy both for policy distribution and design enhancement, as well. 
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Chapter 13 

Generating Income by Utilizing Income Generation Space (IGS) 

for Sustainable Savings Management 

 

 

13.1 INTRODUCTION 

Poverty is one of the most critical issues that is needed to be considered for the national development 

plan for most of the developing countries. Thailand as well, there are two major governmental 

low-income housing schemes that have dealt with urban low-income habitat (Tonmitr et al, 2012); the 

Baan Eua-Arthorn Project (BEP, low-income housing project) and the Baan Mankong Program (BMP, 

slum upgrading program). Considering poverty in relation to habitat, Income Generation Space (IGS) is 

found to play its important contribution on the low-income dwellers for both of the two schemes 

(Tonmitr and Ogura, 2013, Tonmitr and Ogura, 2014a). The home space can be utilized to support the 

income generating activities. In other words, home can be used apart from a residing purpose, but also 

be able to support to create income for its users. While considering on the IGS and income point of 

view, it is imperative to unveil the outlooks as follows: 

 

-How much the income can be generated by utilizing IGS for supporting income generating 

activities? 

-What kind of expenditure do the dwellers have to concern with? And after monthly expenditures 

have been paid, how much money is kept as household monthly savings? 

 

Therefore, this chapter aims to clarify above mentioned outlooks in order to plan sustainable savings 

management by utilizing Tawanmai community housing in Thailand as a case to be analyzed. 

 

13.2 COMMUNITY ATMOSPHERE AND IGS UTILIZING FAMILY 

Tawanmai community housing under a supervision of Community Organizations Development 

Institute (CODI) located in Khon Kaen Province, Thailand was chosen as a case for the analysis. 

There are 145 houses plus 1 community housing center and the community detailed layout plan can be 

seen in the past paper (Tonmitr and Ogura, 2014b). Whole housing units of the community have been 

investigated in order to systematically unveil the whole housing phenomena. IGS utilizing target 

families have been randomly selected and clarified corresponded to the aims of above mentioned, as 

the samples of typical IGS utilizing houses atmosphere shown in Fig. 13.1. 
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Fig. 13.1 Typical IGS Utilizing House Atmosphere: IGS for Selling Esarn Food (left), IGS for Selling 

Fried Meatball (right) 

 

13.3 MONTHLY INCOME AND EXPENDITURES 

Monthly income of each household as shown in Table 13.1, the maximum is 28,000 Baht/ Month, 

while the lowest is 12,000 Baht/ Month that made the average outcome as 18,793 Baht/ Month. Each 

household has to pay monthly 1,725 Baht as for the habitat expenditure totally 15 years including land 

cost 1,273 Baht/ Month and house cost 452 Baht/ Month (Tonmitr and Ogura, 2014b). The data 

showed that the highest monthly electricity expenditure is 490 Baht, the lowest is 210 Baht, and 

represented the average value to be about 333 Baht/ Month. As for monthly running water cost, the 

maximum is 290 Baht, meanwhile the minimum is 90 Baht, and the average is 176 Baht. It can be seen 

that the average monthly expense for electricity is almost about two times higher than that of the 

running water expenditure. Additionally, average daily expenditure is 359 Baht/ Day which came from 

the highest record 600 Baht/ Day and the lowest record 250 Baht/ Day. Furthermore, expenditure for 

children and elderly were recorded. The lowest monthly expenditure for children is equal to the 

highest monthly expenditure for elderly. About 53% of houses have to manage the finance for children, 

while about 13% of whole households have to pay for elderly. These trends have shown that although 

the nuclear family situation is normally found for the urban poor family, extended family still can be 

explored even in a few numbers. Most of the popularity of utilizing IGS showed the trend of selling  
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Table 13.1 Household Income, Expenditures and Savings. 
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food activities which are on high demand. According to the monthly income and the purpose of IGS 

utilization, the processes of preparing the products, quantity according to selling period and selling 

price have an effect on the gained income. The price of meatball is lower than that of the fried chicken, 

selling amount might be higher, preparing processes are shorter and easier to sell as a snack not for 

regular meal like fried chicken & sticky rice. Additionally, it can be said that miscellaneous 

expenditure has the high influence on the total monthly expenditure. If this cost can be decreased, 

dwellers are able to have more monthly savings. 

 

13.4 MONTHLY INCOME AND SUSTAINABLE SAVINGS MANAGEMENT 

As for monthly income, the average monthly income is 18,793 Baht/ Month. Comparing the highest 

monthly income and the lowest monthly income, the average monthly income is relatively high that is 

because of maximum is 28,000 Baht/ Month while the minimum is 12,000 Baht/ Month. The gap is 

more than two times higher. Looking at house a, house c and house o, the monthly savings of house o 

is also two times of house a. As a comparison of monthly income of house a and house c, although the 

monthly income is in the same amount of number but monthly savings are quite different. That 

implication is, no matter how much the income is gained, savings can be varied depending on how 

well of the expenditure management. Therefore, if the expenditure, particularly miscellaneous 

expenditure is well managed (decreased) and the leasing period has been accomplished, the monthly 

savings could be made higher. At least 1,725 Baht/ Month is kept plus the amount of the miscellaneous 

expenditure that can be saved. It therefore can be seen that IGS has helped to support the habitat 

owners to generate income since the IGS has been utilized. An integration of the IGS and well savings 

management has shed light on its potential to help low-income to survive through the given habitat 

conditions against the poverty. 

 

13.5 CONCLUSION 

In order to cope with poverty issue, IGS has played a significant role as a place to support the income 

generating activities. By utilizing IGS, dwellers are able to create income and use the income for 

monthly expenditures. Data has reflected that dwellers has to pay as usual for fundamental facilities 

cost, pay for their habitat by installments. More than half of the households have to organize to pay for 

their children expenditure, and a few can be found to pay for the elderly as extended families in urban 

low-income environment. The IGS has potential to support in generating income for its users. If 

dwellers could manage to pay lesser, particularly on the miscellaneous cost, as well as after the habitat 

payment can be accomplished, dwellers can manage to have more monthly savings. It is therefore 

imperative to make an insight consideration on IGS strategy integrated with the effective sustainable 

savings management for the sustainability of low-income habitat enhancement. 
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Chapter 14 

Integrating Income Generation Space into Sustainable Low-income 

Housing Planning Outlook in Thailand 

 

 

14.1 INTRODUCTION 

Planning effort is one of the most important factors that contribute to the practical success of many 

housing development programs. And low-income housing development has been so far a critical topic 

of discussion. Thailand in a past decade, there has been two concrete governmental low-income 

housing scenarios that have played effective roles in provision and development low-income housing 

for its country. First endeavor is renowned as to the Baan Eua-Arthorn Project (BEP) that is provided 

by the National Housing Authority (NHA) of Thailand, and the second referred as to the Baan 

Mankong Program (BMP) that is supported by the Community Organizations Development Institute 

(CODI). The BEP aims to provide low-cost housing nationwide, while the BMP focuses on slum 

upgrading issues. This chapter aims to clarify on how IGS outlook can be integrated into the planning 

point of view. The research results showed that IGS plays its importance and effective role that could 

be used as a strategy to support low-income daily life earnings both for the BEP and the BMP. 

Additionally, the research outcomes revealed the possibility to utilize IGS integrated into planning 

strategy to help implementing a sustainable low-income housing program in Thailand. 

 

Urban low-income housing has been so far a critical topic of discourse at both policy level as well as 

planning point of view. Since the 1970s, there were many efforts trying to solve the illegal land title of 

low-income settlements. Thailand as well, the concrete effort has been initiated around the 1970s 

when 1973 that the country officially established the National Housing Authority (NHA) (Tonmitr et 

al, 2012a). Up to the 2003, two major effective housing strategies have been launched (Tonmitr et al, 

2012b); the Baan Eua-Arthorn Project (BEP) by provision of NHA, and the Baan Mankong Program 

(BMP) by the Community Organizations Development Institute (CODI) (Boonyabancha, 2005). The 

BEP plays its role on provision of low-cost housing while the BMP plays its role on upgrading slums 

nationwide. Still there is little attention that has been paid on the topic of Income Generation Space 

(IGS) in the BEP and the BMP, particularly in the aspect of focusing the IGS in planning point of view. 

In order to provide the sustainable strategy, IGS has been found its effective role to support 

low-income daily life earning. There are some previous studies that put the importance of IGS into 

consideration in the governmental urban low-income housing development project in Thailand that 

can be found. For instance, Tonmitr and Ogura, 2013, clarified the self-built metamorphosis and 

contribution of IGS in the BEP of Thailand. Additionally, Tonmitr and Ogura, 2014, showed the 

contribution of self-customized IGS in the BMP in Thailand, as well. In order to provide the 

sustainable housing planning strategy, this chapter therefore aims to clarify the outlook of IGS which  
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can be integrated in planning point of view to implement the sustainable low-income housing 

development program. And the way of thinking of the planning will be clarified. 

 

14.2 STUDY SCOPE AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This chapter aims to focus on IGS outlook in terms of planning point of view through these following 

objectives and means: 

-Comparing IGS planning strategy to the past famous planning idea in Asian level, in order to find its 

advantage in integrating IGS into the planning point of view. 

-Proposing the planning strategy which integrating IGS into planning outlook to implement the 

sustainable low-income housing program. 

 

The combination of graphic recording techniques and recorded discussions as well as surveys has been 

utilized to collect the data and brainstorm the idea. Additionally, Mind maps schematic planning ideas 

have been drawn for the analysis. 

 

14.3 BEP, BMP PLANNING CHARACTERISTICS 

There was also the famous idea for housing development in Asian level of Antonio Ismael Risianto, 

which was said about first step is to let the bazaar or market appear then position housing around 

bazaar, in which the details can be seen in (Risianto, 1989). The implication is to first create the place 

for the job and then let the housing enclosed nearby. While the IGS integrated in planning model 

shows the apparent capability in another way as shown in Fig.14.1. The way of thinking of the 

planning, firstly, the design was initiated main theme by the planners (the BEP case) or using the 

participatory design (the BMP case) which could let the practical dwellers to really participate and 

showed their requests at the beginning of the planning processes. The implementation processes can be 

fulfilled after a period of occupation. The planning idea can be seen in Fig.14.2, which the first is to 

locate the public space or community shared space for instance the central court, or the community 

center, as well as designated the housing units location simultaneously. Dwellers can utilize their 

house as a place to facilitate in generating income referred as to Income Generation Space (IGS) for 

dwellers who want to use their home to support their earnings. IGS itself can act as the market, there 

are many IGS house within its community, therefore IGS can also act as the variety kind of markets 

for its community. The way to develop the new community also put the idea that find the site location 

which is near the market, therefore IGS idea can be utilized to support the market idea, as well. Future 

possibilities of community expansion can be occurred by using the idea of IGS integrated in planning 

point of view. 
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Fig. 14.1 Mind Maps of Schematic Planning Ideas of Utilizing IGS Integrated in Planning Outlook 

 

14.4 IGS AND PLANNING OUTLOOK 

14.4.1 Importance of IGS for Low-income Housing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 14.2 Sample of IGS House Type A 
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Since IGS is a place to support the income generation activities, dwellers who want to use their home 

as a workplace are able to use the IGS concept. IGS plays its imperative role to support the 

low-income earning activities for instance IGS is utilized to be a grocery store, barber shop, even can 

be utilized as a place to preparing products or cooking food to sell outside the home. There are two 

major types of IGS which IGS type A is generating income at home by using IGS, and type B is 

generating tasks at home by using IGS while gaining income outside the home. It can be seen the 

sample atmosphere of the IGS type A and the IGS type B in Fig. 14.2 and Fig. 14.3, respectively. 

 

As shown in Fig.14.2, house owner utilizes IGS for doing ceremonious handcraft paper work called 

Po-ngern, Po-tong, and Chat-tong to sell. In Thai ngern means silver, while tong means gold. 

Therefore, the work space is created by customizing the space for doing paper work. Esarn 

(Northeastern part of Thailand) Mats are introduced to the working area. Additionally, paper work 

equipments are welcome to the IGS to support users’ earning in daily life. It can be seen in Fig. 14.3 

which is a sample of IGS type B, dwellers utilized their home for the place to preparing, cooking the 

food, and products to sell outside. These phenomena indicate that there are needs to utilizing the IGS, 

house is able to be utilized apart from the residing function, but also for the supporting in earnings 

function. Moreover, IGS in the outlook of community planning, IGS plays its significant role to 

support the community. Therefore dwellers can make spatial adjustments to their home to support their 

earning activities by utilizing the IGS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 14.3 Sample of IGS House Type B 
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14.4.2 Integrating IGS into Sustainable Housing Planning Strategy 

In order to propose IGS strategy into the low-income housing planning point of view, schematic mind 

maps have been drawn as shown in Fig.14.1. Three important items are mutually supported to each 

other which are public space, planned dwellings, and IGS plus Thai self-sufficiency economy. IGS can 

be inserted into planning point of view. Each of the planned dwellings is able to act as IGS house 

depends on the owners who want to use their home as a workplace to patronize income generation 

activities. Public space, for instance, community center, playground are organized within the 

community to ensure that all of the basic welfare facilities are provided. The advantage of this 

integrated IGS into planning model can be described. Income enhanced according to the dwellers can 

use their home to support their income generation activities, therefore the cost to rent outside places is 

lower. In some purposes of income generation activities, there is no need to find another place to 

support earnings for instance utilizing house as grocery store, barber shop, etc. Fig. 14.4 shows IGS 

utilizing houses location in the planning. This is an example of the reality of the community in Khon 

Kaen province in Thailand called Tawanmai community under the BMP that the community puts 

consideration of IGS as an important aspect. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 14.4 Tawanmai Community Layout and Location of IGS Utilizing Family 
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In the BEP, dwellers used self-built metamorphosis as the tool to get IGS, therefore house itself is also 

improved and suits for each housing dwellers purpose. As for the BMP, it was found that the dwellers 

utilized self-customization to gain IGS due to its limited area that is hardly able to conduct the 

extension. Moreover, IGS has flexibility of usage, it can also be adjusted, organized according to 

dwellers’ purposes. In other words, it can be said that IGS is not only can be used as IGS, but also can 

be utilized for other functions such as relaxing area or family space by conducting the new spatial 

configuration. In low-income Thai society, there is an idea that is derived from Thai King’s thought 

referred as to self-sufficiency economy. Since Thailand is an agricultural basis country, people try to 

live their life easily depend on each person affordability. Therefore, self-build process is the way that 

the low-income uses to extend, build, manage their house. After put the important on the IGS that 

integrated outlook, low-income housing community can become more self-independent or stronger. 

Nevertheless, encouraging the low-income community network simultaneously is the way to 

strengthen the community collaboration, as well as the design participatory scheme help much in 

provision of the dwelling to answer to the real needs of the dwellers. 

 

14.5 CONCLUSION 

The endeavor to provide and develop low-income housing needs good strategy to fulfill the housing 

program. Planning is one of the most significant factors that bring the success to the project. Utilizing 

IGS integrated in to planning strategy showed efficient outcome. Dwellers can manage their houses 

themselves to suit each of the income generation activity purpose. Planned houses can be utilized not 

only for the residing purpose but can be used as the place to support earnings for the dwellers who 

want to use their home for income generation. Although market idea is needed for daily life, IGS 

utilizing houses at the same time can also act as their own market for their own low-income 

community. The IGS integrated in planning model can be utilized in the future low-income housing 

project or to add IGS strategy in the planning outlook that will pave the way for sustainable 

low-income housing program. 
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Chapter 15 

Demand for Sustainable Urban Low-income Housing Development: 

Comparative Study on the Governmental Urban Low-income Housing 

Programme in Khon Kaen Province, Thailand 

 

 

15.1 INTRODUCTION 

Back in a past decade, there were two major low-income housing approaches in Thailand (Tonmitr et al, 

2012). Baan Eua Arthorn Project (BEP, low-cost housing project) and Baan Mankong Programme 

(BMP, slum upgrading programme) have been utilized for major urban poor housing scenarios. While 

the study on the BEP and the BMP can be found, the efforts seemed to put an important analysis on 

each separated programme (Tonmitr and Ogura, 2013, Tonmitr, 2014a). Therefore, this chapter initiated 

from the outlook that “Why there are two approaches?” Thereafter, this study tries to answer the 

initiated question by utilizing the case of the same province in Thailand. Banpet district low-income 

housing project has been chosen as the case under the BEP. And Tawanmai community has been 

picked up as the case under the BMP. The study aims to clarify the two projects through the following 

objectives and means: 

-Clarify the similarity and disparity of the two projects. 

-Delineate and find out the advantage and disadvantage between the two approaches to strengthen and 

develop these two scenarios. 

 

15.2 RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION AND SUPPORTING INSTITUTION 

The BEP is under the supervision of National Housing Authority (NHA), while the BMP is under 

Community Organizations Development Institute (CODI). As for the Banpet project, main 

stakeholders are the NHA, local municipality, and buyers. While the collaboration processes of 

Tawanmai community housing contains major 9 stakeholders that participate in the processes. Those 

of the 9 key actors are community dwellers, CODI, Faculty of Architecture of Khon Kaen University 

(KKU), Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences (KKU), Rajamanhkla Institue of Technology 

(Khon Kaen), Khon Kaen Provincial Administrative Organization, Khon Kaen Municipality, land 

owner, and Urban Community Organization. Therefore, it could be seen that the practical 

collaboration processes for the Tawanmai community is better than that of the Banpet project. 

 

15.3 COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT, LOANING SYSTEM AND EXPANSION METHOD 

Both of the two programmes utilized self-help method as their approach. While community 

management was different approach. The BEP, although it has own community leader, still the strategy 

to get the members all together is not strong such as to hold on the meeting for discussion and 

community development action. On the other hand, the BMP seemed to have stronger connection  
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among their members. It also has own community leader as well as cooperative committee team. 

There are 13 committees that have been chosen from their member to be their representatives (Tonmitr 

and Ogura, 2014b). There are monthly meeting to be held to bring all of the dwellers in the community 

to have a chance for discussion, hear the progress of their cooperative, and share their idea to develop 

their community. As for loaning, the BEP, the provision of government housing bank is available but 

the dweller has to go directly to contact. While the BMP, CODI acts as the intermediary actor that help 

to deal with the government. Money has been transferred to dwellers by their cooperative. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 15.1 Imperative Comparative Outlook of BEP and BMP 

 

15.4 HOUSING DESIGN AND HOUSING TYPE 

The BEP took the survey approach, then build the house that suits everyone in general. The BMP 

approaches by conducting a participatory design that means stakeholders including the dwellers can 

take part in the design processes at the beginning, request what they need and finally conclude the 

master plan. The BMP has more about the participation in the housing processes than the BEP. The 

house in Banpet community was designated to be two-storey housing on moderately small plot. It left 

the open space surrounding the building itself. On the other hand, Tawanmai community housing has 

been designed as a row-house type which occupied all plot. 

 

15.5 IGS CONTRIBUTION FOR URBAN POOR HOUSING DEVELOPMENT 

Due to chapter 15.4, the survival strategy could be similarly found that is maneuvering income 

generation space (IGS), but the tool to afford IGS is in difference. Banpet project, it was found that  
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self-build metamorphosis was utilized as a tool to get IGS. While for Tawanmai housing, there is not 

plenty of the space to conduct the extension, therefore it used self-customization approach to gain IGS 

by arranging the domestic spatial organization as shown in Fig. 15.1. The IGS utilization planning are 

shown in Fig. 15.1 to represent the samples of how dwellers utilize the IGS in both the BEP and the 

BMP. Additionally, there is one more outlook that is important for covering the governmental urban 

low-income housing demand. The BEP played an imperative role to provide a new housing project for 

new buyers with the low-price. The BMP played the significant role to cope with the people who have 

illegal land title to gain their legal right to live or to solve the land eviction problem. Since there are 

variety of low-income urban poor which are both the old squatters and new urban low-income that 

tend to become new squatter settlements if they cannot find the legal place to live. Therefore, two 

major housing approaches should play their role simultaneously for covering all the urban low-income 

housing demand of its province and wider scale of its country. 

 

15.6 CONCLUSION 

In order to be able to cover the urban poor housing demand as well as to implement the sustainable 

strategy for housing development scenarios in Thailand, collaboration process is needed at the first 

step of development. Thereafter, participatory design process should be proposed to the development 

scheme that will bring the practical demand of all stakeholders. The community management system 

helps to shape up the affordability of housing process. Community organization maneuvers the 

long-term loaning process that help for the house payment of the dwellers. To cover all urban 

low-income housing demand in Thailand, and since there are both old and new squatters, therefore the 

BEP and the BMP should play their role simultaneously. And the outlook of IGS should be paid 

attention to help the dwellers to have their habitat not only for residing but also able to generate 

income, as well. 
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Chapter 16 

Conclusion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 16.1 Summarized Mind Maps of Dissertation’s Contribution Strategies 
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16.1 INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation contributes and fortifies the imperative outlooks that low-income housing 

circumstances in the developing housing world can be enhanced, implemented, as well as strengthened 

both for the habitat policy distribution level and the housing design enhancement. It provides the 

sustainable practical strategies that reflect the necessity of present housing needs and shed light to the 

sustainability of future low-income housing development. Apparently, It provides coherent instances 

on how to strengthen the housing programme and explore the sustainable implementation. 

 

Utilizing Thailand as the study prototype, the study focuses on low-income housing, low-cost housing, 

squatter settlement as well as low-income settlement, majorly involves with the housing scenarios 

under the governmental housing programme in order to find out the sustainable concrete way of the 

implementation. The study clarifies the sustainability of low-income habitation that covers all the 

nationwide housing scenarios which contains two major housing programmes within. The first 

programme referred to as the Baan Eua-Arthorn Project (BEP), which is renowned as a low-cost 

housing project that is provided by the National Housing Authority (NHA). The second approach 

referred to as the Baan Mankong Program (BMP), or a secured housing programme, that is majorly 

facilitated by the Community Organizations Development Institute (CODI). It therefore can be seen 

clear outlooks that cover all the practical governmental housing practices in Thailand. Additionally, to 

cover insight into the enhancement processes, research sites were chosen both for the main regional 

city (Utilizing Khon Kaen Province Prototype), as well as the capital city of Thailand (Utilizing 

Bangkok Prototype) to clarify the whole housing image of the nationwide level, consequently to be a 

prototype of the Asian wide and International development level that could be made an adaptation 

from. 

 

The study contains the critical analysis and solutions of the imperative housing enhancement outlooks. 

The lessons learned of Thai housing development are structured as for the first chapter. The imperative 

outlooks of the sustainable housing enhancement have been systematically organized, included the 

aspects as follows: Collaboration tactics and supportive key actors, sustainable community maneuver 

system (construction management, financial management, and habitat management), characteristics 

and sustainability of Thai Sahakorn-Chumchon (Thai community cooperative maneuver system), 

Cooperative system as the initiative of the development processes, participatory design and the 

housing design, alternative chosen supportive institutions, negotiation and housing design 

characteristics, community housing maneuver system and disaster rehabilitation, contribution of the 

traditional Thai house characteristics on low-income community habitation, materials for extension of  

low-income housing, importance of Income Generation Space (IGS) and factors impacted on IGS 

enhancement, IGS utilizing family in relation to technologies, self-built metamorphosis and 

contribution of IGS in the BEP, self-customization for IGS in the BMP, requisiteness of IGS in  
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non-IGS family, generating income by utilizing IGS for sustainable savings management, integrating 

IGS into sustainable low-income housing planning outlook, covering all of the demand for sustainable 

low-income housing development, all of these imperative issues are clarifies respectively as a flow of 

the study framework to cover insight into all of the significant outlooks of the practical sustainable 

development. Finally, all of those practical contributions are systematically overall organized and 

summarized within this final chapter for comprehensive understanding the highlights and 

contributions of this dissertation. In which, it will pave the way for the sustainable low-income 

housing enhancement in Thailand, Asian wide level, as well as the developing housing world to learn 

from, and make the mutual adaption to each local, personal substance, and context of each country. 

 

In order to achieve the clear image, mind maps of the summarized contribution strategies is illustrated 

in Fig. 16.1. Accordingly, the highlight details of contribution strategies are as follows: 

 

16.2 CONTRIBUTION OF IGS TO SUSTAINING LOW-INCOME HOUSING STRATEGY 

As for the given basic condition housing units/ participatory design housing master plans have been 

distributed to the dwellers, after a period of occupancy and residing. There were changes which have 

been conducted to the original units due to the customization that depended on each of the dweller 

purposes of utilization. Those of the circumstances could have been found in both of the BEP, as well 

as the BMP. Those phenomena are very important for the housing policy distribution, also for the 

housing design enhancement processes. Because of the grassroots means low-income, lower quality of 

life, and fewer opportunities in comparison to the others level of income people. In order to improve 

that situation, income is one of the most imperative issues to make the insightful consideration on. 

Dwelling unit is very meaningful to the low-income, especially the secured housing or the legal tenure 

both for land and architecture itself. Therefore, the habitat that can be utilized to support to create the 

income for its owners is very helpful to the low-income after gaining the secured housing to live in. 

Apart from only acting as the residing function, habitat which has the space to support the income 

generating activities have been unveiled, referred as to Income Generation Space (IGS). Particularly, 

the IGS has played a significant role supporting the low-income dwellers’ earning processes. This 

strategy is explored actively and effectively works both for the BEP and the BMP scenarios by 

utilizing the self-built metamorphosis as well as self-customization as tools to get the IGS. As for the 

BEP, the study revealed that about 77% of houses in the research area conducted the extension. About 

half of dwelling units in the study area are extended for the IGS. Moreover, the spatial characteristics 

of IGS as a multipurpose/ flexible space can serve the desire of dwellers. It furthermore has a 

capability of solving the poverty issue as an essential possibility or the core of low-income 

enhancement issue that is needed to be fulfilled in the near future low-income habitation strategy. The 

IGS has supported the dwellers’ continuous occupation and could also reflect the nature of how 

low-income Thai people have survive through fundamental given living conditions. As for the BMP,  
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Self-customized IGS survival strategy was explored to be utilized by the dwellers throughout their 

occupation period. More than one-third of the houses in the research area are self-customized for IGS. 

The study has further shown that, even in the non-IGS utilizing family, there is a positive trend that the 

IGS is demanded to support the dwellers’ income generation activities. IGS has also shed light on its 

flexibility of usage possibilities that can be implemented in future low-income housing scenarios, as 

well as for a wider scale of housing enhancement, that will pave the way for a practical housing 

program and sustainable habitation to conduct an occupation in. 

 

16.3 IGS AND THE SELF-SUFFICIENCY INTEGRATION 

The self-sufficiency economy is attached in deep root of Thai people realization that it was the King’s 

philosophy that has been distributed to Thai people. It is therefore has a reflection on the processes of 

the metamorphosis and self-customization. Moreover the construction skill and knowledge transfer has 

been spread within the community. The way of conducting an extension/ self-customization relied on 

incremental self-sufficiency procedures which mean the whole tasks have been split out into the 

several tasks. The volume of each task depends on the affordability, expediency, and practicality of 

each dweller and the construction management. And it is due to the sufficiency of each person is in 

difference, the IGS is able to create income for each dweller, thereafter the dweller has more of the 

affordability, better quality of life, earn more income than it was used to be. All of these are the core 

aims of poverty reduction by utilizing habitat or architecture itself effectively. The IGS shows its 

effective potentiality according to famous nationwide self-sufficient economy philosophy. In which 

Thai self-sufficient economy philosophy has been derived from the present King of Thailand’s thought. 

It is due to Thailand is a major agricultural country, therefore first intentional conceptual thought was 

major aiming at low-income people, but how well it was, depends on the application processes of the 

users. By integrating IGS and self-sufficient consideration into the architectural point of view, it shows 

the effective practical outcome of sustainable housing enhancement. 

 

16.4 SELF-BUILT METAMORPHOSIS AND CONTRIBUTION OF IGS 

The effort to provide low-cost housing by the NHA showed the outcome of a compact living 

environment. In these situations, the dwellers solve the housing conditions by their own styles using 

self-built metamorphosis, consequently leading to the contribution of IGS. Apart from functioning as a 

living habitat, the residence is able to add value by suiting each of the life activities and purposes of 

the dwellers through the dwellers’ self-built metamorphosis process. Metamorphosis reflects different 

income generation characteristics affecting the different usage of IGS: generating income at home, 

generating tasks at home while gaining income outside, and generating income at home by using 

technology. Additionally, the dwellers’ intention influence on spatial composition and the usage of 

extension elements and materials. Consequently, the type of IGS shop indicates the average difference 

in utilizing the extension area. Food-selling activities require a large extension area while the retail  
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shop, the service shop and IT shop need smaller spaces. Also, other types of shops require the smallest 

extension area. The phenomena that about 77% of houses in the research area have made an extension 

or change to the basic given house, and about half of houses in the research area have made an IGS 

extension is very imperative for sustaining the housing strategy. Moreover, IGS plays a significant role 

in supporting the dwellers’ continuous occupation and could reflect the nature of how low-income 

Thai people have survived through their living environment which could contribute to the prototype on 

a wider scale to acclimatize. Furthermore, it could help the housing planners and it could be one of the 

most essential possible issues to be considered and implemented that help pave the way for a future 

development project as a key theme for sustainability of living habitations. 

 

16.5 SELF-CUSTOMIZATION FOR IGS CONTRIBUTION 

The dissertation revealed that housing provision by CODI in the BMP showed the result of a compact 

space and living habitation. Dwellers try to adapt to the situations by their own survival solutions 

utilizing self-customization, thereupon conducting to the contribution of IGS for the dwellers who 

needed to use their home to support their earning activities. The type of IGS in the BMP can be 

majorly clarified into two types: type A (generating income at home through utilizing the IGS) and 

type B (generating works at home through utilizing the IGS while gaining income outside). The type A 

mostly concerns income generation by giving the services to the customer, some are combined with 

trades. The type B mostly concerns about selling food and products, and IGS users or dwellers usually 

approach their customers outside the home. Although the type of IGS is different, IGS alterations are 

in similarity in terms of flexibility. IGS can be used not only for acting as an IGS, but also for 

recreation purposes and other activities to be organized within the same area. Nonetheless, IGS has 

some deficit in that is income generation activities might interrupt the recreation area in the case that 

dwellers utilize the income generation time and relaxing time together. Still, there is an advantage that 

dwellers can have family time together while earning profit and completing recreation activity 

simultaneously. Dwellers in the type A houses spend time in the IGS more than the type Bs, that is 

used only at the time of preparing products to sell outside the home. In comparison, dwellers use the 

IGS during the daytime more than nighttime of the day. The purpose of income generation and the 

type of IGS has an impact on spatial utilization and its time variation. It has shed light on planning 

strategies, showing that IGS is important both for the BEP and the BMP. Although, the governmental 

housing program, the type of house and the effort to get IGS are in difference, IGS is still needed for 

the BMP, particularly for small scale row-type housing that can be used for strategy development. It is 

quite clear that from the imperative outlook of IGS, self-customized flexible IGS should be put insight 

into consideration for future low-income housing projects, both from a policy distribution and design 

point of view that could help to implement the BMP strategy to be a sustainable low-income housing 

program in the context of Thailand. 
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16.6 LESSONS LEARNED AND STRATEGIES IMPLEMENTATION 

The dissertation revealed and pinpointed a clear analysis of international housing trend and its 

acclimated strategies to Thailand. Self-help properties management was found to play an important 

role in both initiation and sustainability of the design project. Furthermore, government patronization 

also still need to be fulfilled in the most practical terms and the idea should be derived from lessons 

learned by real dwellers’ acclimation. Self-help metamorphosis is found to be an apparent strength of 

low-cost housing theme. Moreover, every schemes is unable to leave one alongside, but it should play 

its role simultaneously mobilize the overall low-income habitation scheme. Finally, these lessons 

learned are able to be scrutinized for the international developing housing world as a prototype of the 

acclimatization to the unique local and personal substances of the low-income architectural properties 

maneuver, for the near future strategic habitation plan. 

 

16.7 COLLABORATION TACTICS AND SUPPORTIVE KEY ACTORS 

To fortify the low-income habitation design strategy means not only the civil management but the 

physical design procedure also. It was found that the hybrid prototype key actor strategy is able to 

cope with the actual slum design development process. By the patronization of self-internal and 

external key actor, it is able to mobilize the design process to become concrete development. As well 

as, the leadership and power of negotiation that was the first step of the enhancement. Additionally, the 

collaboration among the community members, community architect, Changchumchon (Community 

skilled worker), and the government side should make clear understanding since the upgrading process 

is formed out so that to make the long term sustainability of improved slum habitation, as well. 

 

16.8 SELF-ORGANIZED COMMUNITY MECHANISM (CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT, 

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND HABITAT MANAGEMENT) 

In order to develop community housing under the BMP, the need of practical collaboration comes into 

the first step. Understanding of the BMP and community participation played a significant role of the 

housing development. The strategy to bring community members all together by utilizing saving group 

activity, thereafter changed to be community cooperative scheme showed the capability to integrate 

financial system and construction management together. Dwellers can take part in the practical 

development, request their needs, share their ideas, or even assess and monitor the project. 

Additionally, long term loan system in relation to housing type helps dwellers to afford the houses 

together with land, and some of their money can be utilized as their welfare system. Therefore, the 

collaboration between many stakeholders, cooperative and the long term loan system in relation to 

housing type have played the imperative role for the affordability of sustainable urban poor housing. 
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16.9 THAI SAHAKORN-CHUMCHON, COOPERATIVE AS THE INITIATIVE OF 

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT, PARTICIPATORY DESIGN, NEGOTIATION AND 

DEVELOPMENT PROCESSES 

The characteristics of the Thai waqf-alike or Thai Sahakorn-Chumchon system which was found to be 

the key catalyst that help mobilizing the upgrading development processes. Initiated state and 

conceptual idea of management has been so far the core of the successful development and also to the 

real practice that has been occurred. The very apparent is its holistic strategy and cooperative approach. 

Thai Sahakorn-Chumchon acts as the monitorial, the permeable system, and the decentralizing of the 

determination by collaboration of community decision and government sector. Additionally, the most 

effective of the system is properties are unable to shift the possession to the outside owner; it is 

therefore able to ensure the longevity of the community system. This system itself is able to manage 

own community but the power of collaboration with the government makes it become double 

sustainable, particularly in terms of sustainability on the upgrading system for the developing world. 

The unique key role of cooperative system in relation to habitat management is cooperative has played 

its imperative role in helping to initiate the design development processes including community 

savings system and starting up the construction. Thereafter the design enhancement, design 

characteristics can be performed and concretely seen after the development processes accomplished. 

 

16.10 COMMUNITY HOUSING MANEUVER SYSTEM AND HANDLING FOR 

REHABILITATION, CONTRIBUTION OF TRADITIONAL THAI HOUSE 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Self-help community-based rehabilitation with Thai maneuver system were found to be the key 

strategic strength to both catastrophe management and sustainable development by using Sahakorn 

Chumchon, Chang Chumchon, and Longkhak patronization. Furthermore, the capability of Ruan Thai 

characterization could strengthen the slum waterfront settlements for flood crisis, although some 

misinterpretation of architectural elements has been explored due to the limit condition of area 

requirements. However, the main conceptual idea of flexible upper floor arrangement is able to play its 

role coping with the floods situation. Moreover, socio-behavioral acclimatization could also make the 

dwellers survived through their living habitation during floods crisis. Practical lesson learned from 

Bang Bua community could be the prototype of acclimatization for the Asian waterfront settlements, it 

should scrutinize to find the acclimatized tools of each of the country’s local and personal substances 

so that to strengthen the sustainability of habitation through floods catastrophe. 

 

16.11 MATERIALS FOR EXTENSION LOW-INCOME HOUSING 

A reality of dweller’s occupation has shown the necessary of customized space conversion. 

Consequently, building materials have been chosen to be used for the extension. About third quarter of 

all houses have been found to conduct space conversion both for roof extension and wall extension,  
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which indicated the necessary of space conversion and the need of materials for dwellers’ customized 

space. Vinyl is found the most in popularity of usage for roof conversion while zinc sheet is the least 

to be considered to utilize by dwellers. Concrete block is explored to be the most popular to be used 

for wall conversion, while type of others e. g. reused materials are in the least popularity to be used for 

wall conversion. The results of the research show the real situation as well as trends of the urban poor 

housing (Utilizing Bang Bua community in Bangkok as a case) in the aspect of utilized materials in 

the context of Thailand. The factors apart from the reasons of easiness of affordability, materials cost, 

easiness of installation, and durability of usage, social situation is also one of those factors to be 

determined the materials to be utilized for urban poor housing conversion, for instance steal 

prevention as for safety aspect. 

 

16.12 SIGNIFICANCE OF IGS AND FACTORS IMPACTED ON IGS ENHANCEMENT 

Governmental urban poor housing conditions cause a compact living environment. Dwellers make 

adaptation through the basic given unit by their own approach, utilizing self-customize method that 

leads the contribution of IGS. Apart from functioning as living habitat purpose, house itself can be 

used as the space to generate income for dwellers. It can be majorly categorized into two groups which 

are “generating income at home through utilizing IGS” and “generating works at home through 

utilizing IGS while gaining income outside”. Equipments to generate income vary from each earning 

purpose but to be organized within the same given area. Imperative factors for considering IGS 

enhancement could be pinpointed as chronological change with spatial organization, users’ keenness, 

users’ occupation, gender implication, household maneuver system, dweller’s education level, and also 

transportation issue. It is therefore imperative for housing planners, designers, and policy makers as 

well as dwellers side to put IGS into consideration that pave the way for the future sustainable housing 

development scenarios. 

 

16.13 IGS UTILIZING FAMILY IN RELATION TO TECHNOLOGIES 

Urban low-income housing under the CODI collaboration of this community (Utilizing Tawanmai 

community housing in Khon Kaen as a prototype) showed the results that house can be utilized apart 

from acting as a residing function but also able to support earning activities. This contribution space 

called as IGS. Occupation in the IGS utilizing family can be majorly sorted into four types. Selling 

food is found to be the most popular occupation. Second was found to be the occupation that gives 

services to the customers, while commercial activities occupation and mixed occupation type was 

explored to be the same amount of number and lesser popular than that of the previous two types. The 

demand of technologies and facilities that support in earning showed that IGS utilizing families have 

put the first demand on the technologies and facilities that supports their earning and life style, next is 

communication, thereafter is transportation issue. These have shown that occupation comes at the first 

priority, and then dwellers use technology for the communication to support their earning activities.  
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Thereafter dwellers use vehicle for their transportation, both for their mobility and transport their 

products to sell to their customers. This research clarifies what occupation can be performed through 

utilizing IGS, as well as pinpoints what technologies and facilities are needed for the IGS utilizing 

family. Future low-income housing development project should pay attention to IGS outlook that will 

pave the way for a sustainable low-income housing program. 

 

16.14 REQUISITENESS OF IGS IN NON-IGS FAMILY 

The necessity of a survival through a daily life forces urban low-income community housing dwellers 

to conduct an occupation. Dwellers found their way to integrate the income generating activities to the 

home function, as known as the IGS. By using IGS, the space that is able to support the earning 

activities. IGS has played a crucial role helping the users to generate their income. Focusing on 

non-IGS families whether there is a requisiteness of availability of the IGS, the outcomes have shown 

that IGS has been put an interest in. More than half of the research targets expressed the interest of 

requisiteness to have IGS for supporting income generating activities. Additionally, the highest 

demand is to have the IGS for supporting selling food activities, while selling beverage, utilizing IGS 

as a grocery store, as well as miscellaneous showed the same number of the demand. The demand of 

IGS found to be important for low-income daily life earning, and showed the need even in the 

non-IGS families. The IGS has shed light its contribution and should be therefore integrated in the 

low-income housing policy both for policy distribution and design enhancement, as well. 

 

16.15 GENERATING INCOME BY UTILIZING INCOME GENERATION SPACE (IGS) FOR 

SUSTAINABLE SAVINGS MANAGEMENT 

In order to cope with poverty issue, IGS has played a significant role as a place to support the income 

generating activities. By utilizing IGS, dwellers are able to create income and use the income for 

monthly expenditures. Data has reflected that dwellers has to pay as usual for fundamental facilities 

cost, pay for their habitat by installments. More than half of the households have to organize to pay for 

their children expenditure, and a few can be found to pay for the elderly as extended families in urban 

low-income environment. The IGS has potential to support in generating income for its users. If 

dwellers could manage to pay lesser, particularly on the miscellaneous cost, as well as after the habitat 

payment can be accomplished, dwellers can manage to have more monthly savings. It is therefore 

imperative to make an insight consideration on IGS strategy integrated with the effective sustainable 

savings management for the sustainability of low-income habitat enhancement. 

 

16.16 INTEGRATING IGS INTO SUSTAINABLE LOW-INCOME HOUSING PLANNING 

The endeavor to provide and develop low-income housing needs good strategy to fulfill the housing 

program. Planning is one of the most significant factors that bring the success to the project. Utilizing 

IGS integrated in to planning strategy showed efficient outcome. Dwellers can manage their houses  
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themselves to suit each of the income generation activity purpose. Planned houses can be utilized not 

only for the residing purpose but can be used as the place to support earnings for the dwellers who 

want to use their home for income generation. Although market idea is needed for daily life, IGS 

utilizing houses at the same time can also act as their own market for their own low-income 

community. The IGS integrated in planning model can be utilized in the future low-income housing 

project or to add IGS strategy in the planning outlook that will pave the way for sustainable 

low-income housing program. 

 

16.17 COVERING THE DEMAND FOR SUSTAINABLE URBAN LOW-INCOME HOUSING 

ENHANCEMENT 

In order to be able to cover the urban poor housing demand as well as to implement the sustainable 

strategy for housing development scenarios in Thailand, collaboration process is needed at the first 

step of development. Thereafter, participatory design process should be proposed to the development 

scheme that will bring the practical demand of all stakeholders. The community management system 

helps to shape up the affordability of housing process. Community organization maneuvers the 

long-term loaning process that help for the house payment of the dwellers. To cover all urban 

low-income housing demand in Thailand, and since there are both old and new squatters, therefore the 

BEP and the BMP should play their role simultaneously. And the outlook of IGS should be paid 

attention to help the dwellers to have their habitat not only for residing but also able to generate 

income, as well. 

 

Two major governmental low-income housing approaches have played an important role in provision 

of the habitat for the country. Because of there is the demand of legal land secured tenure, both for the 

enhancement of the upgrading projects and the tend-to-be squatter possibilities. The BEP and the BMP 

have a capability to cover those of the demands. It should therefore keep both of the two running 

simultaneously, by implementing and strengthening with the sustainable strategies. Or if there is the 

near future new housing programme, it should keep two of those as the lessons learned and fulfilled it 

with those mentioned strategies. Habitat and planning characteristics might be participatory designed 

in the alternative way rather than a massive production, or if there is an obstacle according to 

budgetary limit or so forth, it should be at least empowered the participatory design to suit the real 

needs. As well as, the programme should be put the IGS insight into the consideration at both of the 

policy distribution, planning and housing design level in order to provide the practical sustainable 

habitat to settle in, securely and sustainably. 
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APPENDIXES 

 

Appendix 1 

Study Prototype (Baan Eua-Arthorn Project (BEP), Low-cost Housing Project, Khon Kaen) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The Conception of Metamorphosis: Fundamental House Version and Metamorphosis Version 
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 Processes of Metamorphosis of Low-cost Housing, Extension Outlook 

 

Layout Model 

 

Perspective before metamorphosis was conducted 

 

Extending 

 

Metamorphosis conducted 

 

Metamorphosis conducted 
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Appendix 2 

Study Prototype (Bang Bua Slum Upgrading Project, Baan Mankong Program (BMP), Bangkok) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CODI Study Prototype with its Physical Characteristics. 
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Elevation Model with Project Overview of Bang Bua Housing 
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Appendix 3 

3D Study Prototype Approach with Computer Simulation, 3D Modeling and Metamorphosis 

Outlook 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3D Modeling and Simulation Study of Metamorphosis in NHA 

Low-cost Housing Project through Extension Process 
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3D Computational Study of Extension Characteristics and Metamorphosis Stage 

 

House Metamorphosis: Illustration of House Extension Concept 
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Integration Study of 3D Computer Simulation and Model Study 
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Appendix 4 

Low-cost Housing Baan Eua-Arthorn Project (BEP) Bird’s Eye View with Its Context 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Low-cost Housing Project Khon Kaen, Bird’s Eye View (Source: Manit, NHA) 
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Appendix 5 

Baan Mankong Program (BMP) and Atmosphere: Tawanmai Community Housing Case 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tawanmai Community Housing Atmosphere and Housing Characteristics: Nighttime Atmosphere 

 

Tawanmai Community Housing Atmosphere and Housing Characteristics: Daytime Atmosphere 
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Appendix 6 

Baan Mankong Program (BMP) and Atmosphere: Bang Bua Community Case 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Bang Bua Community Atmosphere and Housing Characteristics 
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Appendix 7 

Alternative Chosen Supportive Institutions and Negotiation Case: 14 Rai Community Case 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

14 Rai Community Atmosphere and Housing Characteristics 
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Appendix 8 

Aerial Photograph of Banpet Site Project (BEP) 
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Appendix 9 

Aerial Photograph of Tawanmai Community Housing (BMP) 
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Appendix 10 

Aerial Photograph of Bang Bua Community Housing (BMP) 
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Appendix 11 

Aerial Photograph of 14 Rai Community 
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Questionnaire 

Part 1 Questionnaire on the Study of Habitat 

1. Household owner’s name__________________ Dweller’s age_____year (s) old  Gender______  

2. Occupation______________________ Highest education level________________ 

3. Number of household member_________________person(s)  *If it is an extended family, please 

identify. (e.g. grandparents, cousins) ___________________________________________________ 

Do you have elderly, infant or child who live together? *If there is, please make an identification 

4. Average monthly income__________________ Baht 

5. When did you purchase this land/ get this plot?________________________        

6. When have you been started residing in this dwelling? A.D._____  How long has this dwelling 

be constructed/ existed______year (s)       

7. Average floor area/ floor_________m
2 

8. Construction cost of your house ____________baht 

9. Your house was constructed by yourself or by hiring labour force to help? 

__________________*If hiring, how much does it cost?_______________Baht/ day 

10. How much does the house maintenance cost? (e.g. repairing the deterioration of the housing 

materials cost) ____________ Baht/ day 

11. How much monthly salary do you get? ____________ Baht/ day   How much do you have to 

pay by installments for your housing? ____________ Baht/ day  Total period of paying by 

installments? ____________year(s)   Period to go for paying by installments ____________ year(s) 

12. How much do you have to pay for monthly electricity cost? ____________ Baht/ day   Pay for 

running water cost? ____________ Baht/ day   Pay for daily stipend? ____________Baht   Pay for 

your children?____________ Baht/ day   Pay for elderly in your family? ____________ Baht/ day 

Average of your saving? ____________ Baht/ day   Miscellaneous cost? ____________ Baht/ day  

13. How many people who involve with your housing maintenance?______ person(s)     who? 

(*Please identify)______________ Stand for? ___________________________________________ 

14. How many dwellings were already finished construction at the time that you started your 

residing? ______________ 

15. How long have your house been constructed until completion? ______________ year(s) 

--How long for the main structure has been constructed? 

Foundation________ year(s)    Column, cantilever structure______________ year(s)       

Roofing structure______________ year(s) 

These sets of questionnaire are made for the integration of the research purposes, researcher asks 

for your kind help to fill in and make a response. In which, the data will be utilized for the study 

of housing. Appreciation is directed to your kindness in advance. 
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--How long have your building envelope been constructed until completion?  (Building envelope 

e.g. wall, door, window, roof) 

Finishing wall________ month(s)/ year(s)    Installation of openings frame (e.g. door, window 

frame)______________ month(s)/ year(s)   Roofing installation______________ month(s)/ year(s) 

Colour finishing________ month(s)/ year(s)  Fence________ month(s)/ year(s) Growing 

plantation_______ month(s)/ year(s)   Name of plantation_____________  

16. Problems found about housing and suggestions? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Part 2 Questionnaire on Interior & Exterior Space Utilization, Configuration and Income 

Generation Space (IGS) 

1. Which space do you put the most attention on (*Please inform the purpose of utilizing that area) 

A. 1
st
 floor multi-purpose space _______________________________________________________ 

B. Kitchen _______________________________________________________________________ 

C. Bedroom_______________________________________________________________________ 

D. WC (Rest room) ________________________________________________________________ 

E. Washing area____________________________________________________________________ 

F. Other space____________________________________________________________________  

2. Do you conduct an extension to your dwelling unit? 

Which of the area? What is the purpose? 

______________________________________ 

3. How many square meter of that space? ________________________ 

4. Who design the extension space of your dwelling? (*Please choose one) 

a. you yourself   b. you+ your family    c. you+ your family+ cousin   d. you+ your neighbor  

(*Please specify)___________________                                             

5. Do you have extended area in front of your house? __________What is that area?___________m
2
 

6. When have you initiated the first extension? A.D. _____  Which is the area for?____________ 

Is there still any extension/ modification to your house at this moment? _______ What is the 

purpose of utilizing that area/ space?___________ 

7. Who are the users of those area/ space? 

A. 1
st
 floor multi-purpose space _______________________________________________________ 

B. Kitchen _______________________________________________________________________ 
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C. Bedroom_______________________________________________________________________ 

D. WC (Rest room) ________________________________________________________________ 

E. Washing area____________________________________________________________________ 

F. Other space____________________________________________________________________  

8. Period of time that the space/ area is utilized? (e.g.8:00-16:00)_____________________________ 

A. 1
st
 floor multi-purpose space _______________________________________________________ 

B. Kitchen _______________________________________________________________________ 

C. Bedroom_______________________________________________________________________ 

D. WC (Rest room) ________________________________________________________________ 

E. Washing area____________________________________________________________________ 

F. Other space____________________________________________________________________  

9. What is the purpose of that Income Generation Space (IGS)? (e.g. utilized for selling dessert, 

selling food, selling coffee & beverage, laundry space, drying food (food preservation) 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

10. How much do you gain from that IGS_________________________Baht/ month 

11. How do you satisfy with IGS or customized space (e.g. by configuration of the 

furniture)_________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________ 

12. Average utilized space/ floor? _________m
2
 

13. Problems found about housing metamorphosis/ extension/ customization after period of 

occupation and suggestions? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Part 3 Questionnaire on Building Construction Materials 

1. Total price of your house until completion_________ Baht 

    Land price of your plot_________ Baht  

2. What is type of building material (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. permanent material   b. semi-permanent material   c. temporary material 

3. What is type of structure? (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. permanent material   b. semi-permanent material   c. temporary material 

4. Materials price (buying price during the construction period) 

-Foundation material  cement _________ Baht  Steel_________ Baht 
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-Wall material   cement_________ Baht  Steel_________ Baht  Opening frame_________ Baht 

Door_________ Baht  Window _________ Baht  

-Roofing material   Steel for roofing structure_________ Baht  Roof tile_________ Baht 

-Miscellaneous material (*Please specify) _______________ Baht 

5. Type of material (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. New material   b. used-material from previous dwelling   c. Mixed material (New and 

used-material from previous house)       d. Miscellaneous material (*Please 

specify)_______________________ 

6. How do you afford the materials (*Able to choose more than one) 

a. New material    b. recycled material   c. Was given from neighbor/ from cousins 

d. Miscellaneous material (*Please specify) ______________________ 

7. Suggestions or required things for building construction materials improvement? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Part 4 Questionnaire on Building Extension Materials 

1. Which part have you had your house extended/ transformed? _____________________________ 

What is the extension purpose?______________________________________ 

2. What is type of extension materials? (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. permanent material   b. semi-permanent material   c. temporary material 

3. What is type of extended structure? (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. permanent material   b. semi-permanent material   c. temporary material 

4. Extended materials price (buying price during the construction period) 

-Foundation material  cement _________ Baht  Steel_________ Baht 

-Wall material   cement_________ Baht  Steel_________ Baht  Opening frame_________ Baht 

Door_________ Baht  Window _________ Baht  

-Roofing material   Steel for roofing structure_________ Baht   Roof tile_________ Baht 

-Miscellaneous material (*Please specify) _______________ Baht 

5. Type of material (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. New material   b. used-material from previous dwelling   c. Mixed material (New and 

used-material from previous house)       d. Miscellaneous material (*Please 

specify)_______________________ 

6. How do you afford the materials (*Able to choose more than one) 
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a. New material    b. recycled material   c. Was given from neighbor/ from cousins   

d. Miscellaneous material (*Please specify) ______________________ 

7. Suggestions or required things for building extension materials improvement? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Part 5 Questionnaire on Affordability of the Housing Units, Design Participatory and 

Community Maneuver System 

1. How many times of the community monthly meeting? ______________________ time(s)/ month  

What is the topic of the meeting? ______________________________________ 

Who has to join the meeting? ______________________________________ 

2. How many times of the meeting that is organized outside of the community? 

_______________________________ time(s)/ month  

What is the topic of the meeting? ______________________________________ 

Who has to join the meeting? ______________________________________ 

3. What do you gain from attending the meeting? What is the disadvantage and advantage? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Suggestions or required things that are needed to be improved? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Part 6 Questionnaire on Cooperative System, Housing finance, Housing Loaning and 

Community Welfare System 

1. How long have you been a member of the saving group? ____________Since A.D.____________  

2. What is the role of the saving group in the development? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. How much of your monthly saving with the saving group? _____________________Baht/ Month 

4. How much do you have to pay for housing cost? _________________Baht/ month  

How long have you been paying? _______________ year, month  How many year to go for housing 

payment?________________________________________ 

5. How much do you have to pay for land cost? ________________________ Baht/ month  

How long have you been paying? _______________ year, month  How many year to go for housing 

payment?________________________________________ 
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6. Have you ever made loan contract with the saving group? _____________ 

Amount of money? __________________Baht 

7. How much do you get the monthly share? _____________ Baht/ month 

8. What kind of welfare do you get? ___________________________________________________ 

9. Suggestions or the things that should be improved? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Part 7 Questionnaire on Physical Characteristics, Planning Maneuver System  

and Planning & Design Policy 

1. Your land/ plot size? ________________________  m
2
/ wa

2
  (*1wa=2 meters) 

2. What is type of building structure? (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. permanent structure   b. semi-permanent structure   c. temporary structure 

3. How many storey of your dwelling ________________storey  How many storey is intentionally 

designed for supporting in terms of structure?  How many storey can be extended? 

_________________How many storey housing in your community in general? What is the housing 

type in general? ___________________ Why do you choose for example 1, 2 storey building type? 

What is the reason for determining the number of the storey of your house? 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Who design your house? (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. you yourself   b. you yourself+ your family   c. you yourself+ your family+ cousins    

d. you yourself+ neighbour    e. you yourself+ engineer    f. you yourself+ architect    g. CODI     

h. academic institution supervisor (e.g. University lecturer, Professor)   i. contractor/ builder    

j. others (*Please specify) _________________________________                                             

5. Who build your house? (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. you yourself   b. you yourself+ your family   c. you yourself+ your family+ cousins    

d. you yourself+ neighbour    e. you yourself+ engineer    f. you yourself+ architect    g. CODI     

h. academic institution supervisor (e.g. University lecturer, Professor)   i. contractor/ builder    

j. others (*Please specify) _________________________________                                            

6. Who design structure system of your house? (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. you yourself   b. you yourself+ your family   c. you yourself+ your family+ cousins    

d. you yourself+ neighbour    e. you yourself+ engineer    f. you yourself+ architect    g. CODI     

h. academic institution supervisor (e.g. University lecturer, Professor)   i. contractor/ builder    
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j. others (*Please specify) _________________________________                                            

7. What is type of structure (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. permanent structure     b. semi-permanent structure     c. temporary structure 

8. Is the layout of the site plan appropriate for the climate, topography and surrounding 

neighbourhoods? How? 

________________________________________________________________________________  

9. Is the layout of the site plan economical, encouraged income generating activities, considering 

land use and infrastructure? How? 

________________________________________________________________________________  

10. Does the layout of the site plan contribute to creating a safe, pleasant and creative of the 

neibourhood? How?   

________________________________________________________________________________ 

11. Is there any need for different of the house types according to location, topography and family 

size, or family condition? How? 

________________________________________________________________________________  

12. Is there any change in the planning concept and housing characteristics between past and 

present? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

13. Why the planning principle/ regulation have changed? (For example there is the increasing 

demand of the habitat, the limitation of the housing space/ area) 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________  

14. What kind of change/ transformation/ modification have you conducted so far in comparison 

with the early planning? (For example there is extension of utilized space, roof extension, 

transformed the wall, made the additional wall) 

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________   

15. Do you think anything negative in these housing construction trends or the thing that is essential 

for the housing enhancement? (*Able to choose more than one)                                                                                                                                                      

a. Poor living environment   b. Poor neighbourhood     c. Poor infrastructure    d. High density 

living   e. Inadequate ventilation   f. Inadequate light   g. Others (*Please specify) 

________________________________________________________________________________ 
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16. Is there any open space, public park, playground, parking area and community space in this area? 

Is that adequate? Is there anything that needed to be improved? How many square meters? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________    

17. What are the most urgent needs for housing enhancements in areas of legality, safety, durability, 

sustainability, health, welfare, comfort and space utilization? 

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

18. Suggestions or the things that should be improved? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Part 8 Questionnaire on Housing Quality 

Physical Sustainability 

1. What is type of roof tile? (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. permanent material (corrugated asbestos roof tile)  b. semi-permanent material (Zinc sheet, Metal 

sheet)     c. Temporary material (nature material, straw+ bamboo frame)    

d. Others (*Please specify) _______________________________ 

2. What is type of wall material? (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. red brick finished with cement-sand mortar   b. concrete block finished with cement-sand mortar     

c. gypsum board   d. Others (*Please specify) ______________ 

3. What is type of floor material? (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. Reinforced concrete (RC)   b. Tiling and paving     c. Linoleum    

d. Others (*Please specify) ______________ 

4. Suggestions or the things that should be improved? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Housing Infrastructure 

5. How do you afford the running water? (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. Tab water from public supply   b. Tab water from underground water   c. Central community 

Tab water    d. From river or canal   e. Others (*Please specify) ______________ 

6. How is the status of electricity supply? (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. Connected     b. Not-connected      c. Others (*Please specify) ______________ 
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7. What is the status of sewage water disposal? (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. Connected to public disposal pipe   b. Household septic tank/ grease tap      

c. Others (*Please specify) ______________ 

8. What is the status of solid waste disposal? (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. Municipality’s disposal service   b. Self-help community disposal service     c. Non of any 

disposal system/ free damping   d. Domestic sewage tank    

e. Others (*Please specify) ______________ 

9. How is the storm water drainage system? (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. Surface drainage provided   b. No surface drainage provided     c. Storm water collection 

provided   d. Others (*Please specify) ______________ 

10. How is the status of road network? (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. Bituminous concrete road   b. Asphalt road     c. Compacted road finished with small stone 

surface   d. Earthen road    e. Others (*Please specify) ______________ 

11. Suggestions or the things that should be improved? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Living Density, Households Density 

12. How many persons are there in your house? __________________________Person(s) 

13. How many persons per room? (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. > 2.5   b. 2-2.5   c. 1.5-2   d. < 1.5   e. Others (*Please specify) ______________ 

14. How many persons per bedroom? (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. > 4   b. 3-4   c. 2-3   d. < 2   e. Others (*Please specify) ______________ 

15. How many households per occupied dwelling unit? (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. > 2    b. 2    c. 1    d. Others (*Please specify) ______________ 

16. How do you manage the kitchen? (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. Inside the house    b. Using front area of the house    c. Using back area of the house    

d. None   e. Others (*Please specify) ______________ 

17. What about the utilization of the toilet? (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. Private inside the house (at 1
st
 floor)    b. Using the central toilet of the community    c. None    

d. Others (*Please specify) ______________ 
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Technologies, Facilities and Accommodations 

18. Do you have car in your possession?        a. Yes   b. No   How many?________no.(s)   

What is the type? (e.g. saloon or truck/ pickup)_________________ 

19. Do you have your hired company’s car?       a. Yes   b. No  What is the company’s name?  

What is the company? (e.g. taxi company, transportation company) ______________________ 

20. Do you have motorcycle in your possession       a. Yes   b. No   How many?________no.(s) 

21. Do you have Tuk Tuk (Three wheel Thai customized-cycle) in your possession?  a. Yes   b. No   

How many?________no.(s) 

22. Do you have bicycle in your possession?       a. Yes   b. No   How many? ________no.(s) 

23. Do you have washing machine in your possession?       a. Yes   b. No    

How many? ________no.(s) 

24. Do you have landline in your possession?       a. Yes   b. No   How many?________no.(s) 

25. Do you have mobile phone in your possession?       a. Yes   b. No   How many?________no.(s) 

26. Do you have air conditioner in your possession?       a. Yes   b. No    

How many?________no.(s) 

27. Do you have fan in your possession?       a. Yes   b. No   How many?________no.(s) 

28. Do you have refrigerator in your possession?       a. Yes   b. No   How many?________no.(s) 

29. Do you have television (TV) in your possession?       a. Yes   b. No    

How many?________no.(s) 

30. Do you have curtain attached inside of your house?       a. Yes   b. No    

How many?________no.(s) 

31. Do you need more facilities? What are the facilities that you need in addition? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Part 9 Questionnaire on Housing Quality and Environment of Pre-developed Condition 

1. How was the situation of the infrastructure in the previous housing condition? 

a. Road inside the community?           Yes/ No         b. Running water?           Yes/ No   

c. Electricity?           Yes/ No         d. Sewerage?            Yes/ No 

e. Drainage?           Yes/ No         f. Waste collection?            Yes/ No   

g. Gas?           Yes/ No         h. Phone?            Yes/ No   

2. How was the situation of the infrastructure when you started dwelling here (new condition)? 

a. Road inside the community?           Yes/ No         b. Running water?           Yes/ No   

c. Electricity?           Yes/ No         d. Sewerage?            Yes/ No 

e. Drainage?           Yes/ No         f. Waste collection?            Yes/ No   
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g. Gas?           Yes/ No         h. Phone?            Yes/ No 

3. From when you first got infrastructure service? 

a. Road inside the community           A.D._______         b. Running water?           A.D._______    

c. Electricity?           A.D._______          d. Sewerage?            A.D._______ 

e. Drainage?           A.D._______          f. Waste collection?            A.D._______   

g. Gas?           A.D._______          h. Phone?            A.D._______   

4. How did you gain the infrastructure facility? (e.g. running water, electricity, telephone, road, 

drainage system, sewerage, gas) *Please describe 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. How much does the connection of the infrastructure cost? _____________________Baht   

How much does it cost to the construction cost? _____________________Baht 

6. Is the present infrastructure adequate for the sustainable living? How? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Part 10 Questionnaire on Characteristics of Building Construction & Extension Materials 

1. Is the construction material easily available?              Yes/ No   

2. What kind of material you wish to utilize in terms of cost effective? 

a. High cost           b. Medium cost           c. Less cost      d. Average cost     Used materials 

3. How about the cost of your utilized building materials? 

a. Reasonable           b. High           c. Too high       

4. Which building material is pricing more in the recent years? Why? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Who purchase the building materials for your house? 

a. Owner           b. Contractor           c. Others (*Please specify) ______________________________ 

6. Are the construction techniques and materials appropriate for the context, climate and natural 

disaster? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

7. Are the construction techniques and materials appropriate for maintenance and extension? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

8. Suggestions or the things that should be improved? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Part 11 Questionnaire on Construction Labour    

1. What kind of labour do you need during the construction processes? (*Able to choose more than 

one) 

a. Masonry          b. Surveyor          c. Electrical fitting      d. Water and sanitary fitting     e. Metal 

skilled worker   f. Carpenter           g. Gas fitting      h. Curved steel skilled worker     i. Painting   

j. Others (*Please specify) _____________ 

2. Are all types of labour adequate?              Yes/ No  

3. Who hire the all types of labour force for construction of your house? 

a. Owner           b. Contractor           c. CODI/ NHA     d. Others (*Please specify) _____________ 

4. Who pay for the labour? 

a. Owner           b. Pay buy installments through CODI/ NHA 

c. Others (*Please specify) _____________       

5. What is the payment method for the labour? 

a. Daily payment basis           b. Monthly payment          c. Volume of work basis       

d. Others (*Please specify) _____________ 

6. How do you know the labours 

a. From neighbour      b. From cousins          c. yourself       

d. Others (*Please specify) _____________ 

7. Do you give supervision of the construction to the labours? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

8. Suggestions or the things that should be improved? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Part 12 Questionnaire on Materials Purchase Management 

1. Who manage to purchase construction materials for you? 

a. you yourself           b. CODI/ NHA           c. Others (*Please specify)_____________ 

2. What about purchasing system? Is paying by installments ok or do you have to pay only by cash? 

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________   

3. How many material traders are conducting business near your locality? 

a. brick stone cement sand_______           b. steel_________         c. Electrical equipment________     

d. water fitting ________         e. paint/ colouring ________     f. wood ________     

g. door & window ________       h. Others (*Please specify) _________ 
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4. Suggestions or the things that should be improved? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Part 13 Questionnaire on Construction Management and Processes 

1. When have you started to reside in this Province (Khon Kaen)? A. D. _________How long have 

you totally been? _________year(s) 

2. Are the details of construction drawing adequate? How? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Have you had construction schedule or project administration during the construction period? 

How long of each house has to be completed (day, month, year)? 

________________________________________________________________________________   

4. Do you have criteria for screening the contractor? How? (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. keenness of contractor           b. experience of contractor          c. having known the fame of 

contractor     d. CODI helped to select       e. Others (*Please specify) _________ 

5. How about construction method? (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. Modern technology utilizing hi-technology           b. Majorly using local skilled constructor           

c. Mixed with a. and b.    e. Others (*Please specify) _________ 

6. Where did you manage to keep construction materials during the construction period? (*Please 

choose the appropriate one) 

a. Nearby road           b. Nearby area          c. Central community space     

d. Others (*Please specify) _________ 

7. Did you have contemporary accommodation during construction period?              

Yes/ No     Where? ______________________   

8. Did you have temporary accommodation for labours? 

Yes/ No     Where? ______________________ 

9. How did you manage the utilization of water and electricity during construction period of your 

house? (*Please choose the appropriate one) 

a. Found yourself           b. Got help from neighbour          c. Others (*Please specify) ____________ 

10. Problems/ Obstacles found during the construction period? (*Please explain) 

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________ 
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11. Is the finished construction of your house satisfied? How? (*Please explain) 

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________ 

12. Suggestions on construction processes and management or things that should be implemented? 

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 
*** Appreciation to you for your time to kind answer this questionnaire *** 
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Questionnaire  
 

Part 1 Questionnaire on the Study of Space Utilization for Income Generating Activities (IGA),  

(Focusing on the IGS & IGA) 

1. Household owner’s Name________________________   Age_____ year(s) old   Gender______  

Occupation______________________ 

 

2. Name of person who responses to the questionnaire________________________  Age_____ year(s) old   Gender______  

Occupation ______________________ 

 

3. Name of Income Generation Space (IGS) user at your house________________________  Age_____ year(s) old  

Gender______  Occupation ______________________ 

 

4. Number of family member_________________people 

 

5. Do you utilize the space at your house to support your income generating activities? How?   aa. Yes, I do   bb. No, I don’t  

If you utilize, you utilize that space for? (purpose of utilization) __ a. grocery store   b. prepare food to sell outside the home    

c. repair electronic equipments   d. use as the space for keeping/ feeding animals (e.g. fish/ dog), and sell it by utilizing internet 

to contact customer   e. selling beverage/ coffee/ fresh milk   f. cutting meat, cooking rice, frying chicken, washing area, prepare 

to sell outside the home   g. others (*Please specify) ________________________ 

 

6. Do you have an interest of having/ organizing space for IGS at your home? How?  aa. Yes, I do   bb. No, I don’t  If yes, 

you utilize that space for? (purpose of utilization)__ a. grocery store   b. prepare food to sell outside the home    

c. repair electronic equipments   d. use as the space for keeping/ feeding animals (e.g. fish/ dog), and sell it by utilizing internet 

to contact customer   e. selling beverage/ coffee/ fresh milk   f. cutting meat, cooking rice, frying chicken, washing area, prepare 

to sell outside the home   g. others (*Please specify) ________________________ 

 

7. Do you satisfy with IGS at your home? How? aa. Yes, I do   bb. No, I don’t__a. size of space is enough for supporting 

income generating activities    b. size of space is too small, need the additional space    c. space has no privacy, need additional 

partition/ wall for privacy aspect   d. others (*Please specify)________________________ 

 

8. At home IGS/ space that is able to support income generating activities makes your life better? How?  aa. Better  bb. Not 

better __ a. formerly possessed only motorcycle, possess car at present ____no.(s)   b. gaining more income    c. my daily life is 

more comfortable    d. save time to prepare products to sell outside the home    e. satisfy that there is space at home that is able 

to support income generation activities, no need to earning/working outside (e.g. utilize as grocery store)    f. others (*Please 

specify) ________________________ 

These sets of questionnaire are made for the integration of the research purposes, researcher asks 

for your kind help to fill in and make a response. In which, the data will be utilized for the study 

of housing. Appreciation is directed to your kindness in advance. 
 

House No._________ 

Page1 
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9. How much daily income can you gain from utilizing IGS?  a. 100-200 Baht/day   b. 201-300 Baht/day 

c. 301-400 Baht/day     d. 401-500 Baht/day   e. 501-600 Baht/day   f. 601-700 Baht/day   g. 701-800 Baht/day   h. 801-900 

Baht/day   i. 901-1,000 Baht/day   j. more than 1,000 Baht/day   k. others (*Please specify)______________________ Baht/day 

 

10. Having IGS at your home affect to your life style? How? 

a. Able to control working schedule/ don’t have to rush    b. Home is very important for life and earning activities   c. Gaining 

more time to take care/ spend with my children and family   d. Very happy with at home IGS 

e. others (*Please specify) ________________________ 

 

11. What kind of income generation activities do you conduct by utilizing IGS support in earnings? 

a. grocery store   b. prepare food to sell outside the home   c. repair electronic equipments   d. use as the space for keeping/ 

feeding animals (e.g. fish/ dog), and sell it by utilizing internet to contact customer   e. selling beverage/ coffee/ fresh milk   f. 

cutting meat, cooking rice, frying chicken, washing area, prepare to sell outside the home    

g. others (*Please specify) ________________________ 

 

12. What kind of income generation activities do you conduct in IGS, and when is the period of time? (*Please explain) e.g. 

5:00-8:00 Preparing food to sell outside the home for morning session.  11:00-14:00 Preparing food to sell outside the home 

for afternoon session. 

A. 24:00-1:00 Utilize IGS for ______________________________   B. 1:00-2:00 Utilize IGS for _______________________________                                                   

C. 2:00-3:00 Utilize IGS for ______________________________    D. 3:00-4:00 Utilize IGS for ______________________________           

E. 4:00-5:00 Utilize IGS for ______________________________    F. 5:00-6:00 Utilize IGS for _______________________________     

G. 6:00-7:00 Utilize IGS for ______________________________    H. 7:00-8:00 Utilize IGS for ______________________________    

I. 8:00-9:00 Utilize IGS for _______________________________    J. 9:00-10:00 Utilize IGS for ______________________________  

K. 10:00-11:00 Utilize IGS for ____________________________    L. 11:00-12:00 Utilize IGS for ____________________________                                                    

M. 12:00-13:00 Utilize IGS for ___________________________    N. 13:00-14:00 Utilize IGS for ____________________________            

O. 14:00-15:00 Utilize IGS for ____________________________    P. 15:00-16:00 Utilize IGS for ____________________________     

Q. 16:00-17:00 Utilize IGS for ____________________________    R. 17:00-18:00 Utilize IGS for ____________________________   

S. 18:00-19:00 Utilize IGS for _____________________________    T. 19:00-20:00 Utilize IGS for ____________________________    

U. 20:00-21:00 Utilize IGS for ____________________________    V. 21:00-22:00 Utilize IGS for ____________________________      

W. 22:00-23:00 Utilize IGS for ___________________________    X. 23:00-24:00 Utilize IGS for ____________________________      

 

13. How do you customize/ organize IGS for conducting income generating activities (*Please explain) e.g. 5:00-8:00 Pave 

linoleum for preparing food to sell outside the home for morning session.  11:00-12:00 Keep linoleum, pave matt instead for 

relaxation.  12:00-14:00  Pave linoleum for preparing food to sell outside the home for afternoon session. 

A. 24:00-1:00 Utilize IGS for ______________________________   B. 1:00-2:00 Utilize IGS for _______________________________                                                   

C. 2:00-3:00 Utilize IGS for ______________________________    D. 3:00-4:00 Utilize IGS for ______________________________           

E. 4:00-5:00 Utilize IGS for ______________________________    F. 5:00-6:00 Utilize IGS for _______________________________     

G. 6:00-7:00 Utilize IGS for ______________________________    H. 7:00-8:00 Utilize IGS for ______________________________    
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I. 8:00-9:00 Utilize IGS for _______________________________    J. 9:00-10:00 Utilize IGS for ______________________________  

K. 10:00-11:00 Utilize IGS for ____________________________    L. 11:00-12:00 Utilize IGS for ____________________________                                                    

M. 12:00-13:00 Utilize IGS for ___________________________    N. 13:00-14:00 Utilize IGS for ____________________________            

O. 14:00-15:00 Utilize IGS for ____________________________    P. 15:00-16:00 Utilize IGS for ____________________________     

Q. 16:00-17:00 Utilize IGS for ____________________________    R. 17:00-18:00 Utilize IGS for ____________________________   

S. 18:00-19:00 Utilize IGS for _____________________________    T. 19:00-20:00 Utilize IGS for ____________________________    

U. 20:00-21:00 Utilize IGS for ____________________________    V. 21:00-22:00 Utilize IGS for ____________________________      

W. 22:00-23:00 Utilize IGS for ___________________________    X. 23:00-24:00 Utilize IGS for ____________________________   

 

14. What is the obstacle to gain IGS at home? 

a. Lack of finance       b. Lack of knowledge in conducting an occupation       c. Current occupation is not related in 

utilizing IGS at home (*Please specify the current occupation)________________              d. The home space is too small to 

organize the space to be IGS               e. Have to ask permission from cooperative/ community in advance                                               

f. Others (*Please specify) ________________________ 

 

15. What is obstacle in utilizing at home IGS? (e.g. home space is too small, budgetary limit) 

a. Space is too small                b. Budgetary limit                c. Lack of equipments in conducting that of income generation 

activity (e.g. Lack of gas stove, large utensil/ pot for preparing food to sell outside the home             

d. Others (*Please specify) ________________________ 

 

16. Do you have part time job? What kind of part time job do you do except from earning by utilizing at home IGS? (e.g. do a 

part time job at a restaurant, do a part time job as a house keeper near your community)  

a. Do part time job at a restaurant          b. Do part time job as a house keeper near your community          

c. Do a part time job as a child keeper                     d. Do general part time jobs         e. Cooking food for a special event             

f. Others (*Please specify) ________________________ 

 

17. Do you ask for loan? How about loaning for conducting income generating activity? 

aa. Yes   bb. No   If yes, how often? __ a. Once a month        b. Once a year         c. Twice a year       

d. Others (*Please specify) ________________________ 

 

18. Who do you get loan from? How? Where? 

a. Loaning from Sahakorn Chumchon (community cooperative)     b. Unofficial loan     c. Loaning from friends    d. Loaning 

from relatives    e. Loaning from bank for agriculture and agricultural cooperatives    f. Loaning from government savings bank     

g. Loaning from government-owned bank         h. Others (*Please specify) ________________________   

 

19. What kind of income generating activity do you get a loan for? 

a. Purchasing product/ good for grocery store     b. Purchasing materials for preparing food to sell outside the home     

c. Purchasing equipments for conducting income generating activity in IGS         d. Purchasing motorcycle for supporting IGS 
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transportation of products        e. Purchasing pick up/ truck for transporting the products to sell       f. Purchasing cart for 

transportation of products to sell      g. For your children’s education         h. For your children’s uniform          i. Purchasing 

additional utensils         j. Others (*Please specify) _____________________ 

 

20. How long for the contract of the loaning period? How many percentage of the interest? 

a. 4% of interest/ year           b. 6% of interest/ year         c. 8% of interest/ year        d. 10% of interest/ year           

e. 12% of interest/ year           f. Others (*Please specify) ________________________  

 

21. How often do you involve with the loaning processes? How many times a year? 

a. Once a month                 b. Once a year                  c. Twice a year                   

d. Others (*Please specify) ________________________ 

 

22. How much do you gain from utilizing IGS (daily/ monthly)? 

a. 1,000 -2,000 Baht/month         b. 2,001-3,000 Baht/month           c. 3,001-4,000 Baht/month          d. 4,001-5,000 Baht/month         

e. 5,001-6,000 Baht/month          f. 6,001-7,000 Baht/month           g. 7,001-8,000 Baht/month          h. 8,001-9,000 Baht/month      

i. 9,001-10,000 Baht/month         j. 10,001-12,000 Baht/month       k. 12,001-15,000 Baht/month  l. 15,001-20,000 Baht/month     

m. 20,001-30,000 Baht/month    n. More than 30,001 Baht/month       

o. Others (*Please specify)________________________ (Baht/day, Baht/month) 

 

23. Who utilize IGS at your home? Who utilize the most? When is the period of utilization? (*Please specify) 

a. Father utilizes ________ - _________ o’clock     b. Mother utilizes ________ - _________ o’clock     

c. Son utilizes ________ - _________ o’clock              d. Daughter utilizes ________ - _________ o’clock 

e. Grandfather utilizes ________ - _________ o’clock           f. Grandmother utilizes ________ - _________ o’clock       

g. Others (*Please specify) ________________________ 

 

24. Do you need additional equipments for income generating activities? What kind of equipments? 

aa. Yes   bb. No   If yes, what?  *Please specify ________________________________________________ 

 

25. Which type of house do you intentionally need (detached housing/ row type housing)? Which type is better for your income 

generating activities? 

a. Single storey detached house              b. Two storey detached house            c. Single storey twin house 

d. Two storey twin house                  e. Single storey row house               f. Two storey role house                  

g. Others (*Please specify) ________________________ What is the reason of that chosen type? 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________    

 

26. What about permission of using home as IGS? Is it need for to ask for a permission in advance, with whom? 

aa. Yes   bb. No  Ask the permission from? __ a. Community leader         b. Community committees         c. Community 

cooperative          d. Municipality         e. CODI      f. Others (*Please specify) ________________________   
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27. What should be implemented/ improved on housing regulations/ laws?  What kind of issue that is yet to be enough at this 

moment? 

a. Be more flexible for allowance to build more space in the same plot         b. Decreasing set back around the house 

c. Others (*Please specify) ________________________ 

 

28. Does the time variation has an effect on spatial utilization? (e.g. spatial organization, arrangement of interior furniture)   

aa. Yes, it does   bb. No, it doesn’t   How?  

______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

29. Does the keenness/ skill on conducting the occupation has an effect on choosing the income generating activities to perform 

in IGS? 

aa. Yes, it does   bb. No, it doesn’t   How? 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

30. Does the gender have an effect on utilizing IGS? (e.g. selling food is only for female’s task) 

aa. Yes, it does   bb. No, it doesn’t   How? 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

31. Is the level of education necessary for conducting income generation activities in IGS? (e.g. need high education) 

aa. Yes, it is   bb. No, it isn’t   How?  

______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

32. Is the transportation necessary for moving the product to sell outside the home? 

aa. Yes, it is   bb. No, it isn’t   What kind of vehicle do you use at present?          

a. Handcart            b. Bicycle attached with side car            c. Motorcycle            d. Motorcycle attached with side car         

e. Pick up/ truck             f. Saloon                  g. Tuk Tuk (three-wheel motorcycle with roof covering)         

h. Public bus/ two rows seat bus          i. Three-wheel motorcycle           j. Three-wheel bicycle         

k. Others (*Please specify) ___________________ 
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Questionnaire 
 

Part 2 Questionnaire on Utilization of IGS to Support Income Generating Activities (e.g. Utilize your home as a 

grocery store or prepare food to sell outside the home)  

Description Please make a       in a column of each answer that appropriately suits your opinion 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

House No._________ 

Very High (5) High (4) Moderate (3) Low (2) Very Low (1) No need/ No Use (0)

1. Do you want at home IGS?

2. Do you have an interest of having IGS at your home?

3. Do you have IGS at your home (e.g. products selling space, food preparing space)?

4. Do you satisfy with IGS?

5. Can IGS at your home help you create income for your family? Useful?

6. Others (*Please specify)

1. Utilize lower floor (first floor) to suport Income Generating Activity (IGA)

2. Utilize upper floor (second floor) to suport IGA

3. Utilize lower floor (first floor) inside the house to suport IGA

4. Utilize lower floor (first floor) in front of the house (front porch) to suport IGA 

5. Utilize lower floor (first floor) back of the house to suport IGA

6. You conduct IGA at home

7. Others (*Please specify)

1. If there is request to utilize IGS at home, do you need the permission?

2. Ask for the permission from community committee

3. Ask for the permission from community cooperative

4. Ask for the permission from the municipality

5. Is there any obstacle of permission to use at home IGS

6. Do you want to adjust the housing permission? (e.g. to be more flexible)

7. Others (*Please specify)

1.You prepare products at home, and go to sell outside the home, community

2. You earn money outside the home, not use at home IGS

3. Do you do a part time job?

4. Others (*Please specify)

1. Is there any obstacle on utilizing at home IGS?

2. Is the IGS size too small?

3. Do you need more space for IGS?

4. Others (*Please specify)

3) Questionnaire on Utilizing IGS Permission

Issue of Question Focusing on IGS Outlook Evaluation Level

1) Questionnaire on Importance of IGS

3) Questionnaire on Location of IGS

4) Questionnaire on Characteristics of IGS Utilization

5) Questionnaire on Obstacle of Using the IGS
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1. Do you want to have your house extended?

2. Do you want to have your house extended for IGA?

3. Do you want to have your house decorated?

4. Do you want to have your house decorated for IGA?

5. Have you configured your home space for IGA?

6. Have you extended your house?

7. Have you extended your house for IGA?

8. Have you decorated your house?

9. Have you decorated your house for IGA?

10. Others (*Please specify)

1. Do you need skill or additional knowledge for conducting IGA by utilizing IGS?

2. Is there any need for fund for IGA by utilizing IGS?

3. Do you lack of fund for conducting IGA by utilizing IGS?

4. Have you borrowed money for investment for IGA?

5. Have you borrowed money for extension/ house maintenance for IGA?

6. Have you borrowed money from community cooperative?

7. Have you borrowed money from relatives?

8. Have you borrowed money from neighbor/ friend?

9. Have you borrowed money from bank out of the community?

10. Have you borrowed money from outsourced finance?

11. How about rate of interest?

12. You borrow money once a month

13. You borrow money once a year

14. Others (*Please specify)

1. Father utilizes IGS

2. Mother utilizes IGS

3. Son utilizes IGS

4. Daughter utilizes IGS

5. Male relative utilizes IGS

6. Female relative utilizes IGS

7. Grandfather (mother's side) utilizes IGS

8. Grandmother (mother's side) utilizes IGS

9. Grandfather (father's side) utilizes IGS

10. Grandmother (father's side) utilizes IGS

11. Others (*Please specify)

1. Is your present IGS appropriate for IGA?

2. House space is to small for conducting IGA

3. Are equipments for conducting IGA plenty?

4. Do you need additional equipments for conducting IGA?

5. Others (*Please specify)

6) Questionnaire on Space Configuration for IGS

7) Questionnaire on Financial Management for IGS

8) Questionnaire on Gender Implication and IGS Utiliztion

9) Questionnaire on Requisiteness of Equipments for Supporting IGA of IGS
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1. Need of motorcycle for conducting occupation (e.g. transportation of the products to sell outside the home)

2. Need of motorcycle attached with side car for conducting occupation  (e.g. transportation of the products to sell outside the home)

3. Need of handcart for conducting occupation (e.g. transportation of the products to sell outside the home)

4. Need of bicycle attached with side car for conducting occupation (e.g. transportation of the products to sell outside the home)

5. Need of car for conducting occupation (e.g. transportation of the products to sell outside the home)

6. How often of the public bus that pass by the community?

7. Others (*Please specify)

1. You utilize IGS around 24:00-1:00 o'clock

2. You utilize IGS around 1:00-2:00 o'clock

3. You utilize IGS around 2:00-3:00 o'clock

4. You utilize IGS around 3:00-4:00 o'clock

5. You utilize IGS around 4:00-5:00 o'clock

6. You utilize IGS around 5:00-6:00 o'clock

7. You utilize IGS around 6:00-7:00 o'clock

8. You utilize IGS around 7:00-8:00 o'clock

9. You utilize IGS around 8:00-9:00 o'clock

10. You utilize IGS around 9:00-10:00 o'clock

11. You utilize IGS around 10:00-11:00 o'clock

12. You utilize IGS around 11:00-12:00 o'clock

13. You utilize IGS around 12:00-13:00 o'clock

14. You utilize IGS around 13:00-14:00 o'clock

15. You utilize IGS around 14:00-15:00 o'clock

16. You utilize IGS around 15:00-16:00 o'clock

17. You utilize IGS around 16:00-17:00 o'clock

18. You utilize IGS around 17:00-18:00 o'clock

19. You utilize IGS around 18:00-19:00 o'clock

20. You utilize IGS around 19:00-20:00 o'clock

21. You utilize IGS around 20:00-21:00 o'clock

22. You utilize IGS around 21:00-22:00 o'clock

23. You utilize IGS around 22:00-23:00 o'clock

24. You utilize IGS around 23:00-24:00 o'clock

25. Others (*Please specify)

10) Questionnaire on Requisiteness of Mobility, Vehicle and Transportation for Supporting Earning Activities

11) Questionnaire on Time and Utilization of IGS
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1. You utilize IGS for other activities around 24:00-1:00 o'clock

2. You utilize IGS for other activities around 1:00-2:00 o'clock

3. You utilize IGS for other activities around 2:00-3:00 o'clock

4. You utilize IGS for other activities around 3:00-4:00 o'clock

5. You utilize IGS for other activities around 4:00-5:00 o'clock

6. You utilize IGS for other activities around 5:00-6:00 o'clock

7. You utilize IGS for other activities around 6:00-7:00 o'clock

8. You utilize IGS for other activities around 7:00-8:00 o'clock

9. You utilize IGS for other activities around 8:00-9:00 o'clock

10. You utilize IGS for other activities around 9:00-10:00 o'clock

11. You utilize IGS for other activities around 10:00-11:00 o'clock

12. You utilize IGS for other activities around 11:00-12:00 o'clock

13. You utilize IGS for other activities around 12:00-13:00 o'clock

14. You utilize IGS for other activities around 13:00-14:00 o'clock

15. You utilize IGS for other activities around 14:00-15:00 o'clock

16. You utilize IGS for other activities around 15:00-16:00 o'clock

17. You utilize IGS for other activities around 16:00-17:00 o'clock

18. You utilize IGS for other activities around 17:00-18:00 o'clock

19. You utilize IGS for other activities around 18:00-19:00 o'clock

20. You utilize IGS for other activities around 19:00-20:00 o'clock

21. You utilize IGS for other activities around 20:00-21:00 o'clock

22. You utilize IGS for other activities around 21:00-22:00 o'clock

23. You utilize IGS for other activities around 22:00-23:00 o'clock

24. You utilize IGS for other activities around 23:00-24:00 o'clock

25. Others (*Please specify)

1. Apart from utilizing your home as IGS, utilizing lower floor (1st floor) as relaxation space

2. Apart from utilizing your home as IGS, utilizing lower floor (1st floor) as bedroom

3. Apart from utilizing your home as IGS, utilizing lower floor (1st floor) as eating space

4. Apart from utilizing your home as IGS, utilizing lower floor (1st floor) as workplace

5. Apart from utilizing your home as IGS, utilizing lower floor (1st floor) for reading book

6. Apart from utilizing your home as IGS, utilizing lower floor (1st floor) as dressing space

7. Apart from utilizing your home as IGS, utilizing lower floor (1st floor) as storage

8. Apart from utilizing your home as IGS, utilizing lower floor (1st floor) as cooking space

9. Apart from utilizing your home as IGS, utilizing lower floor (1st floor) as bicycle parking space

10. Apart from utilizing your home as IGS, utilizing lower floor (1st floor) as motorcycle parking space

11. Apart from utilizing your home as IGS, utilizing lower floor (1st floor) as living room

12. Apart from utilizing your home as IGS, utilizing lower floor (1st floor) as recreation space

13. Apart from utilizing your home as IGS, utilizing lower floor (1st floor) for organizing ceremonies

14. Apart from utilizing your home as IGS, utilizing lower floor (1st floor) as laundry space

15. Apart from utilizing your home as IGS, utilizing lower floor (1st floor) as ironing space

16. Apart from utilizing your home as IGS, utilizing lower floor (1st floor) as shower space

17. Apart from utilizing your home as IGS, utilizing lower floor (1st floor) as exercise space

18. Apart from utilizing your home as IGS, utilizing lower floor (1st floor) as keeping/ feeding animals space

19. Apart from utilizing your home as IGS, utilizing lower floor (1st floor) for other purposes

12) Questionnaire on Time and Utilization of IGS for Other Activities (e.g. relaxation, sleeping, watching TV, reading books, meeting)

13) Questionnaire on Other Purposes of Utilizing IGS
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Part 3 Questionnaire on Suggestions and Recommendations of IGS Utilization 

 

Utilizing home apart from a residing purpose, home can be used for supporting income generation activities by utilizing IGS. 

What should be implemented/ enhanced? 

1. What should be enhanced about importance of utilizing at home IGS? (e.g. space is too small, need larger space) 

a. Space is too small, need larger space                    b. Need more flexible housing regulations 

c. Others (*Please specify) ________________________ 

 

2. Does location of at home IGS have an effect on conducting income generating activities? (e.g. 1
st
 floor, upper floor, exterior 

space of the house, front space of 1
st
 floor, rear space of 1

st
 floor, exterior space back of the house).     

Which position suit you best? 

a. 1
st
 floor              b. Upper floor                c. Exterior space of the house             d. front space of 1

st
 floor                                     

e. Rear space of 1
st
 floor               f. Exterior space back of the house            

g. Others (*Please specify) ________________________ 

 

3. What should be enhanced about permission of utilizing IGS for income generating activities? (e.g. able to build more space, 

be more flexible regulations) 

a. Delay of permission should be faster     b. Need more of the space for IGS        c. Need more of the space for extension    

d. Need more flexible of housing regulations              e. Others (*Please specify) ________________________ 

 

4. What should be enhanced about characteristics of IGS? (e.g. prepare all things at home to sell, or prepare some parts and 

finish outside)? 

a. Need to prepare all things at home before going to sell outside the home     b. Prepare some parts at IGS and finish outside 

at the selling area            c. Others (*Please specify) ________________________ 

 

5. What should be enhanced about obstacle in utilizing IGS? 

a. IGS at present is too small, need more space for IGS     b. Lack of finance for extending the business          c. Lack of 

equipments for conducting that of the income generation activity (e.g. large rice cooker (utensil), Large pot, fridge)        

d. Others (*Please specify) ________________________ 

 

6. What should be enhanced about spatial organization for IGS? (e.g. furniture arrangement, decoration or extension) 

a. Limit of the space to purchase new furniture to put in, therefore have to choose only that of the necessity     b. Need 

additional furniture for conducting income generating activity (e.g. fridge, storage)          c. Need brighter of lighting system in 

IGS (not plenty of light at the present)     d. Want to decorate IGS (e.g. pave additional tiles for easily cleaning the space)    

e. Others (*Please specify) ________________________ 

 

7. What should be enhanced about financial management for IGS? (e.g. rate of interest, payback period, financial source) 

a. Need low-interest rate financial source     b. Need long term loan finance         c. Need long term loan with low-interest 

rate finance    d. Need workshop training of financial knowledge   e. Need knowledge training of cooperative, savings, and 

financial management    f. Others (*Please specify) ________________________ 

 

8. Does gender implication have an effect on and IGS utilization? (e.g. Which gender utilize IGS more?) 

a. Male utilizes IGS more than female        b. Female utilizes IGS more than male         
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c. Male utilizes IGS as equal as female      d. Gender does not have an effect on IGS utilization. Whoever can utilize the IGS       

e. Others (*Please specify) ________________________ 

 

9. What should be enhanced about demand on equipments & tools in conducting income generating activities by utilizing 

IGS? 

a. Need additional/ more equipments for conducting income generating activities such as (*Please specify) 

__________________________________________________________________      

b. No need for additional equipments, it is plenty at this moment       c. Need vehicle for transportation of products such as 

(*Please specify) ______________________       d. Others (*Please specify) ________________________ 

 

10. What should be enhanced about demand on vehicle, transportation system for income generating activities? 

a. Handcart            b. Bicycle attached with side car            c. Motorcycle attached with side car 

d. Pick up/ truck             e. Saloon                  f. Three-wheel motorcycle           g. It is enough 

h. Others (*Please specify) ________________________ 

 

11. What should be enhanced about period of time and IGS utilization? 

a. It is good to spend the time on IGS in the morning period     b. It is good to spend the time on IGS in the afternoon period     

c. It is good to spend the time on IGS at nighttime    d. Others (*Please specify) ________________________ 

 

12. What should be enhanced about period of time, time variation and IGS utilization for extra activities apart from income 

generating activities (e.g. relaxation, sleeping, watching television, reading a book, meeting) 

a. It is good to do extra activity in IGS apart from income generating activities in the morning period        b. It is good to do 

extra activity in IGS apart from income generating activities in the afternoon period                      c. It is good to do extra 

activity in IGS apart from income generating activities at nighttime    d. Able to conduct both income generating activities 

and extra activities at the same time                 e. Others (*Please specify) ________________________ 

 

13. What is other purpose of utilizing at home IGS apart from using IGS for income generating activities? What do you utilize 

IGS for? (e.g. relaxation, watching television, eating) 

a. Sitting           b. Sleeping              c. Watching TV          d. Listening to music               e. Working         

f. Teaching homework for children               g. Exercising       h. Dressing         i. Ironing        j. Cloth drying        

k. Storage      l. Motorcycle parking       m. Bicycle parking       n. Others (*Please specify) ______________________ 

 

 
*** Appreciation to you for your time and your kindness to answer this questionnaire *** 
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แบบสอบถาม 

ส่วนที ่1 ศึกษาทีอ่ยู่อาศัย 

1. เจา้ของบา้นช่ือ________________________  อายผุูอ้ยูอ่าศยั_____ปี   เพศ______  
2. อาชีพ______________________  ระดบัการศึกษาสูงสุด________________ 
3. จ านวนสมาชิกในครอบครัว_________________คน  หากเป็นครอบครัวขยายโปรดระบุสมาชิก เช่น ปู่  ยา่ ตา 
ยาย ญาติ____________________________________________________________ ท่านมีผูสู้งอาย ุหรือเด็กเลก็
อาศยัอยูท่ี่บา้นหรือไม่ ถา้มีโปรดระบุ_____________________________ 
4. รายไดเ้ฉล่ียต่อเดือน__________________ บาท 
5. ซ้ือท่ีดินน้ีเม่ือไร________________________        
6. เขา้อยูอ่าศยัเม่ือ พ.ศ.25_____  สร้างบา้นหลงัน้ีมาแลว้ ______ปี       
7. พ้ืนท่ีใชส้อยเฉล่ียต่อชั้น_________ตร.ม. 
8. ค่าใชจ่้ายในการก่อสร้างบา้นของท่าน ____________บาท 
9. ท่านสร้างบา้นดว้ยตวัเอง หรือจา้งช่างมาช่วยสร้าง__________________ถา้จา้ง      _______________บ ท/วนั 
10. ค่าบ ารุงรักษาซ่อมแซมบา้น เช่น การซ่อมแซมวสัดุท่ีช ารุด ____________บาท/เดือน 
11. ท่านมีรายได?้ ____________บาท/เดือน ตอ้งผอ่นช าระค่าท่ีอยูอ่าศยั ____________บาท/เดือน เป็นเวลา
ทั้งส้ิน____________ปี  เหลือระยะเวลาอีกก่ีปีจึงจะหมดภาระการผอ่น ____________ ปี 
12. ท่านตอ้งจ่ายค่าไฟฟ้า ____________บาท/เดือน ค่าน ้ า ____________บาท/เดือน  ค่าใชจ่้ายกินอยูต่่อวนั 
____________บาท  ค่าเล้ียงดูบุตร____________บาท/เดือน ค่าเล้ียงดูผูสู้งอาย ุ____________บาท/เดือน 
เงินออมเฉล่ีย ____________บาท/เดือน ค่าใชจ่้ายเบด็เตล็ดอ่ืนๆ ____________บาท/เดือน  
13. มีคนท่ีเก่ียวขอ้งในการซ่อมแซมบา้นก่ีคน?______คน     ใครบา้ง?______________ท า
หนา้ท่ี?______________________________________________________________________________ 
14. ขณะท่ีท่านเร่ิมเขา้อยูอ่าศยัท่ีบา้นของท่าน มีบา้นท่ีสร้างเสร็จแลว้ในชุมชนก่ีหลงั______________ 
15. ใชเ้วลาในการก่อสร้างบา้นของท่านจนแลว้เสร็จนานเท่าใด______________ ปี 
--โครงสร้างหลกั ใชเ้วลานานเท่าใด 
ฐานราก________ ปี    โครงสร้างเสา คาน______________ ปี  โครงหลงัคา______________ ปี 
--เปลือกอาคาร ใชเ้วลานานเท่าใด (ส่ิงปิดลอ้มเช่น ผนงั ประตู, หนา้ต่าง, หลงัคา) 
ผนงัก่ออิฐฉาบปนู________ ปี    ติดตั้งวงกบ ประตูหนา้ต่าง______________ ปี  มุงหลงัคา______________ ปี 
ทาสี เก็บรายละเอียด________ ปี ท าร้ัวกนั________ ปี ปลูกตน้ไม_้______ ปี ช่ือตน้ไมห้รือพืชผกัท่ี
ปลูก_____________  
16. ปัญหาท่ีพบเก่ียวกบับา้น และควรปรับปรุงดา้นใดบา้ง 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

แบบสอบถามชุดน้ีจดัท าข้ึนเพ่ือใชป้ระกอบการวิจยั ผูว้ิจยัขอความอนุเคราะห์ในการตอบแบบสอบถาม ซ่ึงขอ้มลู
เหล่าน้ีน าไปใชเ้พ่ือศึกษาชุมชนตวัอยา่งในการจดัการชุมชน จึงขอขอบพระคุณท่านล่วงหนา้มา ณ โอกาสน้ี  

แบบสอบถาม 
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ส่วนที ่2 พืน้ทีใ่ช้สอยภายใน ภายนอกบ้าน และพืน้ทีส่ร้างรายได้ 

1. ท่านให้ความส าคญักบัพ้ืนท่ีใดมากท่ีสุด (โปรดระบุวตัถุประสงคก์ารใชพ้ื้นท่ี) 
ก. ห้องเอนกประสงคช์ั้นล่าง ___________________________________________________________ 
ข. ห้องครัว ___________________________________________________________ 
ค. ห้องนอน___________________________________________________________ 
ง. หอ้งน ้ า___________________________________________________________ 
จ. พ้ืนท่ีซกัลา้ง___________________________________________________________ 
ฉ. อ่ืนๆ___________________________________________________________  
2. ท่านมีการต่อเติมหรือไม่ 
ส่วนใดของบา้น และเพ่ือใชส้อยอะไร 
______________________________________ 
3. พ้ืนท่ีต่อเติมก่ีตารงเมตร________________________ 
4. ใครเป็นคนออกแบบต่อเติมบา้นของท่าน (โปรดเลือกหน่ึงขอ้) 
ก. ตวัท่านเอง   ข. ตวัเอง+ครอบครัว    ค. ตวัเอง+ครอบครัว+ญาติ   ง. ตวัเอง+เพ่ือนบา้น   
ระบุ___________________                                             
5. ท่านมีพ้ืนท่ีต่อเติมปรับปรุงหนา้บา้นหรือไม่__________เป็นพ้ืนท่ีอะไร______________ก่ีตารางเมตร 
6. เร่ิมมีการต่อเติมคร้ังแรก พ.ศ.25_____  ซ่ึงเป็นพ้ืนท่ีท่ีใชเ้พ่ือการ____________ 
ปัจจุบนัยงัมีการต่อเติมปรับปรุงอยูห่รือใหม่_______ เป็นพ้ืนท่ีเพ่ือการ___________ 
7. ใครเป็นคนใชพ้ื้นท่ีนั้นๆ 
ก. ห้องเอนกประสงคช์ั้นล่าง___________________________________________________________ 
ข. ห้องครัว___________________________________________________________ 
ค. ห้องนอน___________________________________________________________ 
ง. หอ้งน ้ า___________________________________________________________ 
จ. พ้ืนท่ีซกัลา้ง___________________________________________________________ 
ฉ. อ่ืนๆ___________________________________________________________ 
8. ช่วงระยะเวลาท่ีใชพ้ื้นท่ี (เช่น 8:00-16:00)___________________________________________ 
พ้ืนท่ีเอนกประสงคช์ั้นล่าง__________________________________________________________ 
ห้องครัว__________________________________________________________ 
ห้องนอน__________________________________________________________ 
ห้องน ้า__________________________________________________________ 
พ้ืนท่ีซกัลา้ง__________________________________________________________ 
อ่ืนๆ (โปรดระบุ)__________________________________________________________________ 
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9. พ้ืนท่ีสร้างรายไดน้ั้นเป็นพ้ืนท่ีอะไร เช่น ขายขนม ขายกาแฟ ซกัอบรีด ตากอาหารแห้ง 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
10. พ้ืนท่ีสร้างรายไดน้ั้น ท  าให้ท่านมีรายไดก่ี้บาทต่อเดือน_________________________บาท 
11. ความพึงพอใจต่อพ้ืนท่ีสร้างรายได ้หรือพ้ืนท่ีท่ีท่านจดัเฟอร์นิเจอร์พ้ืนท่ีใชส้อยเอง________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
12. พ้ืนท่ีใชส้อยเฉล่ียต่อชั้น_________ตร.ม. 
13. ปัญหาท่ีพบเก่ียวกบัการต่อเติมปรับปรุงพ้ืนท่ีใชส้อยของบา้นหลงัจากท่ีท่านเขา้ไปอยูอ่าศยั ควรปรับปรุงดา้น
ใดบา้ง 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
ส่วนที ่3 วสัดุทีใ่ช้ในการสร้างบ้าน 

1. ราคาบ้านของท่านเบด็เสร็จ_________ บาท 
    ราคาทีด่ินของท่าน_________ บาท  
2. ใชว้สัดุประเภทไหน (โปรดเลือกหน่ึงขอ้) 
ก. วสัดุถาวร    ข. วสัดุก่ึงถาวร   ค. วสัดุชัว่คราว 
3. ใชโ้ครงสร้างประเภทไหน 
ก. โครงสร้างถาวร    ข. โครงสร้างก่ึงถาวร   ค. โครงสร้างชัว่คราว (โปรดเลือกหน่ึงขอ้) 
4. ราคาวสัดุ (ราคา ณ ตอนท่ีซ้ือมาสร้าง) 
-วสัดุท าฐานราก ปนู_________ บาท เหล็ก_________ บาท 
-วสัดุท าผนงั ปนู_________ บาท เหล็ก_________ บาท วงกบ_________ บาท ประตู_________ บาท หนา้ต่าง 
_________ บาท  
-วสัดุท าหลงัคา เหล็กโครงหลงัคา_________ บาท กระเบ้ือง_________ บาท 
-วสัดุเบด็เตล็ดอ่ืน (โปรดระบุ)_______________ บาท 
5. ชนิดของวสัดุ(โปรดเลือกหน่ึงขอ้) 
ก. วสัดุใหม่   ข. วสัดุเก่าจากบา้นหลงัเดิมก่อนปรับปรุง   ค. วสัดุใหม่+วสัดุเก่าจากบา้นหลงัเดิมก่อนปรับปรุง       
ง. อ่ืนๆ(โปรดระบุ)_______________________     
6. การไดม้าซ่ึงวสัดุ (สามารถเลือกไดม้ากกว่าหน่ึงขอ้) 
ก. ซ้ือใหม่    ข. วสัดุรีไซเคิล   ค. เพ่ือนบา้นหรือญาติพ่ีนอ้งให้มา ง. อ่ืนๆ(โปรดระบุ)______________________ 
7. ขอ้เสนอแนะ หรือส่ิงท่ีอยากไดใ้ห้แกไ้ขปรับปรุงเร่ืองวสัดุท่ีใชใ้นการสร้างบา้น 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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ส่วนที ่4 วสัดุทีใ่ช้ในการต่อเติม 

1. ท่านมีการต่อเติมปรับปรุงส่วนใดของบา้น_______________________________ วตัถุประสงคก์ารต่อเติม
ปรับปรุงเพ่ือ______________________________________ 
2. การต่อเติมปรับปรุง ใชว้สัดุประเภทไหน (โปรดเลือกหน่ึงขอ้) 
ก. วสัดุถาวร    ข. วสัดุก่ึงถาวร   ค. วสัดุชัว่คราว 
3. การต่อเติมปรับปรุง ใชโ้ครงสร้างประเภทไหน 
ก. โครงสร้างถาวร    ข. โครงสร้างก่ึงถาวร   ค. โครงสร้างชัว่คราว (โปรดเลือกหน่ึงขอ้) 
4. ราคาวสัดุท่ีใชใ้นการต่อเติมปรับปรุง (ราคา ณ ตอนท่ีซ้ือมาสร้าง) 
-วสัดุท าฐานราก ปนู_________ บาท เหล็ก_________ บาท 
-วสัดุท าผนงั ปนู_________ บาท เหล็ก_________ บาท วงกบ_________ บาท ประตู_________ บาท หนา้ต่าง 
_________ บาท  
-วสัดุท าหลงัคา เหล็กโครงหลงัคา_________ บาท กระเบ้ือง_________ บาท 
-วสัดุเบด็เตล็ดอ่ืน (โปรดระบุ)_________________________________ บาท 
5. ชนิดของวสัดุ(โปรดเลือกหน่ึงขอ้) 
ก. วสัดุใหม่   ข. วสัดุเก่าจากบา้นหลงัเดิมก่อนปรับปรุง   ค. วสัดุใหม่+วสัดุเก่าจากบา้นหลงัเดิมก่อนปรับปรุง       
ง. อ่ืนๆ(โปรดระบุ)_______________________     
6. การไดม้าซ่ึงวสัดุ (สามารถเลือกไดม้ากกว่าหน่ึงขอ้) 
ก. ซ้ือใหม่    ข. วสัดุรีไซเคิล   ค. เพ่ือนบา้นหรือญาติพ่ีนอ้งให้มา ง. อ่ืนๆ(โปรดระบุ)______________________ 
7. ขอ้เสนอแนะ หรือส่ิงท่ีอยากไดเ้ร่ืองวสัดุท่ีใชใ้นการต่อเติมปรับปรุงบา้น 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
ส่วนที ่5 การได้มาซ่ึงบ้าน การมส่ีวนร่วมและการจัดการชุมชน 

1. ท่านมีการประชุมท่ีจดัภายในชุมชน_______________________________ คร้ัง/เดือน  
หัวขอ้ในการประชุมเร่ืองใดบา้ง______________________________________ 
ใครเป็นผูเ้ขา้ร่วมในการประชุม______________________________________ 
2. ท่านมีการประชุมท่ีจดัภายนอกชุมชน_______________________________ คร้ัง/เดือน  
หัวขอ้ในการประชุมเร่ืองใดบา้ง______________________________________ 
ใครเป็นผูเ้ขา้ร่วมในการประชุม______________________________________ 
3. ส่ิงท่ีไดจ้ากการประชุม ขอ้ดีและขอ้ดอ้ย_______________________________ 
4. ขอ้เสนอแนะ หรือส่ิงท่ีอยากไดป้รับปรุงดา้นใดบา้ง 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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ส่วนที ่6 กลุ่มออมทรัพย์ 

1. ท่านเขา้ร่วมเป็นสมาชิกกลุ่มออมทรัพยม์าแลว้ก่ีปี________________________ ตั้งแต่ พ.ศ.25____________  
2. กลุ่มออมทรัพยช่์วยในการพฒันาดา้นใดบา้ง___________________________________________________ 
3. ท่านมีการออมกบักลุ่มออมทรัพย_์_______________________บาท/ เดือน 
4. ท่านตอ้งช าระค่าบา้น________________________บาท/ เดือน ช าระมาแลว้ก่ีปี/เดือน_______________ เหลืออีก
ก่ีปี/เดือนจึงจะแลว้เสร็จ________________________________________ 
5. ท่านตอ้งช าระค่าท่ีดิน________________________บาท/ เดือน ช าระมาแลว้ก่ีปี/เดือน_______________ เหลือ
อีกก่ีปี/เดือนจึงจะแลว้เสร็จ________________________________________ 
6. เคยกูเ้งินกบักลุ่มออมทรัพยห์รือไม่_____________จ านวนเงิน__________________บาท 
7. ไดรั้บเงินปันผล_____________ บาท/เดือน 
8. ไดรั้บสวสัดิการดา้นใดบา้ง__________________________________________ 
9. ขอ้เสนอแนะควรปรับปรุงดา้นใดบา้ง 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
ส่วนที ่7 ลกัษณะทางกายภาพ และการวางผงัจดัการ 

1. พ้ืนท่ีดินของท่านขนาด________________________  ตร. ม./ ตร. วา.  
2. ชนิดของโครงสร้าง (โปรดเลือกหน่ึงขอ้) 
ก. โครงสร้างถาวร   ข. โครงสร้างก่ึงถาวร   ค. โครงสร้างชัว่คราว 
3. บา้นของท่านเป็นบา้นก่ีชั้น________________ชั้น โครงสร้างบา้นมีไวเ้พ่ือก่อสร้างบา้นไดก่ี้ชั้น______________
บา้นโดยทัว่ไปในชุมชนเป็นบา้นก่ีชั้น___________________ ท าไมท่านจึงเลือกบา้น 1, 2 ชั้น__________________ 
4. ใครเป็นคนออกแบบบา้นของท่าน (โปรดเลือกหน่ึงขอ้) 
ก. ตวัเอง   ข. ตวัเอง+ครอบครัว    ค. ตวัเอง+ครอบครัว+ญาติ   ง. ตวัเอง+เพ่ือนบา้น   
จ. ตวัเอง+วิศวกร  ฉ. ตวัเอง+สถาปนิก   ช. พอช   ซ. อาจารยม์หาวิทยาลยั  ฌ. บริษทัผูรั้บเหมา ญ. อ่ืนๆ โปรด
ระบุ___________________                                             
5. ใครเป็นคนลงมือสร้างบา้นของท่าน (โปรดเลือกหน่ึงขอ้) 
ก. ตวัเอง   ข. ตวัเอง+ครอบครัว    ค. ตวัเอง+ครอบครัว+ญาติ   ง. ตวัเอง+เพ่ือนบา้น   
จ. ตวัเอง+วิศวกร  ฉ. ตวัเอง+สถาปนิก   ช. พอช   ซ. อาจารยม์หาวิทยาลยั  ฌ. บริษทัผูรั้บเหมา ญ. อ่ืนๆ โปรด
ระบุ___________________                                             
6. ใครเป็นคนออกแบบระบบโครงสร้างบา้นของท่าน  (โปรดเลือกหน่ึงขอ้) 
ก. ตวัเอง   ข. ตวัเอง+ครอบครัว    ค. ตวัเอง+ครอบครัว+ญาติ   ง. ตวัเอง+เพ่ือนบา้น   
จ. ตวัเอง+วิศวกร  ฉ. ตวัเอง+สถาปนิก   ช. พอช   ซ. อาจารยม์หาวิทยาลยั  ฌ. บริษทัผูรั้บเหมา ญ. อ่ืนๆ โปรด
ระบุ___________________                                             
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7. ชนิดของโครงสร้าง (โปรดเลือกหน่ึงขอ้) 
ก. โครงสร้างถาวร   ข. โครงสร้างก่ึงถาวร   ค. โครงสร้างชัว่คราว 
8. พ้ืนท่ีตั้งของโครงการมีความเหมาะสมต่อสภาพภูมิอากาศ ท าเลท่ีตั้ง และการประกอบอาชีพ รวมทั้งพ้ืนท่ีโดยรอบ
ชุมชน หรือไม่ อยา่งไร____________________________________________________________________  
9. พ้ืนท่ีตั้งของโครงการมีการค านึงถึง ส่งเสริมดา้นเศรษฐกิจ การประกอบอาชีพของคนในชุมชน มีการพิจารณาดา้น
การใชป้ระโยชน์ท่ีดิน และระบบสาธารณูปโภค หรือไม่ อยา่งไร_________________________________________  
10. พ้ืนท่ีตั้งของโครงการส่งเสริมให้เกิดความปลอดภยัในการด ารงชีพ ความรู้สึกปลอดภยั ความพึงพอใจมีความสุข
ในการอยูอ่าศยั และการอยูร่่วมกบัเพ่ือนบา้นหรือไม่ อยา่งไร   
____________________________________________________________________________________________  
11. มีความจ าเป็นหรือไม่ อยา่งไร ท่ีจะตอ้งการมีแบบบา้นท่ีต่างกนั สืบเน่ืองมาจากเร่ืองท่ีตั้ง ภูมิประเทศ หรือขนาด
ของครอบครัว และสภาพครัวเรือน หรือไม่ อยา่งไร_________________________________________  
12. มีการเปล่ียนแปลงใดบา้งเก่ียวกบัแนวคิดในการวางผงัหรือการสร้างบา้นของท่าน ระหว่างอดีตและ
ปัจจุบนั__________________________________________________________________________________  
13. ท าไมกฎหมายหรือขอ้ก าหนดในการสร้างบา้นของท่าน จึงมีการปรับเปล่ียนไป (ตวัอยา่งค าตอบเช่น ความ
ตอ้งการพ้ืนท่ีอยูอ่าศยัเพ่ิมข้ึน ขนาดพ้ืนท่ีบา้นจ ากดั)_________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________  
14. การเปล่ียนแปลงของบา้นของท่านอะไรบา้ง ท่ีท่านไดล้งมือปรับตกแต่ง เปรียบเทียบกบัตอนเร่ิมเขา้อยูอ่าศยัที
แรก (ตวัอยา่งค าตอบเช่น มีการต่อเติมพ้ืนท่ีใชส้อย ต่อเติมหลงัคา ทุบผนงั ก่อผนงั
เพ่ิม)__________________________________________________________________________________ _____   
15. ท่านคิดว่ามีส่ิงใดบา้งในดา้นไม่ค่อยดี หรืออยากปรับปรุง เก่ียวกบัแนวโนม้เก่ียวกบับา้นของท่าน (สามารถเลือก
ไดม้ากกว่าหน่ึงขอ้)                                                                                                                                                       
ก. ส่ิงแวดลอ้มไม่ค่อยดี   ข. พ้ืนท่ีขา้งเคียงไม่ค่อยดี    ค. ระบบสาธารณูปโภคไม่ดี   ง. การอยูอ่าศยัแออดัเกินไป   
จ. การระบายอากาศไม่เพียงพอ  ฉ. แสงไฟไม่เพียงพอ  ช. อ่ืนๆ โปรดระบุ_________________________________                                               
16. มีพ้ืนท่ีเปิดโล่ง สวนสาธารณะ สนามเด็กเล่น ท่ีจอดรถยนต ์พ้ืนท่ีส่วนกลางภายในชุมชนหรือไม่? ตอ้งการ
ปรับปรุงดา้นใดบา้ง? พ้ืนท่ีประมาณก่ี ตรม.? 
________________________________________________________________________________________    
17. อะไรคือส่ิงท่ีตอ้งการเร่งด่วนท่ีสุด หรือส่ิงท่ีอยากให้ปรับปรุงมากท่ีสุด เก่ียวกบัการพฒันาบา้น ท่ีอยูอ่าศยัใน
พ้ืนท่ีชุมชน เช่น ความปลอดภยั กฎหมายขอ้บงัคบั ความคงทนยัง่ยนื สุขภาพการด ารงชีพ ความสะดวกสบาย หรือ
พ้ืนท่ีใชส้อย__________________________________________________________________________________  
18. ขอ้เสนอแนะควรปรับปรุงดา้นใดบา้ง 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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ส่วนที ่8 คุณภาพของบ้าน 

ความยัง่ยนืทางกายภาพ  

1. ชนิดของวสัดุมุงหลงัคา คืออะไร (โปรดเลือกขอ้ท่ีเหมาะสม) 
ก. วสัดุคงทนถาวร (หลงัคากระเบ้ืองลอนคู่)  ข. วสัดุก่ึงถาวร (หลงัคาเหลก็สังกะสี)     ค. วสัดุชัว่คราว ไม่ถาวร 
(หญา้คาและโครงไมไ้ผ)่  ง. อ่ืนๆ โปรดระบุ______________ 
2. วสัดุท่ีใชท้  าก  าแพง คืออะไร (โปรดเลือกขอ้ท่ีเหมาะสม) 
ก. อิฐแดงฉาบปนู  ข. อิฐบล็อกฉาบปนู     ค. ผนงัเบา ยปิซัม่  ง. อ่ืนๆ โปรดระบุ______________ 
3. วสัดุท่ีใชท้  าพ้ืน คืออะไร (โปรดเลือกขอ้ท่ีเหมาะสม) 
ก. คอนกรีตเสริมเหล็ก  ข. ปกูระเบ้ือง     ค. ปเูส่ือน ้ ามนั  ง. อ่ืนๆ โปรดระบุ______________ 
4. ขอ้เสนอแนะควรปรับปรุงดา้นใดบา้ง 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
ระบบสาธารณูปโภคของบ้าน 

5. การใชน้ ้ าของบา้นท่านเป็นแบบใด (โปรดเลือกขอ้ท่ีเหมาะสม) 
ก. ก๊อกน ้าท่ีบา้นต่อมาจากสาธารณะ  ข. ก๊อกน ้าท่ีบา้นจากน ้าบาดาล  ค. ก๊อกน ้าสาธารณะรวมของชุมชน     
ง. น ้าจากแม่น ้ าหรือจากล าคลอง  จ. อ่ืนๆ โปรดระบุ______________ 
6. สถานะระบบไฟฟ้าเป็นอยา่งไร (โปรดเลือกขอ้ท่ีเหมาะสม) 
ก. ไดรั้บการต่อ มีใชแ้ลว้  ข. ไม่ไดรั้บการต่อไฟฟ้า     ค. อ่ืนๆ โปรดระบุ______________ 
7. ระบบระบายน ้าเสียของบา้นท่านเป็นแบบใด (โปรดเลือกขอ้ท่ีเหมาะสม) 
ก. ต่อกบัระบบท่อน ้าเสียสาธารณะของเทศบาล  ข. ถงัแห้ง บ่อดกัไขมนัครัวเรือน     ค. อ่ืนๆ โปรด
ระบุ______________ 
8. ระบบระบายส่ิงปฏิกลูของบา้นท่านเป็นแบบใด (โปรดเลือกขอ้ท่ีเหมาะสม) 
ก. ระบบบริการของเทศบาลมาช่วยเก็บ  ข. ระบบบริการช่วยเก็บของชุมชนเอง     ค. ไม่มีระบบใดๆ  ง. ถงั
บ าบดัส าเร็จรูปของครัวเรือน  จ. อ่ืนๆ โปรดระบุ______________ 
9. สถานะของการระบายน ้าเป็นอยา่งไร (โปรดเลือกขอ้ท่ีเหมาะสม) 
ก. มีการจดัเตรียมการระบายน ้าฝน  ข. ไม่มีการระบายน ้า     ค. มีการจดัเก็บน ้ าฝนไวใ้ช ้ ง. อ่ืนๆ โปรด
ระบุ______________ 
10. สถานะถนนเช่ือมต่อเป็นอยา่งไร (โปรดเลือกขอ้ท่ีเหมาะสม) 
ก. ถนนคอนกรีต  ข. ถนนลาดยาง     ค. ถนนโรยกรวดหิน  ง. ถนนดินลูกรัง    จ. อ่ืนๆ โปรด
ระบุ______________ 
11. ขอ้เสนอแนะควรปรับปรุงดา้นใดบา้ง 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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ความหนาแน่นในการอยู่อาศัย 

12. มีผูอ้ยูอ่าศยัในบา้นท่านก่ีคน__________________________ น 
13. ห้องหน่ึงห้องใชง้านก่ีคน (โปรดเลือกขอ้ท่ีเหมาะสม) 
ก. มากกว่า 2.5 คน  ข. 2-2.5 คน  ค. 1.5-2 คน  ง. นอ้ยกว่า 1.5 คน  จ. อ่ืนๆ โปรดระบุ______________ 
14. ห้องนอนหน่ึงห้องใชง้านก่ีคน (โปรดเลือกขอ้ท่ีเหมาะสม) 
ก. มากกว่า 4 คน  ข. 3-4 คน  ค. 2-3 คน  ง. นอ้ยกว่า 2 คน  จ. อ่ืนๆ โปรดระบุ______________ 
15. มีก่ีครอบครัวอาศยัในบา้นของท่าน (โปรดเลือกขอ้ท่ีเหมาะสม) 
ก. มากกว่า 2 ครอบครัว  ข. 2 ครอบครัว  ค. 1 ครอบครัว   ง. อ่ืนๆ โปรดระบุ______________ 
16. การใชง้านห้องครัวเป็นอยา่งไร (โปรดเลือกขอ้ท่ีเหมาะสม) 
ก. อยูใ่นบา้น  ข. ใชพ้ื้นท่ีหนา้บา้น  ค. ใชพ้ื้นท่ีหลงับา้น  ง. ไม่มี  จ. อ่ืนๆ โปรดระบุ______________ 
17. การใชง้านห้องน ้าเป็นอยา่งไร (โปรดเลือกขอ้ท่ีเหมาะสม) 
ก. ส่วนตวัภายในบา้นท่ีชั้นล่างบา้น  ข. ใชห้้องน ้ ารวมของชุมชน  ค. ไม่มี  ง. อ่ืนๆ โปรดระบุ______________ 
 

ส่ิงอ านวยความสะดวกพิเศษอืน่ๆ 

18. บา้นของท่านมีรถยนต์ในครอบครองหรือไม่       ก. มี  ข. ไม่มี จ  านวนก่ีคนั?________คนั รถเก๋งหรือรถ
กระบะ?____________ 
19. ท่านมีรถของบริษทัท่ีท่านท างานให้ไวใ้ชห้รือไม่       ก. มี  ข. ไม่มี บริษทัอะไร? (เช่น บริษทัแทก็ซ่ี บริษทั
ขนส่งของ)______________________ 
20. บา้นของท่านมีมอเตอร์ไซตใ์นครอบครองหรือไม่       ก. มี  ข. ไม่มี จ  านวนก่ีคนั?________คนั 
21. บา้นของท่านมีรถตุ๊กตุ๊กในครอบครองหรือไม่       ก. มี  ข. ไม่มี จ  านวนก่ีคนั?________คนั 

22. บา้นของท่านมีรถจกัรยานในครอบครองหรือไม่       ก. มี  ข. ไม่มี จ  านวนก่ีคนั?________คนั 

23. บา้นของท่านมีเคร่ืองซกัผา้ในครอบครองหรือไม่       ก. มี  ข. ไม่มี จ  านวนก่ีเคร่ือง?________เคร่ือง 

24. บา้นของท่านมีโทรศพัทบ์า้นหรือไม่       ก. มี  ข. ไม่มี จ  านวนก่ีเคร่ือง?________เคร่ือง 

25. บา้นของท่านมีโทรศพัทมื์อถือหรือไม่       ก. มี  ข. ไม่มี จ  านวนก่ีเคร่ือง?________เคร่ือง 

26. บา้นของท่านมีเคร่ืองปรับอากาศ (แอร์)ในครอบครองหรือไม่       ก. มี  ข. ไม่มี จ  านวนก่ีเคร่ือง?________
เคร่ือง 
27. บา้นของท่านมีการใชพ้ดัลมหรือไม่       ก. มี  ข. ไม่มี จ  านวนก่ีเคร่ือง?________เคร่ือง 
28. บา้นของท่านมีตูเ้ยน็ในครอบครองหรือไม่       ก. มี  ข. ไม่มี จ  านวนก่ีเคร่ือง?________เคร่ือง 
29. บา้นของท่านมีทีวี (TVโทรทศัน์) หรือไม่       ก. มี  ข. ไม่มี จ  านวนก่ีเคร่ือง?________เคร่ือง 
30. บา้นของท่านมีการใชผ้า้ม่านหรือไม่       ก. มี  ข. ไม่มี จ  านวนก่ีท่ี?________ท่ี 
31. ท่านตอ้งการส่ิงอ านวยความสะดวกใดเพ่ิมอีกบา้ง 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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ส่วนที ่9 คุณภาพของบ้าน 

1. สถานการณ์ของสาธารณูปโภคเป็นอยา่งไรเม่ือท่านเร่ิมเขา้มาอาศยัท่ีชุมชนทีต่ั้งเก่าก่อนท่ีจะยา้ยมาท่ีตั้งใหม่น้ี 
ก. มีถนนภายในชุมชนหรือไม่?           มี/ ไม่มี         ข. มีระบบประปาน ้าใชห้รือไม่?           มี/ ไม่มี   
ค. มีไฟฟ้าใชห้รือไม่?           มี/ ไม่มี         ง. มีระบบก าจดัส่ิงปฏิกลูหรือไม่?            มี/ ไม่มี   
จ. มีระบบการระบายน ้าหรือไม่?           มี/ ไม่มี         ฉ. มีระบบจดัเก็บของเสียครัวเรือนหรือไม่?            มี/ ไม่มี   
ช. มีก๊าซหุงตม้ใชห้รือไม่?           มี/ ไม่มี         ซ. มีระบบโทรศพัทเ์ขา้ถึงชุมชนหรือไม่?            มี/ ไม่มี   
2. สถานการณ์ของสาธารณูปโภคเป็นอยา่งไรเม่ือท่านเร่ิมเขา้มาอาศยัท่ีชุมชนทีต่ั้งใหม่นี้ 
ก. มีถนนภายในชุมชนหรือไม่?           มี/ ไม่มี         ข. มีระบบประปาน ้าใชห้รือไม่?           มี/ ไม่มี   
ค. มีไฟฟ้าใชห้รือไม่?           มี/ ไม่มี         ง. มีระบบก าจดัส่ิงปฏิกลูหรือไม่?            มี/ ไม่มี   
จ. มีระบบการระบายน ้าหรือไม่?           มี/ ไม่มี         ฉ. มีระบบจดัเก็บของเสียครัวเรือนหรือไม่?            มี/ ไม่มี   
ช. มีก๊าซหุงตม้ใชห้รือไม่?           มี/ ไม่มี         ซ. มีระบบโทรศพัทเ์ขา้ถึงชุมชนหรือไม่?            มี/ ไม่มี   
3. เม่ือปี พ.ศ. ใด ท่ีท่านเร่ิมมีระบบบริการสาธารณูปโภคดงัต่อไปน้ี 
ก. เร่ิมมีถนนภายในชุมชน พ.ศ.25_______          ข. เร่ิมมีระบบประปาน ้าใช ้พ.ศ.25_______ 
ค. เร่ิมมีไฟฟ้าใช ้พ.ศ.25_______          ง. เร่ิมมีระบบก าจดัส่ิงปฏิกลู พ.ศ.25_______           
จ. เร่ิมมีระบบการระบายน ้า พ.ศ.25_______         ฉ.เร่ิมมีระบบจดัเก็บของเสียครัวเรือน พ.ศ.25_______           
ช. เร่ิม มีก๊าซหุงตม้ใช ้พ.ศ.25_______          ซ. เร่ิมมีระบบโทรศพัทเ์ขา้ถึงชุมชน พ.ศ.25_______           
4. ท่านไดรั้บระบบสาธารณูปโภคพ้ืนฐานไดอ้ยา่งไร เช่น น ้ า ไฟฟ้า ระบบโทรศพัท ์ถนน ระบบการระบายน ้า ระบบ
การจดัการน ้าเสียครัวเรือน ก๊าซหุงตม้  (โปรดอธิบาย) 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
5. ค่าใชจ่้ายในการเช่ือมต่อระบบสาธารณูปโภคบา้นของท่าน ใชง้บประมาณเท่าใด?_____________________บาท 
ราคาค่าก่อสร้างบา้นของท่านเท่าใด?_____________________บาท 
6. ท่านคิดว่าระบบสาธารณูปโภคในปัจจุบนัเพียงพอต่อการอยูอ่าศยัระยะยาวหรือยงั? อยา่งไร? 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

ส่วนที ่10 วสัดุทีใ่ช้ก่อสร้างบ้าน และวสัดุทีใ่ช้ในการต่อเตมิบ้าน 

1. วสัดุท่ีใชส้ร้างบา้นทั้งหมดหาไดง่้ายหรือไม่              ใช่/ ไม่ใช่   
2. วสัดุประเภทใดท่ีท่านอยากใชใ้นแง่ของราคา 
ก. วสัดุราคาสูง           ข. วสัดุราคาปานกลาง           ค. วสัดุราคาถูก      ง. วสัดุราคาถูกแพงคละๆกนั     จ. วสัดุใช้
แลว้/ วสัดุมือสอง 
3. ราคาวสัดุก่อสร้างบา้นของท่านเป็นอยา่งไร? 
ก. ราคาสมเหตุสมผล           ข. ราคาสูง           ค. ราคาสูงมาก       
4. วสัดุก่อสร้างใดท่ีราคาแพงข้ึนเม่ือเร็วๆน้ี? _______________________________ท าไม?____________________ 
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5. ใครเป็นคนจดัซ้ือวสัดุก่อสร้างส าหรับบา้นของท่าน 
ก. เจา้ของบา้น           ข. บริษทัรับเหมาก่อสร้าง           ค. อ่ืนๆโปรดระบุ__________________________________ 
6. วิธีการก่อสร้าง และวสัดุก่อสร้างเหมาะสมต่อสภาพทอ้งถ่ิน และดินฟ้าอากาศ ภยัธรรมชาติหรือไม่? 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
7. วิธีการก่อสร้าง และวสัดุก่อสร้างเหมาะสมต่อการซ่อมแซมบา้นและการต่อเติมหรือไม่? 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
8. ขอ้เสนอแนะควรปรับปรุงดา้นใดบา้ง 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
ส่วนที ่11 แรงงานในการก่อสร้าง    

1. แรงงานในการก่อสร้างประเภทใดท่ีท่านตอ้งการระหว่างกระบวนการก่อสร้างบา้นของท่าน (สามารถเลือกได้
มากกว่าหน่ึงขอ้) 
ก. ช่างปนู           ข. ช่างส่องกลอ้งส ารวจ           ค. ช่างไฟฟ้า      ง. ช่างประปา     จ. ช่างเหล็ก   ฉ. ช่างไม ้           
ช. ช่างติดตั้งแก๊ส      ซ. ช่างท าเหล็กดดั     ฌ. ช่างทาสี  ญ. ช่างอ่ืนๆโปรดระบุ_____________ 
2. ช่างประเภทต่างๆขาดแคลนหรือไม่              ใช่/ ไม่ใช่   
3. ใครเป็นคนจา้งช่างประเภทต่างๆมาสร้างบา้นของท่าน? 
ก. เจา้ของบา้นเอง           ข. ผูรั้บเหมาก่อสร้าง           ค. พอช.      ง. อ่ืนๆโปรดระบุ_____________ 
4. ใครเป็นคนจ่ายค่าจา้งแรงงาน? 
ก. เจา้ของบา้นเอง           ข. ช าระผา่น พอช.     ค. อ่ืนๆโปรดระบุ_____________       
5. วิธีจ่ายค่าจา้งแรงงานเป็นอยา่งไร? 
ก. จ่ายค่าจา้งเป็นรายวนั           ข. จ่ายค่าจา้งเป็นรายเดือน          ค. จ่ายตามปริมาณงาน      ง. อ่ืนๆโปรดระบุ_______ 
6. ท่านรู้จกัช่างไดอ้ยา่งไร? 
ก. จากเพ่ือนบา้น   ข. จากญาติๆ          ค. ติดต่อดว้ยตวัท่านเอง      ง. อ่ืนๆโปรดระบุ_____________ 
7. ท่านเป็นผูใ้ห้ค  าแนะน าในการก่อสร้างแก่ช่างดว้ยหรือไม่? ถา้ไม่ ใครเป็นคนให้แนะน าดา้นการก่อสร้าง? 
____________________________________________________________________________________________  
8. ขอ้เสนอแนะควรปรับปรุงดา้นใดบา้ง 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
ส่วนที ่12 การซื้อวสัดุก่อสร้าง    
1. ใครเป็นคนจดัการซ้ือวสัดุก่อสร้างส าหรับบา้นท่าน 
ก. ตวัท่านเอง           ข. พอช.           ค. อ่ืนๆโปรดระบุ_____________ 
2. วิธีการซ้ือเป็นอยา่งไร? ผอ่นช าระไดห้รือไม่ หรือ ช าระเงินสด? 
____________________________________________________________________________________________   
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3. ในบริเวณใกลเ้คียงท่ีตั้งชุมชน มีร้านคา้วสัดุก่อสร้างก่ีร้าน? 
ก. ร้านคา้ อิฐ หิน ปนู ทราย ซีเมนต์_______ร้าน           ข. ร้านคา้เหล็ก_________ร้าน          ค. ร้าน
เคร่ืองใชไ้ฟฟ้า________ร้าน     ง. ร้านขายวสัดุประปา ________ร้าน         ค. ร้านขายสี ________ร้าน     ง. ร้าน
ขายไม ้________ร้าน    จ. ร้านขายประตูหนา้ต่าง ________ร้าน       ฉ. ร้านคา้วสัดุอ่ืนๆโปรดระบุ_________ร้าน 
4. ขอ้เสนอแนะควรปรับปรุงดา้นใดบา้ง 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
ส่วนที ่13 กระบวนการก่อสร้าง 

1. ท่านเร่ิมอยูอ่าศยัท่ีจงัหวดัขอนแก่นตั้งแต่ พ.ศ.2_________เป็นระยะเวลาทั้งส้ิน_________ปี    
2. แบบก่อสร้างต่างๆมีรายละเอียดเพียงพอหรือไม่ อยา่งไร?____________________________________________ 
3. มีการก าหนดระยะเวลาโครงการว่าตอ้งแลว้เสร็จนานเท่าใดหรือไม่ตอนท่ีสร้าง? บา้นแต่ละหลงัตอ้งสร้างเสร็จ
ภายในก่ีวนั/ เดือน?____________________________________________________________________________   
4. ท่านมีหลกัเกณฑใ์นการเลือกผูรั้บเหมาก่อสร้างอยา่งไร (โปรดเลือกขอ้ท่ีเหมาะสม)? 
ก. ความถนดัของผูรั้บเหมา           ข. ประสบการณ์ของผูรั้บเหมา          ค. รู้จกัว่าผูรั้บเหมามีช่ือเสียง     ง. พอช. ช่วย
เลือกให ้      จ. อ่ืนๆโปรดระบุ_________ 
5. กรรมวิธีการก่อสร้างเป็นอยา่งไร (โปรดเลือกขอ้ท่ีเหมาะสม)? 
ก. สมยัใหม่ทนัสมยั ใชเ้ทคโนโลยสูีง           ข. ใชช่้างทอ้งถ่ินเป็นหลกั          ค. ผสมผสานทั้งขอ้ ก. และ ข.    ง.อ่ืนๆ
โปรดระบุ_________ 
6. ท่านเก็บ วางวสัดุก่อสร้างไวท่ี้ไหน ระหว่างการก่อสร้าง (โปรดเลือกขอ้ท่ีเหมาะสม)? 
ก. ถนนขา้งเคียง           ข. พ้ืนท่ีขา้งเคียง          ค. ภายในพ้ืนท่ีชุมชนส่วนกลาง    ง. อ่ืนๆโปรดระบุ_________ 
7. ท่านมีท่ีพกัชัว่คราวส าหรับท่าน ขณะก าลงัสร้างบา้นใหม่ยงัไม่แลว้เสร็จหรือไม่?             ใช่/ ไม่ใช่   
8. มีการจดัเตรียมท่ีพกัชัว่คราวส าหรับแรงงานก่อสร้างหรือไม่?              ใช่/ ไม่ใช่   
9. ท่านมีการจดัการใชน้ ้ าและไฟฟ้าระหว่างการก่อสร้างบา้นของท่านอยา่งไร (โปรดเลือกขอ้ท่ีเหมาะสม)? 
ก. ช่วยตวัเอง           ข. ไดรั้บความช่วยเหลือจากเพ่ือนบา้น          ง. อ่ืนๆโปรดระบุ_________ 
10. ปัญหาท่ีท่านพบระหว่างการก่อสร้างมีอะไรบา้ง โปรดอธิบาย? 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
11. บา้นท่ีสร้างแลว้เสร็จนั้นถูกใจท่านหรือไม่ อยา่งไร โปรดอธิบาย? 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
12. ขอ้เสนอแนะ เก่ียวกบักระบวนการก่อสร้าง หรือส่ิงท่ีอยากได?้ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

 
*** ขอขอบพระคุณท่านทีไ่ด้สละเวลาให้ความอนุเคราะห์ใน *** 

การตอบแบบสอบถามในคร้ังนี้ 
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แบบสอบถาม 
 

ส่วนที ่1 ศึกษาการใช้พืน้ทีท่ีบ้่านในการช่วยสร้างรายได้ ไม่ว่าจะเป็นค้าขายทีบ้่าน หรือเตรียมของทีบ้่าน แล้วน าไปขายข้างนอก  

1. เจ้าของบ้านช่ือ________________________  อาย_ุ____ปี   เพศ______  อาชีพ______________________  

2. ช่ือผู้กรอกแบบสอบถาม________________________  อาย_ุ____ปี   เพศ______  อาชีพ______________________ 

3. ช่ือผู้ใช้งานพืน้ทีส่ร้างรายได้ท่ีบา้นท่าน________________________  อาย_ุ________ปี  เพศ________  อาชีพ______________________  

4. จ านวนสมาชิกในครอบครัว_________________คน 

5. ท่านมกีารใช้พ้ืนท่ีท่ีบา้นท่านช่วยในการหารายไดห้รือไม่ อยา่งไร   กก. ม ี  ขข. ไม่มี  ถ้ามใีช้เป็นพืน้ที ่__ ก.ขายของช า   ข. เตรียมกบัขา้ว
ไปขายนอกบา้น   ค. ซ่อมอุปกรณ์อิเล็กทรอนิกส์   ง. เป็นท่ีเล้ียงปลา หมา ขายทางอินเตอร์เน็ต   จ. ขายเคร่ืองด่ืม กาแฟ นมสด   ฉ. สับเน้ือ หุง
ขา้ว ทอดไก่ ซกัลา้ง เตรียมไปขายนอกบา้น  ช. อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________ 

6. ท่านมีความสนใจทีจ่ะจัดให้มพ้ืีนท่ีช่วยสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้นท่านหรือไม่ อยา่งไร กก. มคีวามสนใจอยากได้  ขข. ไม่มคีวามสนใจ  เพื่อเป็น

พืน้ที_่_ ก. ขายของช า   ข. เตรียมกบัขา้วไปขายนอกบา้น   ค. ซ่อมอุปกรณ์อิเล็กทรอนิกส์   ง. เป็นท่ีเล้ียงปลา หมา ขายทางอินเตอร์เน็ต   จ.ขาย
เคร่ืองด่ืม กาแฟ นมสด   ฉ. สับเน้ือ หุงขา้ว ทอดไก่ ซกัลา้ง เตรียมไปขายนอกบา้น  ช. อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________ 

7. ท่านพอใจกบัพืน้ทีช่่วยสร้างรายได้ท่ีบา้นหรือไม่ อยา่งไร กก. พอใจ  ขข. ไม่พอใจ  __ก. พ้ืนท่ีขนาดเพียงพอต่อการสร้างรายได ้  ข. พ้ืนท่ี
มีขนาดเล็กเกินไป อยากไดพ้ื้นท่ีเพ่ิม   ค. พ้ืนท่ีโล่งเกินไป อยากไดผ้นงักั้นความเป็นสัดส่วน  ง. อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________ 

8. พ้ืนท่ีช่วยสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้นท่าน ช่วยให้ชีวิตท่านดีข้ึนหรือไม่ อยา่งไร กก. ดีขึน้  ขข. ไม่ดีขึน้  __ ก. แต่ก่อนมีแค่มอเตอร์ไซต ์ปัจจุบนัมี
รถยนต_์___คนั   ข. หารายไดไ้ดม้ากข้ึน    ค. สะดวกในการใชชี้วิตประจ าวนั    ง. ประหยดัเวลาในการเตรียมของไปขายนอกบา้น    จ. มีพ้ืนท่ี
ท่ีบา้นช่วยในการหาเงิน ไม่ตอ้งออกไปท างานนอกบา้น เช่น เปิดร้านขายของช า    ฉ. อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________ 

9. ท่านใช้พืน้ที่หารายได้หารายได้ได้วนัละเท่าไร  ก. 100-200บาทต่อวนั   ข. 201-300บาทต่อวนั      ค. 301-400บาทต่อวนั     ง. 401-500บาทต่อ

วนั   จ. 501-600บาทต่อวนั   ฉ. 601-700บาทต่อวนั   ช. 701-800บาทต่อวนั   ซ. 801-900บาทต่อวนั   ฌ. 901-1,000บาทต่อวนั   ญ. มากกว่า 
1,000 บาทต่อวนั   ฎ.อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________บาทต่อวนั 

10. การมีพ้ืนท่ีช่วยสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้นท่าน ส่งผลกระทบต่อสไตลก์ารใชชี้วิตประจ าวนัของท่านอยา่งไร  

ก. สามารถก าหนดตารางเวลาการท างานเองได ้ไม่ตอ้งรีบเร่ง    ข. บา้นส าคญัต่อการใชชี้วิตและการหารายไดอ้ยา่งมาก   ค. สามารถมีเวลาอยูก่บั
ลูก ดูแลลกูไดม้ากข้ึน   ง. มีความสุขกบัพ้ืนท่ีช่วยหารายไดท่ี้บา้นมาก   จ. อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________ 

11. ท่านใชพ้ื้นท่ีช่วยสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้น ท ากิจกรรมส่งเสริมการหารายไดอ้ะไรบา้ง  

ก. ขายของช า    ข. เตรียมกบัขา้วไปขายนอกบา้น   ค. ซ่อมอุปกรณ์อิเล็กทรอนิกส์      ง. เป็นท่ีเล้ียงปลา หมา ขายทางอินเตอร์เน็ต    จ. ขาย
เคร่ืองด่ืม กาแฟ นมสด   ฉ. สับเน้ือ หุงขา้ว ทอดไก่ ซกัลา้ง เตรียมไปขายนอกบา้น  ช.อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________ 

12. ท่านใชพ้ื้นท่ีช่วยสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้น ท ากิจกรรมส่งเสริมการหารายไดร้ะยะเวลาใดบ้าง กีโ่มงถึงกีโ่มง (*โปรดระบุรายละเอยีด) เช่น 5:00-8:00น. 

เตรียมอาหารไปขายนอกบา้นรอบเชา้  11:00-14:00น. เตรียมอาหารไปขายนอกบา้นรอบบ่าย 

ก. 24:00-1:00 ใช(้    )______________________________________   ข. 1:00-2:00 ใช(้    )_______________________________________                                                    

ค. 2:00-3:00 ใช(้    )_______________________________________   ง. 3:00-4:00 ใช(้    )______________________________________           

จ. 4:00-5:00 ใช(้    )_______________________________________   ฉ. 5:00-6:00 ใช(้    )_______________________________________   

ช. 6:00-7:00 ใช(้    )_______________________________________   ซ. 7:00-8:00 ใช(้    )_______________________________________   

ฌ. 8:00-9:00 ใช(้    )_______________________________________  ญ. 9:00-10:00 ใช(้    )____________________________________   

ฎ.10:00-11:00 ใช(้    )______________________________________  ฏ. 11:00-12:00 ใช(้    )____________________________________                                                    

ฐ. 12:00-13:00 ใช(้    )_______________________________________ฑ. 13:00-14:00 ใช(้    )___________________________________           

ฒ. 14:00-15:00 ใช(้    )______________________________________ ณ. 15:00-16:00 ใช(้    )___________________________________   

แบบสอบถามชุดน้ีจดัท าข้ึนเพ่ือใชป้ระกอบการวิจยั ผูว้ิจยัขอความอนุเคราะห์ในการตอบแบบสอบถาม ซ่ึงขอ้มลู
เหล่าน้ีน าไปใชเ้พ่ือศึกษาชุมชนตวัอยา่งในการจดัการชุมชน จึงขอขอบพระคุณท่านล่วงหนา้มา ณ โอกาสน้ี  

บ้านเลขที่_________ 

หน้าที่1 
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ด. 16:00-17:00 ใช(้    )_______________________________________   ต. 17:00-18:00 ใช(้    )___________________________________   

ถ. 18:00-19:00 ใช(้    )________________________________________ ท.19:00-20:00 ใช(้    )__________________________________ 

ธ. 20:00-21:00 ใช(้    )_______________________________________   น. 21:00-22:00 ใช(้    )___________________________________   

บ. 22:00-23:00 ใช(้    )_______________________________________   ป. 23:00-24:00 ใช(้    )___________________________________    

13. ท่านมีการปรับเปลีย่นการการจัดพืน้ทีใ่ชพ้ื้นท่ีช่วยสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้น ท ากิจกรรมส่งเสริมการหารายไดอ้ย่างไรบ้าง (*โปรดระบุรายละเอยีด) เช่น 

5:00-8:00น. ปผูา้ยาง เส่ือเพ่ือเตรียมอาหารไปขายนอกบา้นรอบเชา้ 11:00-12:00น. เก็บผา้ยางปฟูกูนอนพกัผอ่นแทน 12:00-14:00น. ปผูา้ยาง เส่ือ

เพ่ือเตรียมอาหารไปขายนอกบา้นรอบบ่าย 

ก. 24:00-1:00 ใช(้    )______________________________________   ข. 1:00-2:00 ใช(้    )_______________________________________                                                    

ค. 2:00-3:00 ใช(้    )_______________________________________   ง. 3:00-4:00 ใช(้    )______________________________________           

จ. 4:00-5:00 ใช(้    )_______________________________________   ฉ. 5:00-6:00 ใช(้    )_______________________________________   

ช. 6:00-7:00 ใช(้    )_______________________________________   ซ. 7:00-8:00 ใช(้    )_______________________________________   

ฌ. 8:00-9:00 ใช(้    )_______________________________________ ญ. 9:00-10:00 ใช(้    )____________________________________   

ฎ.10:00-11:00 ใช(้    )______________________________________  ฏ. 11:00-12:00 ใช(้    )____________________________________                                                    

ฐ. 12:00-13:00 ใช(้    )______________________________________ ฑ. 13:00-14:00 ใช(้    )___________________________________           

ฒ. 14:00-15:00 ใช(้    )______________________________________ณ. 15:00-16:00 ใช(้    )___________________________________   

ด. 16:00-17:00 ใช(้    )_______________________________________ต. 17:00-18:00 ใช(้    )___________________________________   

ถ. 18:00-19:00 ใช(้    )_______________________________________ท.19:00-20:00 ใช(้    )__________________________________ 

ธ. 20:00-21:00 ใช(้    )_______________________________________น. 21:00-22:00 ใช(้    )___________________________________   

บ. 22:00-23:00 ใช(้    )_______________________________________ป. 23:00-24:00 ใช(้    )___________________________________    

14.อะไรเป็นอุปสรรคต่อการได้มาซ่ึงพ้ืนท่ีช่วยสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้น 

ก. ขาดแคลนดา้นการเงิน       ข. ขาดความรู้ในการประกอบอาชีพ       ค. อาชีพท่ีท าอยูไ่ม่จ  าเป็นตอ้งใชพ้ื้นท่ีสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้น *โปรด

ระบุอาชีพ________________              ง. พ้ืนท่ีท่ีบา้นมีขนาดเล็กเกินไปในการจดัพ้ืนท่ี               จ. ตอ้งมีการขออนุญาตกบัสหกรณ์ก่อน                                               
ฉ. อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________ 

15. อุปสรรคในการประกอบอาชีพโดยใชพ้ื้นท่ีในบา้นมีอะไรบา้ง เช่น ขนาดพ้ืนท่ีบา้นเล็กไป, การเงินขาดแคลน  

ก. ขนาดพ้ืนท่ีบา้นเล็กไป                ข. ขาดแคลนดา้นการเงิน                ค. ขาดแคลนอุปกรณ์ในการประกอบอาชีพนั้นๆ เช่น ขาดเตาแก๊สหุงตม้ 
หมอ้ขนาดใหญ่ เพ่ือเตรียมอาหารไปขายนอกบา้น             ง. อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________ 

16. ท่านมีอาชีพเสริมอะไรบา้งนอกจากการหารายไดโ้ดยใชพ้ื้นท่ีช่วยสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้น เช่น ท างานนอกเวลา (พาร์ททาม) ร้านอาหาร ท างานเป็น

แม่บา้นขา้งนอกชุมชน 

ก. ท  างานนอกเวลา (พาร์ททาม)ร้านอาหาร          ข. ท  างานเป็นแม่บา้นขา้งนอกชุมชน         ค. ท  างานเป็นพ่ีเล้ียงเด็กนอกบา้น                       
ง. รับจา้งทัว่ไป         จ. รับจา้งท าอาหารเหมาไปขายงานเทศกาลวนัส าคญั            ฉ. อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________ 

17. ท่านมีการกูเ้งินมาลงทุนเป็นอยา่งไรบา้ง 

กก. ม ี  ขข. ไม่มี  ถ้ามบ่ีอยแค่ไหน __ ก. 1 คร้ังต่อเดือน     ข. 1 คร้ังปี      ค. 2 คร้ังปี      ง. อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________ 

18. ท่านมีการกูเ้งินมาลงทุนกบัใคร จากท่ีไหน แหล่งใด 

ก. กูก้บัสหกรณ์ชุมชน     ข. กูน้อกระบบ     ค. กูก้บัเพ่ือนฝงูคนรู้จกั    ง. กูก้บัญาติพ่ีนอ้ง    จ. กูก้บัธนาคาร ธกส.    ฉ. กูก้บัธนาคารออมสิน     

ช. กูก้บัธนาคารของรัฐ         ซ.อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________   

19. ท่านมีการกูเ้งินมาลงทุนมาท าอะไรบา้ง 

ก. เตรียมซ้ือสินคา้มาขายท่ีร้านขายของช า     ข. ซ้ือวตัถุดิบเพ่ือเตรียมอาหารออกไปขายนอกบา้น    ค.ซ้ือเคร่ืองมืออุปกรณ์ในการประกอบอาชีพ
ดว้ยพ้ืนท่ีช่วยสร้างรายได ้        ง. ซ้ือมอเตอร์ไซตเ์พ่ือการขนส่ง        จ. ซ้ือรถกระบะเพ่ือขนของไปขาย       ฉ. ซ้ือรถเข็นเพ่ือใส่ของออกไปขาย      
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ช. เพ่ือค่าเทอม การศึกษาบุตร         ซ. เพ่ือค่าชุดนกัเรียนลูก          ฌ. ซ้ือเคร่ืองครัวเพ่ิม         ญ. อ่ืนๆ (        )_____________________   

20. ระยะเวลาในการกูเ้งินสัญญาก่ีปี ดอกเบ้ียเป็นอยา่งไรก่ีเปอร์เซ็นต ์

ก. ดอกเบ้ียร้อยละ 4 ต่อปี           ข. ดอกเบ้ียร้อยละ 6 ต่อปี           ค. ดอกเบ้ียร้อยละ 8 ต่อปี           ง. ดอกเบ้ียร้อยละ 10 ต่อปี          
จ. ดอกเบ้ียร้อยละ 12 ต่อปี           ฉ. อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________  

21. ท่านมีการกูเ้งินมาลงทุนบ่อยแค่ไหน ก่ีคร้ังต่อปี 

ก. 1 คร้ังต่อเดือน                 ข. 1 คร้ังปี                  ค. 2 คร้ังปี                  ง.อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________  

22. ท่านมีรายไดจ้ากการใชพ้ื้นท่ีหารายไดท่ี้บา้นท่าน รายไดเ้ฉล่ียของท่านก่ีบาทต่อวนั ก่ีบาทต่อเดือน 

ก. 1,000-2,000บาทต่อเดือน            ข. 2,001-3,000บาทต่อเดือน               ค. 3,001-4,000บาทต่อเดือน             ง. 4,001-5,000บาทต่อเดือน         
จ. 5,001-6,000บาทต่อเดือน                ฉ. 6,001-7,000บาทต่อเดือน              ช. 7,001-8,000บาทต่อเดือน            ซ. 8,001-9,000บาทต่อเดือน      

ฌ. 9,001-10,000บาทต่อเดือน            ญ. 10,001-12,000 บาทต่อเดือน         ฎ. 12,001-15,000 บาทต่อเดือน  ฏ. 15,001-20,000 บาทต่อเดือน     

ฐ. 20,001-30,000 บาทต่อเดือน    ฑ. มากกว่า 30,001บาทต่อเดือน      ฒ.อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________บาทต่อวนั   

23. ใครใชพ้ื้นท่ีสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้นท่านบา้ง ใครใชม้ากท่ีสุด ช่วงเวลาใด โปรดระบุ 

ก. พ่อ ใชเ้วลา________น.-_________น.    ข. แม่  ใชเ้วลา________น.-_________น.    ค. ลูกชาย  ใชเ้วลา________น.-_________น.     

ง. ลูกสาว ใชเ้วลา________น.-_________น.    จ. คุณปู่ / ตา ใชเ้วลา________น.-_________น.                                                                  

ฉ. คุณยาย/     ใชเ้วลา__________________น.-_________น.      ช. อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________     

24. ท่านตอ้งการอุปกรณ์ ขา้วของเคร่ืองใชใ้นการหารายไดอ้ะไรเพ่ิมไหม 

ก. ต้องการ  ข. ไม่ต้องการ  ถ้าต้องการ *อะไรโปรดระบุ ________________________________________________ 

25. ใจจริงท่านอยากไดบ้า้นเด่ียวแยกเป็นหลงั หรือบา้นแถว บา้นประเภทใดเหมาะแก่การสร้างรายไดก้บัท่านมากกว่ากนั 

ก. บา้นเด่ียวชั้นเดียว         ข. บา้นเด่ียว 2ชั้น       ค. บา้นแฝดชั้นเดียว         ง. บา้นแฝด 2ชั้น       จ. บา้นแถวชั้นเดียว         ฉ. บา้นแถว 2ชั้น                        
ช. อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________ เหตุผลเพราะอะไร_______________________________________________________    

26. เร่ืองการขออนุญาต กฎต่างๆในการใชบ้า้นเป็นท่ีประกอบอาชีพเป็นอยา่งไรบา้ง ตอ้งมีการขออนุญาตก่อนไหม ขอกบัใคร 

กก. ต้องขอ  ขข. ไม่ต้องขอ  ขอกบัใคร __ ก. หัวหนา้ชุมชน         ข. คณะกรรมการชุมชน         ค. สหกรณ์ชุมชน          ง. เทศบาล         
จ. พอช.       ฉ. อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________   

27. เร่ืองกฎหมาย ขอ้บงัคบัเก่ียวกบับา้นท่าน ท่านคิดว่าควรจะปรับปรุงแกไ้ขอยา่งไรบา้ง เร่ืองใดท่ีอยากไดเ้พ่ิมท่ีคิดว่าปัจจุบนัยงัไม่ดีพอ 

ก. ลดหยอ่นผอ่นผนัลงให้สร้างพ้ืนท่ีไดม้ากข้ึน      ข. ลดระยะร่นรอบนอกบา้นให้นอ้ยลง      ค. อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________ 

28. ระยะเวลาส่งผลต่อการใชพ้ื้นท่ีหรือไม่ เช่นการจดัพ้ืนท่ีขา้วของเคร่ืองใช ้  ก. มผีล  ข. ไม่มผีล  

       ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

29. ความถนดั ทกัษะส่งผลต่อการเลือกอาชีพท่ีท่านท าในพ้ืนท่ีสร้างรายไดห้รือไม่   ก. มผีล  ข. ไม่มผีล  

       ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

30. เร่ืองเพศมีผลต่อการประกอบอาชีพในพ้ืนท่ีสร้างรายได ้หรือไม่ เช่น อาชีพท าอาหารขาย ท าไดแ้ต่เพศหญิงเท่านั้น   ก. มผีล  ข. ไม่มผีล  

       ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

31. ระดบัการศึกษาจ าเป็นมากไหมในการประกอบอาชีพโดยใชพ้ื้นท่ีสร้างรายได ้เช่น ตอ้งการการศึกษาสูง   ก. จ าเป็น  ข. ไม่จ าเป็น  

       ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

32. เร่ืองการขนส่งจ าเป็นไหม ในการขนของออกไปขายนอกบา้น   กก. จ าเป็น  ขข. ไม่จ าเป็น  ปัจจุบนัท่านใชย้านพาหนะอะไร         

ก. รถเข็นแรงคน         ข. รถเข็นติดจกัรยาน         ค. รถมอเตอร์ไซต ์      ง. รถมอเตอร์ไซตมี์พ่วงขา้ง        จ. รถกระบะ        ฉ. รถเก๋ง             

ช. รถตุ๊กตุ๊ก        ซ. รถโดยสารประจ าทาง    ฌ. รถสามลอ้ซาเลง้    ญ. รถสามลอ้ถีบ     ฎ. อ่ืนๆ (        )___________________ 
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แบบสอบถาม การศึกษาโครงการบ้านมั่นคง ชุมชนตะวันใหม่ อ าเภอเมืองจังหวัดขอนแก่น 
 

ส่วนที ่2 ศึกษาประเด็นเกีย่วกบัการใช้พืน้ทีท่ีบ้่านช่วยสร้างหรือส่งเสริมการสร้างรายได้ เช่น ใช้บ้านท่านเปิดร้านขายของ หรือใช้บ้านเตรียม
อาหารแล้วน าไปขายนอกบ้าน 

ค าช้ีแจง โปรดท าเคร่ืองหมาย       ลงในช่องว่างหน้าค าตอบแต่ละข้อทีต่รงตามความเห็นท่านเพียงค าตอบเดียว 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

บ้านเลขที่_________ 
หน้าที่4/9 

มากที่สุด (5) มาก (4) ปานกลาง (3) น้อย (2) น้อยที่สุด (1) ไม่ต้องการ/ไม่ใช้ (0)

1.ทา่นตอ้งการพ้ืนท่ีสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้นทา่นหรือไม่

2.ทา่นมีความสนใจในพ้ืนท่ีสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้นหรือไม่

3.ท่านมีพ้ืนท่ีสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้นท่านหรือไม่ เช่น ท่ีขายของ, ท่ีเตรียมอาหารเพ่ือออกไปขายนอกบา้น

4.พอใจกบัพ้ืนท่ีหารายไดท่ี้บา้นแค่ไหน

5.พ้ืนท่ีสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้นทา่นสร้างประโยชน ์ช่วยทา่นหาเงินไดห้รือไม่

6.อ่ืนๆ (*โปรดระบุ)

1.ใชพ้ื้นท่ีชั้นล่าง (ชั้นหน่ึง) ในการหารายได้

2.ใชพ้ื้นท่ีชั้นบน (ชั้นสอง) ในการหารายได้

3.ใชพ้ื้นท่ีชั้นล่าง (ชั้นหน่ึง) ภายในบา้นในการหารายได้

4.ใชพ้ื้นท่ีชั้นล่าง (ชั้นหน่ึง) หนา้บา้นในการหารายได้

5.ใชพ้ื้นท่ีชั้นล่าง (ชั้นหน่ึง) หลงับา้นในการหารายได้

6.ทา่นประกอบอาชีพ ท างานหารายไดท่ี้บา้น

7.อ่ืนๆ (*โปรดระบุ)

1.หากท่านตอ้งการประกอบอาชีพโดยใชพ้ื้นท่ีสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้น ท่านตอ้งขออนุญาตก่อนหรือไม่

2.ขออนุญาตกบักรรมการชุมชน

3.ขออนุญาตกบัสหกรณ์ชุมชน

4.ขออนุญาตกบัเทศบาล

5.ทา่นประสบปัญหาในการขออนุญาตใชพ้ื้นท่ีในบา้นประกอบอาชีพหรือไม่

6.ทา่นตอ้งการเปล่ียนแปลงกฏหมายเก่ียวกบัการสร้างบา้นหรือไม ่เช่น ไดพ้ื้นท่ีมากข้ึน ลดระยะร่นถอยให้นอ้ยลง

7.อ่ืนๆ (*โปรดระบุ)

1.ทา่นเตรียมของขายท่ีบา้น แต่ออกไปขายขา้งนอกบา้น ชุมชน

2.ทา่นท างานหาเงินนอกบา้น ไม่ไดใ้ชพ้ื้นท่ีท่ีบา้นหารายไดเ้ลย

3.ทา่นมีอาชีพเสริมหรือไม่

4.อ่ืนๆ (*โปรดระบุ)

1.ทา่นมีอุปสรรคในการใชพ้ื้นท่ีท่ีบา้นหารายไดห้รือไม่

2.ขนาดของพ้ืนท่ีหารายไดท่ี้บา้นเล็กเกินไปไหม

3.ตอ้งการขนาดพ้ืนท่ีหารายไดท่ี้บา้นเพ่ิมไหม

4.อ่ืนๆ (*โปรดระบุ)

3)การขออนุญาตใช้พืน้ทีบ้่านในการช่วยสร้างรายได้

ประเดน็ค าถามเกีย่วกบัพืน้ทีส่ร้างรายได้ทีบ้่าน
ระดบัการประเมนิ

1)ความส าคญัของพืน้ทีช่่วยสร้างรายได้ทีบ้่าน

2)ต าแหน่งของพืน้ทีช่่วยสร้างรายได้ทีบ้่าน

4)ลกัษณะการใช้พืน้ทีบ้่านช่วยสร้างรายได้

5)อุปสรรคในการใช้พืน้ทีท่ีบ้่านช่วยสร้างรายได้
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1.อยากมีการต่อเติมบา้นไหม

2.อยากมีการต่อเติมบา้นเพ่ือการหารายไดไ้หม

3.อยากมีการตกแต่งบา้นไหม

4.อยากมีการตกแต่งบา้นเพ่ือการหารายไดไ้หม

5.ทา่นมีการจดัพ้ืนท่ีบา้นเพ่ือการหารายไดไ้หม

6.ทา่นมีการต่อเติมบา้นของทา่นหรือไม่

7.ทา่นมีการต่อเติมบา้นของทา่นเพ่ือการหารายไดห้รือไม่

8.ทา่นมีการตกแต่งบา้นของทา่นหรือไม่

9.ทา่นมีการตกแต่งบา้นของทา่นเพ่ือการหารายไดห้รือไม่

10.อ่ืนๆ (*โปรดระบุ)

1.ท่านตอ้งการทกัษะหรือความรู้เสริมในการประกอบอาชีพโดยใชพ้ื้นท่ีสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้นแค่ไหน

2.ทา่นตอ้งการเงินลงทนุในการประกอบอาชีพโดยใชพ้ื้นท่ีสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้นแค่ไหน

3.ทา่นขาดแคลนทนุทรัพยใ์นการประกอบอาชีพโดยใชพ้ื้นท่ีสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้นแค่ไหน

4.ทา่นกูเ้งินมาลงทนุประกอบอาชีพ

5.ทา่นกูเ้งินมาลงทนุต่อเติม ซ่อมแซมบา้น

6.กูเ้งินกบัสหกรณ์ชุมชน

7.กูเ้งินกบัญาติพ่ีนอ้ง

8.กูเ้งินกบัเพ่ือนบา้น คนรู้จกั

9.กูเ้งินกบัธนาคารนอกชุมชน

10.กูเ้งินนอกระบบ

11.ดอกเบ้ียเป็นอยา่งไร สูงไหม

12.กูเ้งินเดือนละคร้ัง

13.กูเ้งินปีละคร้ัง

14.อ่ืนๆ (*โปรดระบุ)

1.พ่อบ้านใชพ่ื้นท่ีสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้น

2.แม่บ้านใชพ้ื้นท่ีสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้น

3.ลูกชายใชพ้ื้นท่ีสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้น

4.ลูกสาวใชพ้ื้นท่ีสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้น

5.ญาติพี่น้องเพศชายใชพ้ื้นท่ีสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้น

6.ญาติพี่น้องเพศหญิงใชพ้ื้นท่ีสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้น

7.คูณตาใชพ่ื้นท่ีสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้น

8.คุณยายใชพ้ื้นท่ีสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้น

9.คูณปู่ใชพ่ื้นท่ีสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้น

10.คุณย่าใชพ้ื้นท่ีสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้น

11.อ่ืนๆ (*โปรดระบุ)

1.พ้ืนท่ีบา้นของทา่นเหมาะกบัการประกอบอาชีพท่ีบา้น หารายไดท่ี้บา้น

2.พ้ืนท่ีบา้นเล็กเกินไปต่อการประกอบอาชีพท่ีบา้น

3.เคร่ืองมืออุปกรณ์ในการประกอบอาชีพของทา่นครบถว้นเพียงพอแค่ไหน

4.ทา่นตอ้งการเคร่ืองมืออุปกรณ์หารายไดเ้พ่ิมไหม

5.อ่ืนๆ (*โปรดระบุ)

6)การจัดพืน้ทีเ่พื่อการสร้างรายได้

7)การจัดการการเงินกบัพืน้ทีส่ร้างรายได้

8)เพศกบัการใช้พืน้ทีส่ร้างรายได้

9)ความต้องการเคร่ืองมอื อุปกรณ์ กบัการประกอบอาชีพในพืน้ทีส่ร้างรายได้

หน้าที่5/9 
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1.ความตอ้งการมอเตอร์ไซต์เพ่ือการประกอบอาชีพนอกบา้น เช่น ขนของไปขาย

2.ความตอ้งการมอเตอร์ไซต์มพ่ีวงข้างเพ่ือการประกอบอาชีพนอกบา้น เช่น ขนของไปขาย

3.ความตอ้งการรถเขน็ขายของเพ่ือการประกอบอาชีพนอกบา้น เช่น ขนของไปขาย

4.ความตอ้งการรถเขน็ขายของติดจักรยานถีบเพ่ือการประกอบอาชีพนอกบา้น เช่น ขนของไปขาย

5.ความตอ้งการรถยนต์เพ่ือการประกอบอาชีพนอกบา้น เช่น ขนของไปขาย

6.มีรถเมยโ์ดยสารสาธารณะผา่นชุมชนมากนอ้ยแค่ไหน

7.อ่ืนๆ (*โปรดระบุ)

1.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้สร้างงานหาเงนิในบา้นช่วง 24:00น.-1:00น. (เที่ยงคนื-ตหีนึ่ง)

2.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้สร้างงานหาเงนิในบา้นช่วง 1:00น.-2:00น. (ตหีนึ่ง-ตสีอง)

3.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้สร้างงานหาเงนิในบา้นช่วง 2:00น.-3:00น. (ตสีอง-ตสีาม)

4.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้สร้างงานหาเงนิในบา้นช่วง 3:00น.-4:00น. (ตสีาม-ตส่ีี)

5.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้สร้างงานหาเงนิในบา้นช่วง 4:00น.-5:00น. (ตส่ีี-ตห้ีา)

6.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้สร้างงานหาเงนิในบา้นช่วง 5:00น.-6:00น. (ตห้ีา-หกโมงเช้า)

7.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้สร้างงานหาเงนิในบา้นช่วง 6:00น.-7:00น. (หกโมงเช้า-เจ็ดโมงเช้า)

8.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้สร้างงานหาเงนิในบา้นช่วง 7:00น.-8:00น. (เจ็ดโมงเช้า-แปดโมงเช้า)

9.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้สร้างงานหาเงนิในบา้นช่วง 8:00น.-9:00น. (แปดโมงเช้า-เก้าโมงเช้า)

10.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้สร้างงานหาเงนิในบา้นช่วง 9:00น.-10:00น. (เก้าโมงเช้า-สิบโมงเช้า)

11.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้สร้างงานหาเงนิในบา้นช่วง 10:00น.-11:00น. (สิบโมงเช้า-สิบเอ็ดโมง)

12.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้สร้างงานหาเงนิในบา้นช่วง 11:00น.-12:00น. (สิบเอ็ดโมง-เที่ยง)

13.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้สร้างงานหาเงนิในบา้นช่วง 12:00น.-13:00น. (เที่ยง-บ่ายโมง)

14.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้สร้างงานหาเงนิในบา้นช่วง 13:00น.-14:00น. (บ่ายโมง-บ่ายสอง)

15.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้สร้างงานหาเงนิในบา้นช่วง 14:00น.-15:00น. (บ่ายสอง-บ่ายสาม)

16.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้สร้างงานหาเงนิในบา้นช่วง 15:00น.-16:00น. (บ่ายสาม-บ่ายส่ี)

17.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้สร้างงานหาเงนิในบา้นช่วง 16:00น.-17:00น. (บ่ายส่ี-บ่ายห้า)

18.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้สร้างงานหาเงนิในบา้นช่วง 17:00น.-18:00น. (บ่ายห้า-หกโมงเย็น)

19.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้สร้างงานหาเงนิในบา้นช่วง 18:00น.-19:00น. (หกโมงเย็น-หนึ่งทุ่ม)

20.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้สร้างงานหาเงนิในบา้นช่วง 19:00น.-20:00น. (หนึ่งทุ่ม-สองทุ่ม)

21.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้สร้างงานหาเงนิในบา้นช่วง 20:00น.-21:00น. (สองทุ่ม-สามทุ่ม)

22.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้สร้างงานหาเงนิในบา้นช่วง 21:00น.-22:00น. (สามทุ่ม-ส่ีทุ่ม)

23.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้สร้างงานหาเงนิในบา้นช่วง 22:00น.-23:00น. (ส่ีทุ่ม-ห้าทุ่ม)

24.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้สร้างงานหาเงนิในบา้นช่วง 23:00น.-24:00น. (ห้าทุ่ม-เที่ยงคนื)

25.อ่ืนๆ (*โปรดระบ)ุ

10)ความต้องการยานพาหนะ ระบบขนส่ง เพื่อการหารายได้

11)ระยะเวลาและการใช้พืน้ทีส่ร้างรายได้ทีบ้่าน

หน้าที่6/9 
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1.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้ท ากิจกรรมอย่างอื่นในบา้นช่วง 24:00น.-1:00น. (เที่ยงคนื-ตหีนึ่ง)

2.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้ท ากิจกรรมอย่างอื่นในบา้นช่วง 1:00น.-2:00น. (ตหีนึ่ง-ตสีอง)

3.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้ท ากิจกรรมอย่างอื่นในบา้นช่วง 2:00น.-3:00น. (ตสีอง-ตสีาม)

4.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้ท ากิจกรรมอย่างอื่นในบา้นช่วง 3:00น.-4:00น. (ตสีาม-ตส่ีี)

5.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้ท ากิจกรรมอย่างอื่นในบา้นช่วง 4:00น.-5:00น. (ตส่ีี-ตห้ีา)

6.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้ท ากิจกรรมอย่างอื่นในบา้นช่วง 5:00น.-6:00น. (ตห้ีา-หกโมงเช้า)

7.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้ท ากิจกรรมอย่างอื่นในบา้นช่วง 6:00น.-7:00น. (หกโมงเช้า-เจ็ดโมงเช้า)

8.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้ท ากิจกรรมอย่างอื่นในบา้นช่วง 7:00น.-8:00น. (เจ็ดโมงเช้า-แปดโมงเช้า)

9.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้ท ากิจกรรมอย่างอื่นในบา้นช่วง 8:00น.-9:00น. (แปดโมงเช้า-เก้าโมงเช้า)

10.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้ท ากิจกรรมอย่างอื่นในบา้นช่วง 9:00น.-10:00น. (เก้าโมงเช้า-สิบโมงเช้า)

11.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้ท ากิจกรรมอย่างอื่นในบา้นช่วง 10:00น.-11:00น. (สิบโมงเช้า-สิบเอ็ดโมง)

12.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้ท ากิจกรรมอย่างอื่นในบา้นช่วง 11:00น.-12:00น. (สิบเอ็ดโมง-เที่ยง)

13.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้ท ากิจกรรมอย่างอื่นในบา้นช่วง 12:00น.-13:00น. (เที่ยง-บ่ายโมง)

14.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้ท ากิจกรรมอย่างอื่นในบา้นช่วง 13:00น.-14:00น. (บ่ายโมง-บ่ายสอง)

15.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้ท ากิจกรรมอย่างอื่นในบา้นช่วง 14:00น.-15:00น. (บ่ายสอง-บ่ายสาม)

16.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้ท ากิจกรรมอย่างอื่นในบา้นช่วง 15:00น.-16:00น. (บ่ายสาม-บ่ายส่ี)

17.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้ท ากิจกรรมอย่างอื่นในบา้นช่วง 16:00น.-17:00น. (บ่ายส่ี-บ่ายห้า)

18.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้ท ากิจกรรมอย่างอื่นในบา้นช่วง 17:00น.-18:00น. (บ่ายห้า-หกโมงเย็น)

19.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้ท ากิจกรรมอย่างอื่นในบา้นช่วง 18:00น.-19:00น. (หกโมงเย็น-หนึ่งทุ่ม)

20.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้ท ากิจกรรมอย่างอื่นในบา้นช่วง 19:00น.-20:00น. (หนึ่งทุ่ม-สองทุ่ม)

21.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้ท ากิจกรรมอย่างอื่นในบา้นช่วง 20:00น.-21:00น. (สองทุ่ม-สามทุ่ม)

22.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้ท ากิจกรรมอย่างอื่นในบา้นช่วง 21:00น.-22:00น. (สามทุ่ม-ส่ีทุ่ม)

23.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้ท ากิจกรรมอย่างอื่นในบา้นช่วง 22:00น.-23:00น. (ส่ีทุ่ม-ห้าทุ่ม)

24.ท่านใชพ้ืน้ที่สร้างรายได้ท ากิจกรรมอย่างอื่นในบา้นช่วง 23:00น.-24:00น. (ห้าทุ่ม-เที่ยงคนื)

25.อ่ืนๆ (*โปรดระบ)ุ

1.นอกจากใชบ้า้นของท่านช่วยสร้างรายไดแ้ลว้ ยงัใชพ้ื้นท่ีชั้นล่าง(ชั้นหน่ึง) ใช้เพื่อพักผ่อน นั่งเล่น
2.นอกจากใชบ้า้นของท่านช่วยสร้างรายไดแ้ลว้ ยงัใชพ้ื้นท่ีชั้นล่าง(ชั้นหน่ึง) ใช้เป็นห้องนอน
3.นอกจากใชบ้า้นของท่านช่วยสร้างรายไดแ้ลว้ ยงัใชพ้ื้นท่ีชั้นล่าง(ชั้นหน่ึง) ใช้เป็นที่กินข้าว
4.นอกจากใชบ้า้นของท่านช่วยสร้างรายไดแ้ลว้ ยงัใชพ้ื้นท่ีชั้นล่าง(ชั้นหน่ึง) ใช้เป็นที่ท างาน
5.นอกจากใชบ้า้นของท่านช่วยสร้างรายไดแ้ลว้ ยงัใชพ้ื้นท่ีชั้นล่าง(ชั้นหน่ึง) ใช้เป็นที่อ่านหนังสือ
6.นอกจากใชบ้า้นของท่านช่วยสร้างรายไดแ้ลว้ ยงัใชพ้ื้นท่ีชั้นล่าง(ชั้นหน่ึง) ใช้เป็นที่แต่งตวั
7.นอกจากใชบ้า้นของท่านช่วยสร้างรายไดแ้ลว้ ยงัใชพ้ื้นท่ีชั้นล่าง(ชั้นหน่ึง) ใช้เป็นที่เก็บของ
8.นอกจากใชบ้า้นของท่านช่วยสร้างรายไดแ้ลว้ ยงัใชพ้ื้นท่ีชั้นล่าง(ชั้นหน่ึง) ใช้เป็นที่ประกอบอาหาร
9.นอกจากใชบ้า้นของท่านช่วยสร้างรายไดแ้ลว้ ยงัใชพ้ื้นท่ีชั้นล่าง(ชั้นหน่ึง) ใช้เป็นที่จอดจักรยาน
10.นอกจากใชบ้า้นของท่านช่วยสร้างรายไดแ้ลว้ ยงัใชพ้ื้นท่ีชั้นล่าง(ชั้นหน่ึง) ใช้เป็นที่จอดมอเตอร์ไซต์
11.นอกจากใชบ้า้นของท่านช่วยสร้างรายไดแ้ลว้ ยงัใชพ้ื้นท่ีชั้นล่าง(ชั้นหน่ึง) ใช้เป็นที่รับแขก
12.นอกจากใชบ้า้นของท่านช่วยสร้างรายไดแ้ลว้ ยงัใชพ้ื้นท่ีชั้นล่าง(ชั้นหน่ึง) ใช้เป็นที่พบปะสังสรรค์
13.นอกจากใชบ้า้นของท่านช่วยสร้างรายไดแ้ลว้ ยงัใชพ้ื้นท่ีชั้นล่าง(ชั้นหน่ึง) ใช้เป็นที่จัดงานบุญเทศกาลต่างๆ

14.นอกจากใชบ้า้นของท่านช่วยสร้างรายไดแ้ลว้ ยงัใชพ้ื้นท่ีชั้นล่าง(ชั้นหน่ึง) ใช้เป็นที่ซักผ้า
15.นอกจากใชบ้า้นของท่านช่วยสร้างรายไดแ้ลว้ ยงัใชพ้ื้นท่ีชั้นล่าง(ชั้นหน่ึง) ใช้เป็นที่รีดผ้า
16.นอกจากใชบ้า้นของท่านช่วยสร้างรายไดแ้ลว้ ยงัใชพ้ื้นท่ีชั้นล่าง(ชั้นหน่ึง) ใช้เป็นห้องอาบน า้
17.นอกจากใชบ้า้นของท่านช่วยสร้างรายไดแ้ลว้ ยงัใชพ้ื้นท่ีชั้นล่าง(ชั้นหน่ึง) ใช้เป็นที่ออกก าลังกาย
18.นอกจากใชบ้า้นของท่านช่วยสร้างรายไดแ้ลว้ ยงัใชพ้ื้นท่ีชั้นล่าง(ชั้นหน่ึง) ใช้เป็นที่เลีย้งสัตว์
19.นอกจากใชบ้า้นของท่านช่วยสร้างรายไดแ้ลว้ ยงัใชพ้ื้นท่ีชั้นล่าง(ชั้นหน่ึง) ใช้ท าอื่นๆ (*โปรดระบุ)

12)ระยะเวลาและการใช้พืน้ที่สร้างรายได้ที่บ้านท ากิจกรรมอย่างอื่นนอกจากการหารายได้ เช่น พักผ่อน นั่งเล่น นอนเล่น ดูทีวี อ่านหนังสือ สังสรรค์

13)วัตถุประสงค์อื่นในการใช้พืน้ที่สร้างรายได้ที่บ้าน
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ส่วนที ่3 ข้อเสนอแนะเกีย่วกบัการใช้พืน้ทีท่ีบ้่านช่วยในการสร้างรายได้  

ท่านคิดว่าการใชพ้ื้นท่ีท่ีบา้นท่านช่วยในการสร้างรายไดน้อกจากการอยูอ่าศยั ควรปรับปรุงอย่างไรบ้าง 

1.ความส าคญัของพ้ืนท่ีช่วยสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้น ควรปรับปรุงเพิ่มเตมิด้านใดบ้าง (เช่น พืน้ทีเ่ลก็เกนิไป อยากได้ขนาดใหญ่ขึน้) ? 
ก. พ้ืนท่ีมีขนาดเล็กเกินไป อยากไดท่ี้เพ่ิม      ข. อยากให้กฏหมายลดหยอ่นลง        ค. อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________ 
 
2.ต าแหน่งของพ้ืนท่ีช่วยสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้น มส่ีวนส าคญัไหมในการท างาน ใช้พืน้ทีส่ร้างรายได้ (เช่น พืน้ทีช้ั่นล่าง, พืน้ทีช้ั่นบน, พืน้ทีภ่ายนอกหน้า
บ้าน, พืน้ทีภ่ายในบ้านช้ันล่างส่วนหน้า, พืน้ทีภ่ายในบ้านช้ันหน้าส่วนหลงั, พืน้ทีภ่ายนอกหลงับ้าน ต าแหน่งใดเหมาะสมที่สุดส าหรับท่าน) ? 
ก. พ้ืนท่ีชั้นล่าง              ข. พ้ืนท่ีชั้นบน                ค. พ้ืนท่ีภายนอกหนา้บา้น             ง. พ้ืนท่ีภายในบา้นชั้นล่างส่วนหนา้                                     
จ. พ้ืนท่ีภายในบา้นชั้นล่างส่วนหลงั            ฉ. พ้ืนท่ีภายนอก หลงับา้น           ช. อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________ 
 
3.การขออนุญาตใชพ้ื้นท่ีบา้นในการช่วยสร้างรายได ้ควรปรับปรุงเพิ่มเตมิ แก้ไขด้านใดบ้าง(เช่น อนุญาตให้สร้างพืน้ทีไ่ด้มากขึน้ ลดหย่อนกฏลง) ? 
ก. ความล่าชา้ในการขออนุญาต อยากให้เร็วข้ึน     ข. อยากไดพ้ื้นท่ีมากข้ึนเพ่ือการสร้างรายได ้       ค. อยากไดพ้ื้นท่ีเพ่ิมเผือ่กรณีขยบัขยาย    
ง. อยากให้กฏหมายยดืหยุน่ข้ึน              จ.อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________ 
 
4.ลกัษณะการใชพ้ื้นท่ีบา้นช่วยสร้างรายได ้ควรปรับปรุงเพิ่มเตมิ แก้ไขด้านใดบ้าง (เช่น ชอบเตรียมของทั้งหมดทีบ้่าน หรือเตรียมบางส่วน) ? 
ก. ชอบเตรียมของทั้งหมดท่ีบา้น     ข. เตรียมของบางส่วนท่ีพ้ืนท่ีสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้น และเตรียมบางส่วนท่ีนอกบา้นท่ีท่ีขายของ            
ค. อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________ 
 

5.อุปสรรคในการใชพ้ื้นท่ีท่ีบา้นช่วยสร้างรายได ้มอีะไรบ้าง ควรปรับปรุงเพิ่มเติมแก้ไข ด้านใดบ้าง ?  
ก. พ้ืนท่ีช่วยสร้างรายไดมี้ขนาดเล็กเกินไป อยากไดพ้ื้นท่ีเพ่ิม     ข. ขาดแคลนดา้นเงินลงทุนขยายกิจการ          ค. ขาดแคลนอุปกรณ์ในการ
ประกอบอาชีพนั้นๆ เช่น หมอ้หุงขา้วขนาดใหญ่  หมอ้ขนาดใหญ่  ตูแ้ช่ของ       ง. อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________ 
 

6.การจดัพ้ืนท่ีเพ่ือการสร้างรายได ้ควรปรับปรุงเพิ่มเติมแก้ไขอย่างไรบ้าง (เช่น การจัดเฟอร์นิเจอร์อุปกรณ์ หรือ การต่อเตมิตกแต่ง) ? 
ก. ท่ีจ  ากดัในการซ้ือเฟอร์นิเจอร์เพ่ิมมาจดัวาง จึงตอ้งเลือกเฉพาะท่ีจ าเป็น     ข. ตอ้งการเฟอร์นิเจอร์เพ่ิมในการประกอบอาชีพ เช่น ตูแ้ช่  ตู้
เก็บของ          ค. อยากให้มีแสงสว่างเพ่ิมในพ้ืนท่ีช่วยสร้างรายได ้มืดเกินไป     ง. อยากมีการตกแต่งพ้ืนท่ีสร้างรายไดเ้พ่ิม เช่นปกูระเบ้ือง เพ่ือ
ง่ายต่อการท าความสะอาด   จ. อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________ 
 

7.การจดัการการเงินกบัพ้ืนท่ีสร้างรายได ้ควรปรับปรุงเพิ่มเตมิแก้ไขอย่างไรบ้าง (เช่น อตัราดอกเบีย้เงินกู้, ระยะเวลาส่งเงิน, แหล่งเงินกู้) ? 
ก. อยากไดแ้หล่งเงินกูอ้ตัราดอกเบ้ียต ่า     ข. อยากไดแ้หล่งเงินกูท่ี้สามารถผอ่นช าระระยะยาวได ้        ค. อยากไดแ้หล่งเงินกูอ้ตัราดอกเบ้ีย
ต ่า ผอ่นช าระระยะยาว     ง. อยากให้มีการอบรมให้ความรู้ดา้นการกูเ้งิน   จ. อยากให้มีการอบรมให้ความรู้ดา้นการออมทรัพย ์จะไดล้ดการ
เป็นหน้ี    ฉ. อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________ 
 

8.เพศกบัการใชพ้ื้นท่ีสร้างรายได ้เพศมส่ีวนต่อการใช้พื้นทีส่ร้างรายได้ทีบ้่านหรือไม่ (เช่น เพศใดใช้พืน้ทีส่ร้างรายได้มากกว่ากนั) ? 
ก. เพศชายใชพ้ื้นท่ีมากกว่าเพศหญิง        ข. เพศหญิงใชพ้ื้นท่ีมากกว่าเพศชาย        ค. เพศชายและเพศหญิงใชพ้ื้นท่ีเท่าๆกนั         
ง. เพศไม่มีผลต่อการใชพ้ื้นท่ีสร้างรายได ้ใครก็ใชไ้ด ้      จ. อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________ 
 

9.ความตอ้งการเคร่ืองมือ อุปกรณ์ กบัการประกอบอาชีพในพ้ืนท่ีสร้างรายได ้ควรปรับปรุงเพิ่มเตมิแก้ไขด้านใดบ้าง ต้องการอะไรเพิ่มเตมิบ้าง ? 
ก. ตอ้งการอุปกรณ์ในการประกอบอาชีพเพ่ิม เช่น (        )__________________________________________________________________     
ข. ไม่ตอ้งการอุปกรณ์ใดๆเพ่ิมเติม เพียงพอแลว้       ค. ตอ้งการยานพาหนะในการขนยา้ยของไปขาย เช่น (        )______________________       
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ง. อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________ 
 

10.ความตอ้งการยานพาหนะ ระบบขนส่ง เพ่ือการหารายได ้ควรปรับปรุงเพิ่มเตมิแก้ไขด้านใดบ้าง ต้องการอะไรเพิ่มเติมบ้าง ? 
ก. ตอ้งการรถเข็นแรงคน        ข. ตอ้งการรถเขน็ติดจกัรยาน          ค. ตอ้งการมอเตอร์ไซตมี์พ่วงขา้ง       ง. ตอ้งการรถกระบะ                 
จ. ตอ้งการรถเก๋ง        ฉ. ตอ้งการรถซาเลง้มอเตอร์ไซต ์    ช. ไม่ตอ้งการ มีแลว้     ซ. อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________ 
 

11.ระยะเวลาและการใชพ้ื้นท่ีสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้น ควรปรับปรุงเพิ่มเตมิด้านแก้ไขใดบ้าง ใช้งานเวลาใดบ้าง กีโ่มงถึงกีโ่มง ? 
ก. ชอบท างานในพ้ืนท่ีสร้างรายไดใ้นช่วงเชา้     ข. ชอบท างานในพ้ืนท่ีสร้างรายไดใ้นช่วงบ่าย     ค. ชอบท างานในพ้ืนท่ีสร้างรายได้
ในช่วงกลางคืน    ง. อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________ 
 

12.ระยะเวลาและการใชพ้ื้นท่ีสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้นท ากิจกรรมอยา่งอ่ืนนอกจากการหารายได ้เช่น พกัผอ่น นัง่เล่น นอนเล่น ดูทีวี อ่านหนงัสือ 
สังสรรค ์ควรปรับปรุงเพิ่มเติมแก้ไขด้านใดบ้าง ใช้งานเวลาใดบ้าง กีโ่มงถึงกีโ่มง ? 
ก. ชอบท ากิจกรรมอ่ืนในพ้ืนท่ีสร้างรายไดใ้นช่วงเชา้        ข. ชอบท ากิจกรรมอ่ืนในพ้ืนท่ีสร้างรายไดใ้นช่วงบ่าย                      
ค. ชอบท ากิจกรรมอ่ืนในพ้ืนท่ีสร้างรายไดใ้นช่วงกลางคืน    ง. สามารถท ากิจกรรมสร้างรายไดแ้ละกิจกรรมอ่ืนๆไดใ้นเวลาเดียวกนั                 
จ. อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________ 
 

13.วตัถุประสงคอ่ื์นในการใชพ้ื้นท่ีสร้างรายไดท่ี้บา้นนอกเหนือจากการหารายได ้ท่านใช้พืน้ทีบ้่านท่านท าอะไรบ้าง เช่น น่ังเล่น ดูทวี ีกนิข้าว ? 
ก. นัง่เล่น           ข. นอน              ค. ดูทีวี          ง. ฟังเพลง               จ. ท  างาน        ฉ. สอนการบา้นลูก               
ช. ออกก าลงักาย       ซ. แต่งตวั         ฌ. รีดผา้        ญ. ตากผา้        ฎ. เก็บของ      ฏ. จอดมอเตอร์ไซต ์      
ฐ. จอดจกัรยาน       ฑ. อ่ืนๆ (        )________________________ 
  

 
*** ขอขอบพระคุณท่านทีไ่ด้สละเวลาให้ความอนุเคราะห์ใน *** 

การตอบแบบสอบถามในคร้ังนี้ 
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